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As you begin your search for the ideal home theater audio system, ask yourself what's important:

It has long been assumed that bigger equipment means better sound. Not anymore. Bose® Lifestyle®
systems allow you to enjoy better sound with less clutter; less equipment and less complication. Unlike

conventional "components; every part of a Lifestyle®
system is engineered to work together as a whole. For
performance, each element is acoustically matched. For

simplicity, many controls are automatic, which means

you can do just about anything by pressing only one
button. And everything is smaller A single, 2:f" high music center replaces an entire rack of electronics and includes a built-in CD player and AM/FM tunes Tiny Jewel Cube® speakers are about the size

of a computer mouse. And hidden away out of view is the
Acoustimass® module for purer; more natural bass. Your favorite
music, movies and sports programs will core

to life in a way you simply cannot imagine.

Home Theater Technology summed it up
by saying, "Everything is included and carefully thought out.... The performance
is awesome."* Please call for your complimentary guide to our Lifestyle® music

and home theater systems, and for Bose dealers near you. Then compare the size

of Bose sound to the sound of the biggest equipment you can find.

Is it the size of the equipment?

Or is it the size of the sound?

_BOW
Better sound through research®

1-800-444-BOSE Ext.598 www.bose.com
© 1997 Boo Corporation JN98307G From a review of the Lifestyle 12 home theater system
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PMD-100 HDCD

Digital Filter
Dimensions Height
Dimensions Width
Dimensions Depth
Weight Net
Weight Packed

specifications subject to change

4 3/4 inches
17 inches
16 1/2 inches
22 pounds
25 pounds

Crystal CS8412

Input decoding

converters

PCM-1702P 20 -bit

(4) Burr -Brown

Digital -to -Analog

Digital format

S/PDIF
8x(352.8kHz)

3.0V RMS

6.0V RMS

Below Measurable Limits
Balanced & Unbalanced
50 ohms
25 ohms

GaAIAs

2122dB
2118dB

.2100dB
0.015%

20Hz to 20kHz
2106dB
2103dB
2101dB

Sampling rate

Output types
Output impedance balanced
Output impedance unbalanced
Output level balanced
Output level unbalanced

Laser
Wow & Flutter

Dynamic range balanced
Dynamic range unbalanced
THD 20Hz to 20kHz
Separation @ 1kHz balanced
Separation @ 1kHz unbalanced

Signal to noise ratio balanced
Signal to noise ratio unbalanced

Frequency response 1-0.5dB

ADCOM's new GCD-750 single disc CD player was developed to satisfy the

needs of music lovers and audiophiles who want nothing less than the best
in audio CD performance and the newest decoding technologies of HDCD.

ADCOM

Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.
11 Elkins Rid East Brunswick, NJ. 08816
Tel: 732-390-1130 Fax 732-390-5657 Web: http://www.adcom.com
©1997 ADCOM
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DVX8000 MULTIMEDIA HOME THEATER
Experience DVD movies, DVD-ROM gaming, even the

Internet with intense sound and graphics. DVX8000
manages and enhances your entire home theater set-up. Video

line doubler, 3-D graphics accelerator and audio technology
Dolby Digital i, a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.

DVX8000

YOU

by Marantz® (including Dolby Digital'"). All integrated with

powerful multimedia PC functionality. It's entertainment to
the extreme. Available at select dealers. For more info on
Philips Extreme Home Entertainment call 1-888-486-6272

or visit us at www.mmhometheater.com
01997"Hips Electronics North America Corp.

FAST

FORE -WORD

AUDIO
Divx. Now there's a name that trips
off the tongue. Try saying it six times
real fast. Divx is a mutant DVD format
dreamt up by a bunch of Hollywood
lawyers and largely underwritten by
Circuit City. The company the two
organizations have formed to market
the concept (originally known as Zoom TV)
is called Digital Video Express-hence, Divx.
Here's how it works. You buy a Divx player,

which incorporates the extra circuitry
required for playback of Divx discs in
addition to regular DVDs and CDs. This
will set you back about $100 more than an
otherwise identical non-Divx DVD player.
The discs themselves are just like ordinary
DVDs except that their encryption scheme is
on steroids. Not only is the encryption harder
to break than that of conventional DVDs
(start warming up the Cray), but it gives
the studio that released the disc control over
how you use it. Starting when you first slip
the disc into your player, you have two calendar
days of unrestricted access, during which you
can use it just like any ordinary DVD. For this
privilege you pay about $5 up front. When
your 48 hours are up, you can simply trash

the disc or you can hold onto it in case you
might want to watch it again in the future.
More viewing time will cost you, however,
to the tune of a few dollars per additional
interval of access. Or you can pay a higher fee
(probably around $20) for unlimited accesssort of. The disc will still play only on
the special Divx players, but if it is ever
played on somebody else's Divx machine,
that person will get charged accordingly.
Say what? Well, here's where it gets really
deep. When you buy a Divx player, you get
an account with Digital Video Express. And
when you install it, one of the connections
you will make is to your phone line, so that
the player can report your viewing activity
back to the home office, which will use that
information to bill you for usage beyond
the initial access period and for use of other
people's discs. Divx discs will be individually
serialized, so the player (and thus Digital
Video Express) can keep exact tabs on which
Divx discs you watch and how much you
watch them, and of who "owns" each disc
that is viewed on your player.
The basis for this new format's mass
consumer appeal must be obvious to you
by now, no? In fairness, it must be said
that Divx's obnoxious elements are leavened
with some positive ones. The idea is to allow
a sort of convenient, one -stop video "rental"
procedure, in which there are no late fees and

you never have to return anything. But
is eliminating those return trips worth
the complication and confusion that will
follow in this system's wake? And is it worth
a format war (the one we thought we'd
avoided)? For make no mistake, Divx versus
DVD will be a format war.
At this writing, in early September, studios
supporting Divx are Disney, Universal,
Paramount, and DreamWorks. Two of these,
Disney and Universal, have also committed
to release conventional DVDs; the other two
have said nothing one way or the other on
that subject. And Fox has said nothing about
either. Every other major studio is already in
the DVD business, though it is possible some
will decide to do Divx as well (this spy versus
spy, pay per peek stuff being something of
a studio mogul's wet dream). Companies
who have said they will supply Divx players
are Matsushita (Panasonic, Technics, and
Quasar), Thomson (RCA, ProScan, and GE),
and Zenith, and I doubt that the list will get
any longer. The system is supposed to launch
next spring.
I expect Divx will fail. Its meager benefits
won't be enough to overcome the system's
inherent irritation and confusion factors.
(I can't wait to hear Circuit City salespeople
trying to explain to customers the difference
between DVD and Divx.) Its legacy will be
consumer confusion, slowed sales of DVD
players, and, most disappointingly, delayed
entry of some studios into the regular DVD
market.
It is also sad and discouraging to see
manufacturers of the stature of Thomson,
Matsushita, and Zenith involving themselves
in such a putrid mess. Digital Video Express's
CEO says that Divx has been under
development for three years. During that
time, did the company approach the DVD
consortium about incorporating Divx into
the DVD standard? If not, why not? If yes,
how do the just announced Divx player
suppliers explain themselves to their existing
DVD customers? And if Divx succeeds, how
will they square themselves with the legions
of furious buyers of their own months -old
DVD players? If it fails, what will Divx buyers
do with their discs when their Divx players
eventually die-store them with their CEDs?
In light of all the above, my advice is to do
what I'm going to do: Just say no to Divx.
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LETTERS

Digital 101?
Dear Editor:

I could rave like a madman on speed at

this moment, but I won't. Instead, I will
raise one issue that none of you geniuses in
the audiophile press understand: Anything
TC-2 Stereo Line Level Preamp

$1,160

here in the U.S. a high -end DVD player
with a 50/60 Hz power supply, like the
$3,500 Meridian 586. Could I use it in Europe, providing I used discs I had bought
here in the U.S.? Once back in Europe, will I

prior to the D/A converter in the audio

be able to find a mail-order company that
would provide me with U.S. discs (at half

chain does not have a sound. Period.

the European rate)?

Digital code does not care about anything in the analog world. Not resistance,

J.L. Olivier
Chicago, Ill.

impedance, or cable thickness and material.

GSE-8430 Mono Power Amplifier
25W Single -ended
$4,360/pr

Nor is it concerned with speed, focus, or

Editor's Reply: Yes, you would still be able to

imaging. The digital world cares only that it
gets the proper data at the proper rate at the
proper time. That is all. It's not a turntable!
If a CD transport or a hard drive delivers
all its data, it will have no effect on the end

play discs bought in the U.S. Your chances
for obtaining a mail-order supply of such
discs from overseas are hard to assess, however. I wouldn't count on it.-M.R.

result no matter who makes it or its price

The Proof Is In The Sales

tag. If the cable to the D/A converter passes

Dear Editor:

all the data without corrupting or altering
the data flow, it also will impart no sound.
If the data flow is corrupted, the D/A con-

verter reads the errors and may decode
them incorrectly. Then, the sound suffers.

If you want to test CD transports and
digital interconnects, you need only test
them for data transmission. That is all.

GSP-02 60W Stereo Power Amplifier.... $960

Every other attribute (except build quality)
is pure, unadulterated crap!
Maybe I could tell you about how the different hard drives in my Macintosh sound
when I record and mix with Deck II audio
workstation software. If that sounds stupid,

what about Anthony Cordesman's "Auricle" on the Mark Levinson No. 31.5 CD
transport (May issue)? That piece was sheer

("Mondo Audio," June). In truth, we on
both continents are being ripped off, one
less than the other. Kessler might have researched profitability factors, too. In classi-

cal music-reportedly a dying genre-large
up -front payments to artists and waning
sales make for profit problems aplenty. Ultimately, classical music sales must be in-

creased by acknowledging the wonderful
depth of feeling that we classicophiles experience. The success of a medium is defined
by sales, not by its pure merits intrinsically
contained.
All marketing schemes can fail. Compa-

This stuff has got to stop. You are spread-

true methods. Do it better than they do and

ing disinformation and promoting igno-

you will be showered with inestimable riches.
Michael Janket
Putnam, Conn.

GSM -260 Mono Power Amplifier

rance. In your 50th year, it's time to lead the
way to true digital enlightenment.
Jeff Henning

65W Ultralinear 35W Triode..f

Upper Darby, Pa.

Overseas DVD
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question our feelings in the U.S. that CDs
are too expensive when Europe pays more

nies try to build profitability on tried and

idiocy.

GSI-01 40W Integrated Amp - $760
14 -day no obligation home trial
C11 Centasound International Inc
PO Box 210337, San Francisco, CA 94121
Tel
888-968-9683 (415) 668-9003
Fax (415) 668-9638
http://www.centasound.com
E-mail contact@centasound.com
8am-8pm PST Mon -Sat

I am puzzled that Ken Kessler would

Dear Editor:

Ken Kessler recently wrote about the
zoning of DVD players and discs by geographical region ("Mondo Audio," June).
What about a Frenchman (like me) buying
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1997
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Binaural Brood
Dear Editor:
I greatly enjoyed Floyd E. Toole's two articles on "The Future of Stereo" in the May
and June issues. Glad to read that the "two channel stereo stalemate" has been broken,
and I appreciate the author's recognition of

what I feel are among the two best ap-

One protects the cranium, the cerebral cortex, and medulla oblongata.
The other protects the stuff you really care about. They're both heavy duty.
Water resistant. Designed for outdoor use. And can take all kinds of punishment. But orly one plays AM, FM, and all your favorite tapes. Besides, wear
a hardhat while you're out jogging, and people will talk.

°

;ymlal al yu
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'

a free gift when
for a limited time only.

r and

$raikman and the portaule music __

proaches to breaking it: Ambisonics and

Given the millions of standard stereo

tem will support "over 500 lines" of resolu-

binaural sound.
Multichannel/multispeaker designers are
currently trying to re -invent the wheel (and
doing it badly from the demos I've heard).

CDs available, I cannot fault Toole's reference to "the few existing commercial examples [of binaural recordings]," nevertheless
I think of the more than 125 binaural CDs
and cassettes that we sell (most exclusively)

tion. The HDTV standard calls for more

ready been extremely well done by Cooper,
Gerzon, and others and requires only three

via The Binaural Source as more than "a

Ray Segura
New Orleans, La.

or four transmission channels instead of

sources for Ambisonics, would have been

six. It's called Ambisonics.
My experiences with binaural sound un-

more complete had it also included The
Binaural Source (Box 1727, Ross, Cal.

Editor's Reply: Current DVDs and DVD
players will be compatible with HDTV in

derscore Floyd Toole's remarks about the
battle of auditory versus visual cues. They

94957; 800/934-0442.) Call for a catalog;

the sense that they will play on HDTV sets.

binaural demos may be downloaded at

The current standard does not provide for

also apply to crosstalk -cancelled two -speak-

www.binaural.com.

HDTV signals on DVDs, however. There is
work underway to develop the technology

Convincing multichannel sound has al-

than 1,000 lines of resolution. Will DVD be
obsolete in just the few years it will take to

migrate from the current NTSC system to
the new HDTV system?

few." Toole's references section, which cited

er playback and Ambisonics. The brain
strains to make sense of a sound coming

John Sunier
The Binaural Source
Kentfield, Cal.

from, say, 60 feet in front of you in a cathedral when you are staring at a wall of your

necessary for HD-DVD (blue lasers, advanced pressing methods, etc.), but full realization is some years off, and when HD-

non -reverberant listening room a dozen

DVD and HDTV:

DVD does arrive new players will be

feet away. That is why on my binaural radio
program "Audiophile Audition" (broadcast
by 120 FM stations coast to coast), I always
suggest that headphone listeners darken the
room or close their eyes. This also can help

A Happy Couple?

required (though the new players will also

Dear Editor:
After reading Edward Foster's May "Profile" of the Sony DVP-S7000 DVD player

play regular DVDs).

and the Sony DVD ad, a question arises:

with the frontal localization problems of
binaural sound, as does leaving on the

Will DVD be compatible with the new digi-

tal HDTV standard just approved by the

would be some time before the installed
base of HDTV receivers became large
enough for manufacture and distribution

speakers if you are facing them.

FCC? I note in Sony's ad that the DVD sys-

of HD-DVDs to be economically attractive

There are other issues as well. Even if

the technology were available now, it

Yo -Yo UNWINDS.

Cellist nonpareil Yo -Yo Ma loves listening to
beautiful music of all kinds. Here, he enjoys the
warm, lush sounds coming from his Harman Kardon
componentry and Infinity speakers. Once again,
the great brands of Harman Internatioral provide
the world's finest audio equipment.

Living room

Home theater

Computer

Concert hall

Movie theater

Car

to movie studios. This is because it will
take a number of years for HDTV broadcasting to become widespread and because
initial prices for HDTV receivers will be
very high. Mitsubishi recently announced
that it expects to introduce HDTV sets late

next year with prices starting at about
$8,000. I have not heard any television
manufacturer mention a price below

becomes quite easy to do line doubling,

cardioid clip -on microphones designed es-

since no compensation is required for mo-

pecially for tapers. (They're also in use at
many pro studios, multimedia production
houses, and universities.) We feel that our
mikes are the best in their category and at
their prices, producing the most realistic
recordings with very low distortion at even

tion between fields. Although the image still
will not be full HDTV quality, it will be sig-

nificantly better than is possible on NTSC

sets. So the short answer is, I don't think
DVD will be made obsolete by the introduction of HDTV.-M. R.

$6,000. So it will take a while for the prices

Now Serving Tapers

to work their way down into the mass market range-several years into the next

Dear Editor:

century, I would guess.

ing? While he's just rediscovered live taping
("Front Row," August), there's a large, longstanding community of folks who regularly

Meanwhile, there are some interesting
things that could be done with HDTV re-

Where has Corey Greenberg been hid-

ceivers to enhance the reproduction quality
of standard DVDs. Movies can be coded on
DVD at their native 24 -frame -per -second
rate (or easily converted back to it from 30

tape live performances. They're known as
"tapers," and bands like the Grateful Dead,

fps). With a digital video connection to a
suitably configured HDTV set, movies on
DVD could be progressively scanned (no
interlace) at 72 -fps, with each frame being
scanned out three times in succession to

It's been in response to their needs that

prevent flicker. This in itself would provide

some improvement in image quality, but
beyond that, with progressive scanning it

Phish, and many others have set aside entire
seating sections at their concerts for them.

the extreme sound -pressure levels found in
the mosh pit at rock concerts.
We also build the widest variety of 7 -pin

interface cables for Sony's portable DAT
recorders and devices that translate between coaxial and optical digital signal
transmission.
Readers can learn about the taper world
by subscribing to the Internet's DAT-heads
mailing list (Core Sound's Web address is
www.panix.com-moskowit).
Len Moskowitz
Core Sound
Teaneck, N.J.

high -quality, low-cost miniature recording
equipment has emerged.
A community of audio professionals has
grown to serve these folks: Core Sound has
been part of it for seven years. Among our
products is the widest variety of miniature

The September "Auricle" on the Paradigm Reference Active/20 speaker mistakenly referred to it as having a sealed

true -binaural (in -ear and near -ear) and

enclosure. It is actually ported.

Erratum

harman kardon

Stage

Arena

Nightclub

Stadium

Studio
www.harman.com

H

Harman International

HEAR US EVERYWHERE.
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CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
HOME THEATER SPEAKERS
MovieWorks 5.1 is intended

a 12 -inch driver, a shielded

as a compact, six -speaker home

center -channel speaker with

theater system for playback of

dual mid-bass/midrange drivers,

music or Dolby Digital (AC -3)

and shielded left and right

5.1 -channel soundtracks. It

satellites, each with a long -throw,

includes Multipole surround

4 -inch mid -bass driver and

speakers with selectable bipole

13/4 -inch tweeter. Price: $1,799

or dipole radiation patterns,

factory direct or at Cambridge

a 150 -watt powered, acoustic -

SoundWorks retail stores.

suspension subwoofer with

For literature, circle No. 100

PSB SPEAKER

trilayer ceramic alloy that Monitor Audio calls

Ceralloy is used for the diaphragms of the four drivers in

A

the Studio 60, a three-way double bass -reflex system. Ceralloy

is said to yield near -perfect piston action, with no breakup or
bending modes to cause distortion. Two 17 -centimeter bass
drivers cover frequencies from 26 to 375 Hz, where a third
17 -centimeter driver takes over up to 3.5 kHz.
A 2.5 -centimeter gold -dome tweeter handles the upper treble.
Frequency response is specified as 26 Hz to 28 kHz, ±3 dB,
with a maximum output level of 115 dB at 1 meter.
Price: $10,995 to $15,500 depending on finish.
For literature, circle No. 102

A slimmer, deeper
enclosure and thicker front
baffle (to lessen diffraction
and minimize cabinet
resonances, respectively),
a wider vent to eliminate port
noise, and a less imposing
footprint (to better reconcile
performance with home
decor) are among
the distinctions of PSB's
flagship Stratus Gold/ speaker,
the successor to the Stratus
Gold. The drivers-a 10 -inch
woofer, 6 -inch cone midrange,
and 1 -inch dome tweeter-and
three-way design remain
unchanged. Price: $2,399
per pair in black ash or dark
cherry; $300 additional in

BOSE
CENTER
CHANNEL
SPEAKER
Measuring just over
3 inches tall, the VCS -10
center -channel speaker is
said to deliver realistic
reproduction of dialog in
any home theater system.

high -gloss black.
For literature, circle No. 101
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The slim enclosure houses
four 21/2 -inch drivers: two

for low frequencies in a
flared -port enclosure and two
in an array that is claimed
to produce a large, consistent
sound field. The VCS -10 also
includes electronic protection
circuitry. Price: $229 each.
For literature, circle No. 103

WHO THINS

EEL OFFEIS

INIMMEMP

OUtStAn i:ln6

Compact Disc Players

VALUE?
Tuners
RCD930AXCompact Disc Player

"Rotel is on one hell of a roll... Whatever you expected
- it wasn't enough! ...Now, the sound. Drop this
sweetheart into a high ticket audio system and I dare
you to guess its price tag."

Preamplifiers

Tom Miiller, The Audio Adventure, Vol. 2, Issue 11

RB990BX Power Amplifier

Porv=

"Let's not forget that we're talking about a very modestly
priced product here. It really has no business being as
good as it is."

op'

Mark Block, The Audiophile Voice, Vol. 2, Issue 1

RB980BX Power Amplifier

IntegratJt4 .ompl

"Fortunately for most of us, there are still companies
that feel that clever engineering can reduce costs
across the board... Unpack it, plug it in, and your first
impulse will not be to start a savings account for a
super amp, but to spend more money on recordings."

rs

Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile, Volume 15, No. 11

RCD910BX Compact Disc Player

urround Sou, d Processors

"It will outperform certain players with high end
pretensions and price tags to match. Their makers
should be among the first customers lining up to buy a
Rotel... After they hear what we heard they should sit
down at the drawing board."
Ultra High Fidelity Magazine, Volume 44

ror more of what the critics say, ask your dealer or call
(978) 664-3820 for our Critical Acclaim review booklet.

MJItiroom Controllers

111111111111W IIINUFACTUR[R
ERICA 54 CONC3RD ST. NDFTH BEADING, MA 01864 TEL 978-664-3820 FAX 978-664-4109
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WHAT'S

EW
ALLSOP
RECORD CLEANER
Jim Allsop, whose father
developed the Orbitrac LP record
cleaner, says the device has been
updated and reissued as
the Orbitrac 2 because of
the renewed interest in LP
records. The compact design
is supplied in a storage case with
two 1 -ounce spray bottles of
leaning solution, two lint -free
cleaning pads, a cleaning brush,

.>WOODS SPEAKER CABLE.>
Thunder speaker wire
from Woods Industries is
said to deliver audiophile
sound quality at an affordable
price. Made of oxygen -free
copper, it is designed with a
flexible rope lay for easy handling
and installation. Thunder wire is
flame-retardant, UL -approved,
and safe for in -wall applications.
Prices, two -conductor, 50 -foot
spool: 16 -gauge, $19.99;
14 -gauge, $26.99; 12 -gauge,
$36.99. Prices, two -conductor,
100 -foot spool: 14 -gauge,
$49.99; 12 -gauge, $69.99. Prices,
500 -foot in -wall wire, two conductor: 16 -gauge, $159.99;
12 -gauge, $319. Price, 500 -foot
in -wall wire, four -conductor:
16 -gauge, $219.
For literature, circle No. 104

and a nonskid cleaning base.
The replaceable cleaning pad
change from white to yellow
they absorb groove contamin
and are said to be good for as n
as 100 cleanings. Price: $34.9.

For literature, circle No. 107

Radio Shack Wireless Headphones
You needn't be in the same

room-or even in the house-to

_

enjoy music from your stereo on
the PRO -100 wireless
headphones. The 900 -MHz
transmitter works through walls
and floors and is said to operate
as far as 150 feet away from
your audio system or TV
(the transmitter plugs into any
headphone or audio -out jack).
The headset has controls for
volume, fine tuning, and on/off
and is powered by rechargeable
nickel -cadmium batteries for as
long as five hours on a single
charge. Price: $129.99.
For literature, circle No. 105

Nagra portable open -reel
recorders are legendary among pro
film and sound recordists. The PL -P

tube preamplifier, with a built-in
moving -coil step-up transformer,
is the company's debut in
the audiophile arena. Its DC
power -supply comprises eight NiCd D
cells Fed by an external AC charger.
The preamp operates in pure Class -A
mode, with the output -stage vacuum
tubes coupled directly to the output
connectors. Input and output levels
are adjustable, and a "modulometer"
monitors both output level (in volts
and decibels) and battery voltage.
Phono input capacitance is also
adjustable. Price: $9,500.
For literature, circle No. 106
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Day SequerraTY/FM Antei
The Metro 360 indoor antennl
intended to optimize reception of
and TV signals in dense metropo

areas.A built-in, low -noise bipol
RF amplifier with an isolated pov
supply is coupled to a fan monop
antenna element; the combinatio

is said to naturally reject multipa
interference and electrical
disturbances and yield high signa

strength. Price: $129.
For literature, circle No. 108

AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Upgrading AC Power Cords
QI want to upgrade the 18 -gauge AC
power cords, which have two -prong po-

It isn't quite this simple though. You also
must consider what losses occur within the
power transformer during peak power de-

larized plugs, on my audio components. I

mands. Further, what is the sag of sec-

plan to install IEC power outlets that use the
third, U -ground prong. Of course, my new
power cords will have that extra ground wire.
How should I terminate that ground on each
device?-Charles F. Sprague, Ventura, Cal.

ondary voltage, even if the line voltage is
held constant? I suspect that these real -

AWhy do you find it necessary to upgrade your power cords? Are the pre-

can hold a charge long enough to accommodate peak demands in power output,

sent ones unable to carry the current de-

maintaining voltage to the output stage

manded by the device to which it

when both the line and secondary voltages
fall somewhat. In other words, the losses
within some power transformers will be of

is

connected? Are their jackets cut, thereby exposing the conductors?
Chances are that none of these questions
have "yes" answers. Therefore, I see no ben-

world problems are at least as significant as
sagging line voltage, and perhaps even more
important. Again, let's hope that the filters

greater significance than those resulting
from any reasonable amount of power line

Audio Catalog
At Cambridge SuundWorks we make unique, critically acclaimed speakers and music systems designed by
Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent).
Advent).We
' sell

efit to changing the power cords; in fact,
there might be a loss. There have been instances where that extra ground wire has
given rise to hum resulting from ground

voltage sag.

loops induced by these ground wires.
If you still decide to make these changes,

the voltage would remain constant even
with power -transformer losses or drops in

the ground wire from the U -ground pin

Call toll -free - SAM -Midnight (ET), 365 days a year even holidays.

line voltage.

Save hundreds on components and systems from

must be wired to the chassis of the associated device. You should fit a spade terminal to

the end of the wire. Loosen a cover holddown screw and slip the spade under it;
then retighten it.

Voltage Sag vs. Output Power
QIn the "Equipment Profile" of the Carver A -760x amp (May) Ed Foster notes
that the amp's output power was adjusted for

"sagging line voltage." Since this is a real world issue, I wondered to what degree line
voltage influences an amplifier's power output.

The amp I own produces 700 watts rms, and
the AC line drops 3 volts or so under this condi-

tion.-Tyson Baldridge, Richmond, Va.
AIf sagging line voltage were the only

factor, you would tend to lose about
3% of the amp's total power output. However, this would be true only when the amplifier is producing its full rated power output on a continuous basis. Assuming good

power -supply filtering, the capacitors'
charge would normally take care of peak
voltage sag. Such a power loss would not be
audible, even though it could be measured.

If a manufacturer wanted to do it, regulating the entire power supply would eliminate any decrease in power output, because

Despite anomalies in line voltage and
within power supplies, amplifiers still produce very little distortion-in most cases far

below the audible threshold of detection
with musical program material. Consequently, I believe we should disregard such
minor flaws and just enjoy our hi-fi systems.

There will always be exceptions, of
course, such as poor house wiring, which
may cause severe line -voltage sag. If you
own your own home, you might have an
electrician install heavy -gauge wire and run

a circuit dedicated to your sound system.
However, I don't think it's advisable to install a circuit breaker capable of more current just because the wire can carry it. Naturally, you'll want to keep the run as short
as is practical.

them-and components from companies like Sons;
Pioneer, Harman Kardon, Carver and others-factorvdirect, with no expensive middlemen. Call today and
find out why Audio magazine said we may have "the
best value in the world."

Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer, Aiwa,
Harman Kardon, Carver, JVC and more.

Audio experts will answer your questions before
and after you buy.

30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all products.

Great Sound.
No Risk. Only $9999
(Introductory Price.)

PCWorks"by Henry Moss - Our newest compact,
amplified multimedia speaker system. The most
affordable audio system we know of that produces
very accurate, very realistic, wide -range sound including terrific bass.

"You'll be hard-pressed to find a better set
of speakers for twice the price?'
magazine

IIII

A

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019, or

via e-mail at JOEGIO@delphi.com. All letters
are answered. In the event that your letter is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic,

please indicate if your name or address should
be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

1800 -FOR HIFI
CAMBRIDGE

SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street. Suite 11H, Newton \N 02.1t, -a
Tel: 1.8O1.3s'-H34 Fax: ail --332.9 29

Outside CS. orCanad:: 1,l7i32-5936
Wield Wide Web Address: wme.hifi.cum
0199- Cambridge ti,nml''nrk. Inc PC i,rki. a traikmark of Cambridge knmdWC:rk.Inc.
Canada: 14100-525--1434
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buried in the mix. At the press

SPECTRUM

demonstration, Toshiba played a

IVAN BERGER

SURROUND

SURPRISES

scene from The Bridges of Madison
County, where Meryl Streep walks
through a covered bridge. Switching
in the Spatializer circuits during Pro
Logic playback made me far more

aware of sounds from the pigeons
nesting in the bridge and from the
stream beneath it. The effect seemed

very natural, not exaggerated. I'd
have to hear it on more scenes from
different movies before I decided just
how universally useful the Spatializ-

er/Pro Logic combination is, but I
did find it rather intriguing.
Actually, I already get simulated
surround at home, but that's by accident. My bedroom TV sits high in a
cabinet, so my size -12 feet won't ob-

scure the screen when I watch at
bedtime; my VCR, laserdisc player,
and other electronics sit just above it.
Because my AR -M1 speakers aren't

shielded, I put them on top of the
cabinet, just inches below the ceiling.
That should put the sonic image dis-

turbingly high above the screen,
compounded by the fact that the AR-

have my purist side and tend to
be skeptical of any audio process

that attempts to simulate something else. But surround simulation circuits have dealt me two
pleasurable surprises recently.
The first was the Sound Retrieval
System (SRS) in the Pioneer DEHP835 car stereo ("Spectrum," September). With it switched in, I heard
little surround effect (although that
might have been because of my car's
acoustics or various other settings in
my system). Instead, the soundstage

i

DVD player I know of, it has digital
outputs for Dolby Digital Surround

Mls' front panels tilt back, aiming
their sound more at the ceiling than
my ears. But I never feel the sound
source is too high-and sometimes,
on surround -encoded material, I
hear sounds coming from behind

(AC -3) and stereo analog outputs

me. (For whatever reason, this effect

that can convey Dolby Surround via
a Pro Logic decoder. But it also has
Spatializer "3-D" Stereo, a process
designed to simulate surround from
just two speakers.
I could see one reason for this: to

was most noticeable on the old

bring surround to consumers who

front.

Northern Exposure series.) What's
more, the only sounds that seem to
come from the rear are sounds that

should appear there-no dialog or

other sounds that should be up

choose to buy a DVD player now and

build their systems up to full home
theater audio later. But I was surprised that Toshiba also provided for

SALESMANSHIP

seemed to deepen and soloists

using the Spatializer circuits along

"People sometimes ask the

moved from dead ahead of me (a po-

with Dolby Surround.
According to Toshiba, the combination "fills in the gaps in the sound

weirdest things," a manufacturer
tells me. "Once, at a hi-fi show,
someone asked me, `What's your

field, making a seamless transition
between the front `point -source'.. .
and. ..rear `ambient effect' speakers." In practice, it also brings out

bias speed?'

sition I can accept) to the car's cen-

terline (which I find preferable).
Overall, the sound seemed more
tightly focused with the SRS.

The second surprise came at the
press introduction of Toshiba's new
SD -3107 DVD player. Like every

sounds that otherwise might be
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1997
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"I had no idea what he meant,

so I just told him, It's eightfastest in the industry."

MovieWorksT M 5.1 By Henry Kloss

140 Watt. 12"
Powered Subwooler

MultiPole Surround Speakers
For Bipole/Dipole Operation

Shielded Two -Way
Main Speakers

Wide -Range, High sY p
Center Speaker

411

Jntrodudng MouieWorks5 1.
The surround sound speaker system of the future.
Ilr,rieWorks5.1 is for people who want the ultimate

radiating) and bipole (direct radiating) sound."

surround sound listening experience. It is a no-

With the growing popularity of Doby DigitaM 5.1

no expensive middlemen, it sells for hundreds less
than competing systems. And it's backed

compromise speaker system with high-performance,

surround sound, which sends discrete signals to the left

by our 30 -Day Total Satisfaction

high -output main, center and surround speakers - and

and right rear speakers, there has been controversy

an awesome "room -shaking" powered subwoofer.

about what kind of radiating characteristic is best for

Guarantee. Try it in your home for a
month - there's virtually no risk.

MovieWorks5.I is the first surround sound speaker

surround speakers. For virtually all of toda}?s movie

Factory -Direct Price: $1,799.99

system to include MultiPole'" surround speakers that

soundtracks, we recommend dipole radiator designs

switch between dipole and bipole radiation, depending

because they do a superb job reproducing surround

on the music or movie sound track being played. It is,

effects so everyone in the room hears them correctly.

* Unlike seemingly similar systems, our MultiPole speakers,
when switched from dipole to bipole operation, affect a very
broad range of sound - not just very high frequencies. This
difference is crucial to proper performance.

we believe, the surround sound system of the future.

High-performance main speakers.

For some 5.1 channel mixes, however - those with

The main speakers in.11oi'M brkc 51 are a two-

true stereo - bipolar direct radiators can be advanta-

way, shielded design with excellent tonal balance, wide

geous. In particular, music recordings with vocalists

dispersion and pinpoint stereo imaging - everything

directed to surround channels sound better with our

you'd want in a high -quality speaker to reproduce both

MultiPole speakers set to their bipole position.

music and sound effects. They will fill even a large room

familiar to studios, it's difficult to predict what mixing

with big speaker boxes.

approaches will be used. But with the MultiPole
surround speakers, you're literally ready for anything.

High -output center speaker.

Awesome powered subwoofer.

The center speaker is a new high -output, wide -

MovieWorks51's powered subwoofer is amazing -

range design with natural tonal balance and superb
dispersion. It has two 51/41" midrangehnidbass drivers

it's the one everybody likes. It has a heavy-duty, long -

and a tweeter identical to that in the main speakers, for

throw 12" woofer and a robust 140 -watt amplifier with

seamless blending of soundtracks. Bass reach is

electronic crossover. Boot says it "is an aural atomic

significantly lower than most center speakers. Its

bomb...gracefully played frequencies down to an

,,Qry ao.

soundtracks, and dispersion is broad enough
to cover all listening positions.

MultiPole surround speakers.
The surround speakers in Moi'ie Works 5.1

To Order For A Free
Catalog, Or For The
Nearest Store Location.

As Dolby Digital 5.1 technology becomes more

with accurate, natural sound...without filling the room

dynamic range can handle even demanding

Free
Catalog

signals spread between the two surround speakers in

awe-inspiring 21 Hz!...nothing short of

phenomenal."

Factory -direct savings. No risk.
If you want a no -compromise surround

are a high -output design using MultiPole technolc mgy

sound system that can deal with all present and
future software, MovieWorks 5.1 is the speaker

that allows you to choose between dipole (diffuse

package for you. Because we sell factory -direct, with

.

Call...

1-800-FOR-HIF!
(

I ?iu(13,

+-+3

)

CAMBRIDGE

SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street, Suite 102, Newton, StA 02164

Tel:1-800-367.4434 Fax 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 www.hifi.com

Outside C.S. or Canada: 617.332.5936
C 199'Cambridge SoundWorko. \trnieü'tnk mad .MultiPole are trademarks
ofCamlmdfre Sound%torks. Inc Dolby Digital is a regnttmi trademark of Dolby
Lily rcau mu In, cn.ing ti,r)r
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DIGITAL DUETS

and because they've been trained in specific
vocal techniques. And you may say the same
phrase dozens of different ways to convey

cal techniques. According to a recent article
in New Scientist, a British scientific weekly,
he's correlating Fourier transforms of vocal

'Fired of singing solo in the shower? Dig
ital technology may have solutions for that.

different meanings and emotions. (Stan
Freberg's "John and Marsha" recording

One such solution, Virtual Vocals, already exists, albeit not yet in consumer
products. This technology "creates additional harmonies in real time from a live

told a whole story through two voices simply repeating each other's names with differing inflections.)
So where does a researcher begin? It depends on the researcher. Some scientists are

harmonic content over time with singers'
actions and intentions. Crescendos, for example, change not only volume but frequency content, with higher harmonics
making up more and more of the tone as
we sing louder (a phenomenon known as

vocalist," according to IVL Technologies of
Victoria, B.C., Canada. The company says
this enables it to

"double

voice for

a
a

spectral tilt). Singers usually start each note
a bit off pitch, then correct it. A vocal
synthesizer must be able to re-create a

complex mix of vocal propertiessuch as overtone structure, pitch,

singer's
richer,

spectral tilt, amplitude, and rate and
depth of vibrato-vary them correct-

more professional
sound." (It's also said
to be able to change a
voice's timbre or apparent gender and to
correct a singer's

ly over time, and follow such musical

intentions as "crescendo," "start,"
and "slur" (there are only about 20 of
them, Lomax says). A vocal synthesiz-

pitch.) So far, it's avail-

er must also be able to generate the
vowel and consonant sounds of each

able only in profes-

song's lyrics and give them the proper

sional equipment, but

emotional emphasis. And it must
make natural transitions between

that situation may
soon change. The
technology is now available for Motorola's
56000 -series digital signal processing (DSP)

are used in some high -end

consumer audio equipment and some
sound systems for PCs. There are no immediate plans for waterproof voice -doublers
you can shower with, however.

concentrating on the components of vocal
sound, others on how voices flow from one
sound to another, and still others on how
sonic changes affect a word's meaning.
Ken Lomax, of Oxford University, is analyzing the components of voices and of vo-

More advanced-and farther in the future-are computer systems that will let
you sing duets with Presley or Pavarotti and
let you hear how Beverly Sills would sound
with Pete Seeger's voice. A major challenge?
More like a series of them.

To begin with, we demand more from
synthesized voices. People will accept syn-

thesized violin sounds that would make a
violinist cringe yet are quick to recognize
when voices-the instruments we're most
familiar with-sound less than perfect.
Further, the voice is probably the most
variable of instruments. Even within one
language, we can generate a vast variety of
sounds, and the variety is vaster when we
take all languages into account. Individual
voices differ so markedly that we can usually identify a familiar one from a few words

on the phone, even if years have passed
since we've heard it. People's voices change
for temporary reasons, such as colds or fatigue, for permanent reasons due to aging,

sounds.
Scientists are tackling various aspects of

these problems, and they're confident of
finding solutions to them. But neither they
nor synthesizer makers, says New Scientist,
think singing synthesizers will be a factor in
music for a few years yet.

FORMAT FOLLIES
When I moved to the suburbs a few
years ago, my audio system was one of
the first things unpacked and set up, but

track stereo, and quadraphonic, at various speeds from 15/16 to 15 inches per
second, with gear that can play all but

my turntables had to wait. In the last

the 15/16-ips tapes. I also have cassette, of
course. Somewhere, I have one cartridge

few weeks I've gotten them up and running-and brought home a DVD player
to try. Those two events set me musing
on the formats of my various audio and
video recordings. It's quite a list.
In phono discs alone, I have 78-, 45-,
and 331/3 -rpm records. That's actually
three -and -a -half formats, since among
the LPs I have a few CD -4 quadraphonic recordings; they require nothing special in the way of arm and turntable but
do require a special cartridge. I have no
162/2 -rpm discs, but that's just as well, as

I have nothing to play them on.
In tape, I have full -track mono, halftrack mono, half-track stereo, quarter -
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each in the 4 -track, 8 -track stereo, and

quadraphonic Q8 formats. But they're
strictly souvenirs, as I no longer have an
8 -track player and never did have a 4 track.

My collection includes CDs and
DATs, of course. I also have a few DCC

tapes and MiniDiscs but no hardware

to play or record them-souvenirs
again.
In video, I now have VHS, S -VHS,
VHS -C, 8mm, Hi -8, and laserdisc-plus
the new DVD.

If you like, you can count up how
many formats I have. I'm afraid to.

GREAT.
WE DESIGN ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST
SOPHISTICATED RECEIVERS AND
THE REMOTE GETS ALL THE ATTENTION.

The Kenwood AV Receiver

Four years creating a perfect

receiver, and for what? The
Dolby Digital Decoding

FutureSet remote. It comes
with all of Kenwood's top AV

Dual-Room/Dual Source Operation
receivers and, as hard as it is

for us to admit, it is pretty

5 Video Inputs/S-Video Connection

remarkable. Besides having its

K-STAT Discrete Audi D Amplifier

famous red buttons, FutureSet
can actually download operating

Radio Data System

codes for new components,
like a new CD player or a DVD

Graphical On -Screen Interface

player, directly from a touch

tone phone, eliminating the
possibility of it ever becoming
obsolete. So go ahead and buy

7

our receivers for the remote.

We just don't want to hear

Cool glowy buttons

SA

/ill' .01,0

about it. For more information,

v®

www.kenwoodusa.com or give

visit the Kenwood website at

us a call us at I-800-KENWOOD.

KENWOOD
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Definitive Technok

The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers*

SINGLES VS. ALBUMS

kNi\14

precision audio

interconnect

A recent issue of Billboard, the major
trade magazine of the record industry,
showed that about 80% of all the recordings sold in the U.S. these days are albums.

That hasn't always been the case. When I
was a kid, the vast majority of pop records
sold were singles, and singles of opera arias

The Hero Interconnects utilize many
advanced KIMBER KABLE technologies.

GA- Laser Disc Enterprises: Atlanta* Merit TV: Columbus*
Stereo Connections. Valdosta* Stereo Festival: Atlanta.

Proven JaniStrandTM conductor geome-

HI- Sam Sung Electronics: Honolulu, Waipahu.
IA- Audio King. Cedar Rapids, Des Moines. Archer Audio Video
F . Dodge. Audio Video Logic: Des Moines* Audio Visions: Sioux City*
Hawkeye Audio Iowa City, Cedar Falls.
)º- Ultimate Electronics: Boise* Wise Buy: Idaho Falls.
11,- United Audio Centers: Chicago & Suburbs. Good Vibes:
hampaign Jon's Home Ctr.: Quincy. Sound Forum: Crystal Lake*
Sundown AN: Springfield.
IN- Classic Stereo: Ft. Wayne, Mishawaka* Good Vibes: Lafayette*
Kings Great Buys: Evansville* Ovation Audio: Clarksville, Indianapolis.
KS, -Accent Sound: Overland Park* Advance Audio: Wichita
dio Junction: Junction City, Manhattan.
KY- Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville.
A Alterman Audio New Orleans, Metairie.' Lake Charles Music Lake

try, new GyroCuadratic field geometry,

and Teflon" based dielectrics, all combine in .a cable that welcomes the listener into t!he performance.

or other brief works probably accounted for
a hefty share of the classical market. As I re-

Charles. Mike's Audio: Baton Rouge- Wright's Sound Gallery Shreveport.

call, my own initial record library was a

MD- Gramophone: Baltimore, Ellicott City- Myer-Emco: Gaithersburg,
Beltsville, Rockville -Sight & Sounds: Easton. Soundscape: Baltimore.
ME- Cookin': Portland.
MI- Pecar's Detroit,Troyy Classical Jas Holland. Sound North: Iron Mtn.*
Uereo Center FRAY: Flint. Court St. Listening Room: Saginaw.
MN- Audio King: Minneapolis & Suburbs, Rochester, St. Cloud*
Audio Designs: Winona.
MO- Independence AN: Independence* Reference Audio: Sedalia*
Sound Central: St Louis.
KS- Ideal Acoustics: Starkville* McLelland TV: Hattiesburg.
Players AN: Ridgeland.
MT- Avitel: Bozeman. Rocky Mt. Hi Fi: Great Falls.

batch of singles-pop, comedy, and operatic, mixed.

Originally, an album was a book, like a
photo album. It had pockets for the discs,
plus liner notes. In the 78 -rpm days, you
might have the option of buying some or all
of the discs, at a dollar or so apiece, and of
paying another 500 for the album. Turning
to a 1917 Victrola Book of the Opera, I find
listings for opera arias as singles but no listings for complete sets.
The LP changed all that. A complete album was now as convenient to play as a single, even if you didn't have a changer, and

FeatL rin j

an LP didn't cost much more to press. By
The Beatles' day, albums had grabbed so
much of the market that it paid to produce
albums that were viewed and produced as
an artistic whole, a careful sequence rather
than just a collection of songs. Still, singles
had big sales, too, even though they were
mostly at 45 rpm while the albums were at
331/2. By the time CD came out, however,
singles had lost a lot of their steam; the CD
single never did catch on. Even so, I note
that for the first six months or so of 1997,
singles were selling about 16% better than
the year before, while album sales were up
only 5%.

2752 5 1900 W 0gryen UT 84401
Mole 811- -621-55S0 Fax 801-627-6980
www. Kfmbec com

Authorized Dealers
AK- Alaska Audio: Juneau* Pyramid: Anchorage.
AL- Cohen's Electronics: Montgomery* Kincaid's TV: Tuscaloosa*
L'kis Audio Birmingham* Palm Audio Video: Huntsville.
AR- Custom Audio Video: Little Rock.
AZ- Jerry's Audio Video: Phoenix, Tucson.
Access to Music: Larkspur* Accurate AN: S. Lake Tahoe*
Ahead Stereo: Los Angeles* Audio Concepts Long Beach, San
Gabriel Bay Area Audio: San Jose. Boots Camera: Fresno*
Christopher Hansen: West LA Coast Home Ent.: Atascadero, Orcutt
Creative Stereo: Santa Barbara. David Rutledge Audio: Palm Desert*
DB Audio: Berkeley Digital Ear. Tustin. Dow Stereo Video: San
Diego & Suburbs, La Jolla, El Cajon, Chula Vista, Escondido*
Dynamic Entertainment: Danville* Lee's Home Theater: Visalia*
Monterey Stereo: Monterey Paradyme: Sacramento Performance
Audio: San Francisco* Systems Design: Redondo Beach* Videolek:
Westminster* Wilson Home Theater:Woodland Hills.
Listen Up: Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs*
oundtrack: Denver & Suburbs, Boulder, Ft. Collins, Colorado Springs.
Al Franklin's: Greenwich. Audio Etc: Orange. Cantons StereoNideo:
Danbury* Roberts Audio Video: New London The Sound Room:
Westport. Stereo Shop: Hartford.
DC & Washington Suburbs- Myer-Emco.
DE - Sound Studio: Wilmington.
Absolute Sound: Winter Parke Audio Advisors. West Palm Beach*
Audio Center: Deerfield Beach* Audio Video Design Group: Deslio.
Audio Video Stores: Tallahassee* The Audiohouse: Vero Beach. Cooper
I r Stereo. Clearwater Hoyt Stereo: Jacksonville Palm Audio: Destine
Sound Components: Coral Gables* Sound Ideas: Gainesville* Sound
Insights: Ft. Pierce* Stereotypes: Daytona Beach* Stuart NV: Stuart.
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MA- Cookin': Chestnut Hill, Saugus* Goodwins Audio: Boston,

iewsbury Nantucket Sound: Hyannis. Northampton Audio:
Northampton. Pittsfield Radio: Pittsfield.

N- Audio Video Systems: Charlotte* Audio Visions: Wilmington.
Now AudioVideo: Durham, Greensboro, Raleigh, Winston Salem.
Audio Lab: Wilmington.
NE- Custom Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln.
NH- Cookie': Nashua, Manchester, Newington, Salem, S. Nashua.
Hal's Stereo: Trenton. Monmouth Stereo: Shrewsbury Sound Waves:
Northfield Woodbridge Stereo: West Caldwell, Woodbridge.
NM- Ultimate Elect.: Albuquerque* Sound Ideas: Albuquerque.
IA-V- Ultimate Elect.. Las Vegas. Upper Ear: Las Vegas.
NY- Audio Breakthroughs: Manhasset. Audio Den: Lake Grove.
mark Music: Albany, Syracuse* Stereo Exchange: Manhattan.
Hart Elect.: Vestal* Innovative Audio: Brooklyn. Listening Room:
Scarsdale* Rowe Camera: Rochester* Speaker Shop: Amherst.
.0.H- Audio Craft: Akron, Cleveland, Mayfield Hts., Westlake. Audio Etc.:
Dayton* Classic Stereo: Lima. Ohio Valley Audio: Cincinnati* Paragon
Sound: Toledo- Stereo Visions: Columbus* Threshold Audio: Heath.

K Audio Dimensions: Oklahoma City Photo World: Stillwater,
Shawnee* Ultimate Electronics: Tulsa.
QA- Bradford's HiFi: Eugene* Chelsea NV: Portland, Beaverton*
Kelly's Home Ctr.: Salem, Magnolia HiFi: (Portland,) Beaverton,
Clackamas* Stereo Plant: Bend.

PA- Audio Junction: Pittsburgh. Gary's Elect.: State College*
NT Stereo: Lancaster, Hart Elect.: Blakely Hi Fi House:
Abington, Broomall. Hi Fi Unlimited: Camp Hill, Harrisburg*
Listening Post: Pittsburgh. Palmer Audio: Allentown* Pro Audio:
Bloomsburg. Stereo Shopper Selinsgrove, Williamsport Stereoland:
Natrona Heights. The Stereoshop: Greensburg.
RI- Stereo Discount Ctr.: Providence.
le- AN Design Charleston* Custom Theater & Audio: Myrtle Beach*
nUpstairs Audio: Columbia.
- Audio King : Sioux Falls* Sound Pro: Rapid City.
TN- College HiFi. Chattanooga. Hi Fi Buys: Nashville* Now Audio Video:
Knoxville Modern Music: Memphis. Sound Room: Johnson City.
TX- Home Entertainment: Dallas, Houston, Plana Audio Tech: Temple*

Audio Video: College Station* Brock NV: Beaumont. Bunkley's
Sound Systems: Abilene* Bjorn's: San Antonia High Fidelity: Austin*
Krystal Clear: Dallas* Marvin Electronics: Ft. Worth* Sound Guest:
El Paso. Sound Systems: Amarillo* Sound Towne: Texarkana.
AudioWorks: Salt Lake City Crazy Bob's: St. George Stokes Bros.:
Logan. Ultimate Elect.: Layton, Murray, Orem, Salt Lake City.
VA- Myer-Emco: Falls Church, Tyson's Corner, Fairfax. Audio Connection:
Virginia Beach. Audiotronics: Roanoke* Home Media Store: Richmond.

WA- Magnolia HiFi: Seattle & Suburbs, Tacoma, Silverdale, Spokane*
Pacific Sight & Sound: Wenatchee, Tin Ear: Kennewick.
W.VA- Sound Post: Princeton.
WI- Audio Emporium: Milwaukee* Absolute Sound & Vision: Sheboygan*
Hi -Fi Heaven: Appleton, Green Bay Sound World: Wausau.
r
- Precision Audio: Rio Piedras.
A & B Sound: Calgary, Edmonton, Kelowna, Vancouver &

uburbs, Victoria. Advance Electronics: Winnipeg* Bay Bloor Radio:
Toronto. Canadian Sound: Brampton, Ont Digital Dynamics:
Clearbrook Harrington Audio: Peterborough, Ont Kebecson:
Montreal* Lipton's: New Market, Ontr Sound Decisions: Duncan, B.0
Sound Room: Vancouver* StereoLand: Windsor. Treble Clef. Ottawa.
Menicg- Contact Grupo Volumen: Mexico City.

Definitive's Amazing
BP 2000 & 2002 Are
The World's Most
Highly Acclaimed

Loudspeakers:
" The first speaker have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill
that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."
-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, USA

"Literally Staggering"

"Amazing Music and Home Theater...

Most Spectacular Speakers Ever"

- Home Theater, USA

Top reviewers around the world

-HiFi Review, Hong Kong

In addition to being an audiophile's
dream, the BP 2000s & BP 2002s are
also the main speakers in Definitive's
Ultimate Home Theater Systems. These
astonishing systems are absolutely the
finest sounding available. They recreate
a "you are there" virtual reality that
actually puts you into the sound -space
of the original cinematic action.

agree that Definitive's amazing BP 2000s
& BP 2002s combine highly advanced

technology and superior build quality
in order to achieve unsurpassed sonic
performance plus unequalled value.

"Astounding The Stuff of Dreams"
-Home Cinema Choice, England

Definitive's revolutionary BP 2000 &
BP 2002 combine our incredible bipolar

technology with dual built-in high-

"The Best Performance You Can Get"
- V.T.V., England
Experts agree these complete Dolby

powered subwoofers (BP 2000: 15"/300
watts ea., BP2002: 12"/125 watts ea.)

for extraordinary sound quality
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Digital AC -3* ready systems deliver the
ultimate listening experience. They
combine BP 2000s or BP 2002s with

"Absolutely Unsurpassed"

perfectly matched center and rear
surround speakers. Dual powered
subwoofers are already built into the
sleek towers. Experience them today!

- Prestige HiR, Franca

Both music and movies are reproduced
with outstanding purity, transparency
and life -like realism. And the astounding
high resolution imaging, magnificent

soundstaging, awesome bass and
explosive dynamic impact totally envelop
you in sonic ecstacy. It is simply amazing!

BP2000 - $1499 ea _

_

=

Definitive's Grand Rix award -winning BP 2000 and BP2002
combine our revolutionary bipolar technology with awesome
built-in powered subwoofers for unsurpassed performance.

See our dealer list on facing page
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nitive Tech

The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers:
11105 Valley Hts. Dr. Baltimore, MD 21117 .1410) 363-7148
Visit us at http://www.definitivetech.com
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KEN KESSLER

Tony Blair-has issued an edict that
could, quite easily, serve as a death
sentence for independent retailers.
You can almost see the multiples and

MAD COWS
AND ENGLISHMEN

chain stores that are supposed to be
the target of this legislation secretly
rubbing their hands with glee as the
smaller shops go broke.

Here's what's happening. Lame -

brained, ill-informed, but, I must
admit, well-meaning British TV
shows and magazines have decreed

that the electrical, hi-fi, TV, and
VCR markets suffer from price fixing. You know the sort of "investigative" reporting I mean, in which the

do-gooder consumerist progeny of
Ralph Nader treat anyone making
any sort of profit from any type of
retail sale as some kind of demon
spawn. And that's without checking
what the margins really are on the

sale of a major -brand TV set or
VCR. Hell, that's without even
knowing what a profit margin is or
why it's needed.
What the government has done is
to outlaw recommended retail

amusing, if predictable, display
of schadenfreude. For years I'd
thought it was Europeans who

prices. That's not the same as retail
price maintenance, banned decades
ago, wherein manufacturers told the
retailers exactly what prices should
be put on products "or else." Rather,

others' misery,

what's disappearing are the guide

when in practice it's my fellow counforeigners suffer. Whether it be med-

prices, the "suggested" retail prices,
which give a consumer some idea of
what the product should cost (if not

icine, the staggering number of TV

quite what it's really worth). What

channels, car and gas prices, the sanity of one's cattle, or other manifestations of American superiority, I've
grown used to being the butt of jokes

led the consumerists to shout
"Foul!" was the teensy disparity between prices from shop to shop, on

i

seems that whenever I return

to the United States, I witness an

la delighted

in

trymen who simply love to watch

enough goods to suggest some sort
of conspiracy. Had they bothered to
investigate properly, they'd know

delivered by friends and colleagues
who wonder just what the hell I'm
doing living in a Third World backwater like Great Britain. But, hey, if

that the prices were within a few
pounds of each other because the
margins were already stripped to the
bone, not because the various retailers were in cahoots with each other.
Mind you, it's not specialist audio
that's under direct threat so much as

wallowing in a sense of superiority is

what gets American rocks off, then
you're gonna love this tale of further
Euro -idiocy.

Should any of you disbelieve the

reports that the U.S. economy is
booming during Bill Clinton's second term, it's still a safe bet that not
one of you would swap it for what's
happening in the U.K. Those readers

who happen to be manufacturers
can almost kiss their British sales
goodbye. In a nutshell, the new
British government-the Labour
Party, led by champagne socialist
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the consumer electronics of which

mainstream journalists are more
aware: the aforementioned major brand TV sets and VCRs. (Go on, call

a mainstream magazine and say to

its features editor, "Sony, Krell, JVC, Vandersteen, Hitachi, Cello." Do you need any

clues as to which names will be recognized?) What caused the stink was the
emergence in the U.K. of American -style
warehouse outlets and coops and consumer

clubs, where you go to buy corn flakes,
peanut butter, and macaroni by the gross. It

seems that these outlets also want to sell
TVs and midi -systems alongside the soap
powder and have screamed loud enough for

government ears to hear that the major
brands won't supply them. And, as is the
British wont, an investigation by utterly unqualified civil servants was called for, logic
be damned.
The warehouse guys argue that they have
every legal right to buy and then resell TVs,
midi -systems, and VCRs just like a regular
consumer electronics retailer. And, according to the letter of the law, they're correct.
Plus, they want to sell the gear at prices so

low that they can't be matched by shops
with properly trained staff, service departments, demo facilities, factory warranties,
or any of the other niceties one pays a bit
extra for if one wants something more than
a sealed box. Just about the only way a consumer electronics manufacturer can refuse
to supply its goods to a shop-a cattle -feed
store or a sex -toys store or what have youis to prove that the store's credit worthiness
is suspect.
So how does a high -end manufacturer or

distributor avoid selling high-performance,

It may be small. But the Bose® Acoustic Wave® music system is definitely an
overachiever. The unit features a compact disc player, an AM/FM radio, a handy
remote control, and our patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology. And it

produces a rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing
thousands of dollars. We know that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it.
Call or write now for our complimentary guide to this award -winning system.
Because, like the system itself, it's available directly from Bose.

Call today. 1-800-898-BOSE, ext. A2278.
MrJMrsJMs.

I

Name (Please Print

until next year" or, in an attempt at being
even more discouraging, "You have to stock
the entire line." 'What has protected the spe-

cialist sector for so long is that the really
sleazy outlets don't want obscure high -end

audio equipment; they couldn't care less
about it. What they crave are goods with
household names that virtually sell themselves. And because such shops have no
trained sales staff, demo facilities, service
departments, et al., their overheads allow
them to work on margins of around 5% to

City

Zip

State
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Better sound through research

Or mail to: Bose Corporation, Dept. CDD-A2278, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.

Why is
America Online #1?
Easy.
A

A

A

A

A

As the choice of nearly half of all online households,
AOL is more popular than ever.*
Why? Well, quite simply, it's the easiest to use.
"Yeah, but what am I gonna do on it?" The same stuff
you do off it. Like talk with friends. Shop. Play games. Socialize.
Pursue interests. Only now a whole lot easier.
Internet and more. AOL has
chat rooms. E-mail. News. Stocks.
Sports. Kid channels.
It's all here.

AMERICA

For information or to enroll,

call 1-800-827-6364

10%. Or less.

Now you might be thinking, "Yo! Another hundred bucks off a 27 -inch TV!" But in
your greed, you're forgetting that once you

Evening Telephone

Address

specialist equipment to a shop equipped
only to sell flashlights? How does a major
brand keep its TVs from ending up in some
fly-by-night toilet? With difficulty, entailing
such excuses as "All of our stock is allocated

I

Daytime Telephone

°While we expand our dial -up network,
availability may be limited, especially during peak times.
©1997 America Online, Inc.

So easy to use,
no wonder it's #1

leave that store, you're on your own. Worse,

the stuff tends to be parallel imports, so
even the warranties are a bit iffy, despite
British law being so fiercely protective of
the consumer that the retailer has to look
after the goods no matter what their origins. Admittedly, TVs are about as reliable a
product as you can buy. (And since anyone
with half a brain knows how to calculate the

world's sharpest consumers? They fall for
that and think they're getting a bargain?"
His reply was, simply, "Yup."

Such cynicism leads to other thoughts. If
British law prevents a supplier from refusing to sell stock to any credit -worthy retailer, how come a back -street used -car dealer
with enough cash in the bank can't buy new

Ferraris or Rolls-Royces at trade prices?

floor space needed for said purchase, you
can't go far wrong in even the most barn like of these outlets.) But once it gets to
things a shade more complicated (computers are the obvious candidates), it really is a

How does Rolex get away with having only
one retailer per town in the U.K., regardless
of the quality of the other jewelery stores?

case of caveat emptor.

signed to ensure the quality and integrity of

Some of you are probably figuring I'm
trying to protect an endangered species that
possibly deserves to be extinct. However, if

that endangered species-the independent consumer electronics store-disappears completely, then all that's left are the
mass -market dreck-

meisters. This isn't
survival of the fittest;

And yet we find Sony and Panasonic and
the like being told that such controls-de-

the retailer-can no longer be applied to

much a no -no. Right after the DTI missive
appeared, the British Federation of Audio
released this:
Following the Press Notice issued from

It gets worse. One of the tackiest consumerist shows on television planted a
camera in a hi-fi shop and suckered a rep
from one of the major Japanese brands into (nearly) confessing

(DTI) on 30 July 1997 regarding the decision of Margaret Beckett, President of the
Board of Trade and Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry, to act on recommended retail prices and certain restrictions of

that it couldn't have
his company's prod-

supply in the domestic electrical goods
market, the British Federation of Audio

DISAPPEAR, THEN SO DO

er who gives a rebate. So I countered with,
"But it's still sleazy. Do people really take
that bullshit? I mean, real Americans, the

on the basis of "certain criteria" is pretty

the Department of Trade and Industry

IF THE LITTLE GUYS

got a beef, I should level it at every car mak-

Or, to put it another way: Manufacturers
cannot even suggest guidelines, only the actual trade prices on which to add margins
(large or small), and selecting one's retailers

consumer electronics.

because the
brand wanted to
products from comTHE ONLY OUTLETS
maintain its prestige
panies big enough to
LIKELY TO CARRY
and protect its loyal,
play ball with retail
quality retailers. Or,
empires of equal
DECENT HI-FI GEAR.
to put it another way,
market clout. And if
the shop in question
the little guys disappear, so do the only retail outlets likely to was, uh, not up to scratch by that brand's
standards. (I won't comment on the nature
carry decent hi-fi equipment.
Friends tell me that it's already getting of the shop where the ruse occurred.) The
that way in America and that we in Europe screams of "Protectionism!" were heard in
get a skewed idea when we read American every consumer electronics boardroom in
hi-fi magazines. Like, that every town has a the U.K. You'll be pleased to know that the
purist audio dealer or two and that you can company stuck behind its rep and that the
find a shop with conrad-johnson or Thiel industry as a whole thought the entire
or Avalon as easily as you can find the ma- episode was shabby and misguided. But not
jor Japanese makes. But Europeans aren't the current government, which is too stuthat naive. What amuses us are the sleazoid pid to discern the difference between a shop
American marketing practices that we've with knowledgeable staff, good demo facilities, and a repair department and what may
been spared all these years. Example: A U.S.
importer advertising a product in American be nothing more than a glorified garage.
Buried in the Department of Trade and
magazines as "Now $299!!! Was $349!!!" So
I asked him, "How can you say 'Was $349' Industry's 10 -page press release about the
when you know damned well that it never Monopolies and Mergers Commission's
`was,' since the product has only just been recommendations is a crucial paragraph:
launched, and every one you've sold went
The MMC found two complex monopout at $299?" He merely shrugged and told
oly situations existing which operate
me that's the way of the world, and if I've

it's survival of the

reference goods who use or influence such
prices. The second complex monopoly situation involves all suppliers of reference
goods who select dealers to be supplied on
the basis of certain criteria.

ucts

against the public interest. The first complex monopoly situation involves all suppliers of reference goods who suggest or
recommend retail prices and all retailers of
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(BFA) is in a position to clarify an important point.
The Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC) has previously confirmed to
the BFA that hi-fi separates do not fall
in the terms of reference as detailed in its report. The BFA can confirm that proper hi-fi
separates are therefore specifically excluded
from the Government's proposals. [Italics
mine.]
The BFA and the MMC agreed to these
exclusions as long ago as January 1996.

Whoopee. Like, uh, this is going to pro-

tect specialist shops that-whatever the
BFA thinks-can sell British hi-fi only because they sell enough mass -market stuff to
support it. In other words, the sales of Sony

TVs and NC VCRs finance a goodly proportion of the shops selling "proper hi-fi
separates."

An astute American friend, when asked
by a European colleague what her politics
were, made the balanced confession that,

"When it comes to people, I'm a liberal.
When it comes to business, I'm a conserva-

tive." Not too ironically, the Liberal Democrats and the Conservatives just happen
to be the alternatives to Labour.
As for living in a Third World backwater
like Great Britain, haven't you figured it out
A
yet that I'm simply a masochist?

"Bravo, Bryston! A landmark...a reference...a triumph...a steal!"Stereophile, May 1997
The remarkably compact, Bryston

If your requirements are for sonic

B-60 Integrated Amplifier provides

excellence in a versatile, convenient

60 watts per channel at 8 ohms and

package, without compromises in per-

100 watts per channel at 4 ohms.

B-60 Integrated Amplifier

formance, value and reliability, look

There are provisions for four high level inputs, (CD, Tuner,

no furtner :han the Bryston B-60 Integrated Amplifier.

Video and Aux) in addition to one tape loop and a pre-

Call

out/main-in feature. A headphone jack is also provided.

product orochure, 705-742-5325, www.bryston.ca

us today, or visit our web site to receive
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my well-worn Hendrix LPs. As it

ROW

turned out, the CD sounded terrible;

COREY GREENBERG

it wasn't until Warner Bros./

VOODOO CHILD
(SLIGHT REMASTER)

Reprise here in the U.S. finally mastered his catalog for CD a few years

later that Jimi Hendrix made his
proper digital debut, with decently
mastered CDs of Are You Experienced?, Axis: Bold As Love, and Elec-

tric Ladyland. They sounded pretty

good-not as good as
the records, but hey, it

was Jimi Hendrix on
CD! Of course, I had
to buy all three.

Then, a few years
after that, MCA acquired the Hendrix

catalog and issued
newly remastered CDs

with engineer Joe
Gastwirt at the helm.
I thought, initially, that the

MCA discs
were an im-

provement
over the Reprise CDs, but

they sounded

much duller
on top, as if Gastwirt

had tried getting rid

of analog tape hiss
(common to late '60s
As if I needed any more evidence to prove my supreme

They never have, of course, but
what can I do? I'm in this for the

suckerhood, let me state right
here at the beginning that I al-

long haul. It's like the running of the

ways have been and always will

bulls for me at this point-no matter
how many times I get gored in

masters) and had thrown the highs

out with the bath water. I finally
decided that the MCA CDs were
not really a worthwhile improve -

ment over the Reprise discs,

be powerless to not buy whatever new Jimi Hendrix CDs the mar-

the belly and

ket dangles on a stick in front of my
spinning hamster wheel. I've yawned
at new Elvis CDs, catnapped through

crowd, my eyes

WHEN I SEE

Jimi Hendrix on

just glaze over
and my wallet

NEW HENDRIX REISSUES,

CD! Of course,

countless hip jazz compilations,

jumps out of

drool -snored at the Stones remasters.
But when it comes to Jimi Hendrix's
first three albums, 1967's Are You Experienced?, 1968's Axis: Bold As Love,
and 1969's Electric Ladyland, I can't
help but pony up the dough every few
years when the record companies re-

lease yet another series of remasters
on the premise that this time, they've
finally nailed them.

but hey, it was,
after all, newer

tossed over the

MY EYES GLAZE OVER

my pants. Man,

AND MY WALLET JUMPS

I bought my

OUT OF MY PANTS.

very first Hendrix CD a year
before I even owned a CD player! It
was an early German PolyGram disc
of Jimi Hendrix's Smash Hits, and I

used to sit there and stare at it for
hours, wondering what secret sonic
doors it might unlock compared to
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I had to buy
all three.
So now it's a
few years later,

and suddenly
I'm faced with
yet a third reissue of these same three
@#A! Hendrix CDs. Hendrix's family has finally won back the rights to
his catalog, and now they're working

with MCA to revamp the entire series. The amazing thing is that this is

A Revelation In
High -End Sound!
"I was floored by the Paradigm Active/20
...this is hands down the best sounding
two-way 6-incher I've heard at and
price...highly recommended!"
- Corey Greenberg, Audio Magazine

"this particular system is...ten leaps
forward in terms of performance
...destined to become a legend."
- Tom Nousairte, Video Magazine

raradigm Reference fully powered speakers are
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stunning Reference Active speeker systems for yourself.
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optimization. The result is unprecedented spectral
and phase coherent accuracy.
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the first time that the original engineer of
the sessions, Eddie Kramer, has been involved in the remastering of the Hendrix albums. And to top it off, Kramer claims that
these new Hendrix CDs are the first discs to

be mastered from the original master
tapes-not third- or fourth -generation

15s [a popular British studio monitor with

should be hung, drawn, and quartered. It's

a coaxial 15 -inch woofer and concentrically
mounted horn tweeter] in custom cabinets.

a joke. You know, there are so many of these

There were four of them, since we were
four-track-two horizontally and two ver-

know everything about sound, and they

backup copies, as he alleges were the source
for the earlier Reprise and MCA CDs.

tically-which became the same system we
ended up using later at The Record Plant in
Los Angeles. Then later, at Electric Lady
studios, we used the Altec-good grief, not

The good news is in the listening-this

the 604s, but the larger, boxier ones with the

new batch is a sonic revelation. For the first
time, the Hendrix CDs really do sound bet-

big horns in them. I can't remember the

ter-a lot better-than the discs that came
before them, or even the original vinyl, for
that matter. The low bass of these new discs
is so much better than it's ever been before,

with a fatness and definition to the bass
lines and drums that just hasn't been heard
before on any of the CDs. I have no problem accepting Kramer's claim that this is
the first time the original flat masters were
used to produce CDs of these recordings;

bloody name of them.
What about the monitor speakers used for
the MCA remastering sessions?
You'd have to ask George Marino at Sterling
Sound, where we did the remastering. He
just recently changed his monitors. They're
a Canadian speaker, tall, god knows what
they are-I'm not a hi-fi nut! [Editor's Note:
We asked, and Alex Kydd, Director of Stu-

dio Operations at

techno-boffo brilliant guys who think they
know absolutely screw -all. I say, just play

the original tape. Play it at 15 inches per
second, put some nice EQ on it, and make it

sound good. Make it sound like the original. I mean, all this nonsense and bollocks
about rolling off the top end and getting rid
of the hiss-aw, please!
When you were remastering the new CDs,
were you aiming for as linear and transparent a transfer as possible, or were you trying
to create CDs that would sound good on the
average hi-fi system?

Oh, I didn't even think about the average
system. What I was interested in was re-cre-

ating and enhancing the original tapes and
making the CDs sound like I remembered
the tapes in the studio

Sterling Sound, con-

LISTENING TO

layers of haze (not the purple kind) and
congestion that plagued the older reissues
are gone, replaced with a sweet, natural

firmed that George
Marino's monitors
are Energy Veritas

THESE REMASTERED CDs,

clarity that brings these late '60s recordings

fully up to a standard that compares with

V2.8s.-A.L.]
I'm guessing that the

IN THE MIXES I'VE NEVER

anything being produced today. And unlike

monitor amplifiers

REALLY HEARD BEFORE.

I HEAR THINGS

dios in the '60s were

they really did nail them this time. (Of

these fershluggina CDs again, I called up
MCA's publicity department and scammed

state amps in those days, although the console was transistorized, a beautiful -sounding Dick Sweatman board.
Listening to these remastered CDs, I hear
things in the mixes I've never really heard
before-subtle finger noises on the strings,
vocal inflections, breaths, drum leakage in
the vocal mikes. Did you hear things in the
remastering process you hadn't been aware

not only a new set, but also a chance to talk

of before?

to Eddie Kramer about the remastering

Oh, yes, of course, although I wouldn't say

project. Even without the scammed replacement CDs, it was a tremendous privilege to
talk to the man responsible for engineering
my three favorite records of all time.

that was a function of the monitors so

course, I reserve the right to jizz again the
next time, when they really nail them).
As it happened, I had all three of these
new Hendrix CDs with me on a plane recently when someone swiped my CD wallet
while I was in the can. So rather than go buy

tube units, probably. Or did you have solidstate amplifiers back then?
What's solid state? [Laughs.] There was no

such thing. I don't think they had solid-

.just kidding. At

much as a function of the fact that we were
using the original flat masters as opposed to
the EQ'd tape copies. I'd say for 85% of the
material, it's the first time the masters were
used to make CDs.
Did you have any interest in using CEDAR
or Sonic Solutions' NoNoise to remove the
analog tape hiss?
Whaaat?! You want me to puke now? It's a

Olympic, it would've been the big Tannoy

criminal offense. People who do that

Okay, let's skip to the audio geek stuff Do
you remember what equipment you used at
London's Olympic Studios to mix the first
Hendrix records?

Paper headphones.

.
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them back to life, ba-

sically. We used the
George Massenberg
A/D converter to

transfer the analog
tapes to digital, which

a very nice unit.

Stu-

new Hendrix CDs have a clean, sparkling
high end that really opens up the sound of
the guitars and vocals. For the first time, 1
don't hate myself for running out and buying the latest Hendrix remasters, because

with Jimi-bringing

Very musical, I think.

Some of the earlier Hendrix CDs, such as
the MCA Kiss the Sky compilation, had this
really nasty -sounding high end, along with
what sounded like a touch of DSP stereo en-

hancement. Were you tempted to go back
and do things to the mix that you wished
you'd done back in the late '60s?
I could have taken tremendous liberties, but
I didn't. You can't overstep your mark; you

have to be very conscious of what was
recorded originally. The models we had,
those flat tapes, made life a lot easier because all of a sudden things jumped out of
the speaker at you, without any EQ at all.
You just need the tiniest bit of EQ to make
the bass sound ridiculous if you want it to,
so you have to be quite conservative. I think

what I did was enhance what's on the tape
and make it sound as natural as possible.
Once you have those original flat masters,
things just pop out automatically. Stereo
imagery is better, and the bottom and top
ends are a lot better.

The first thing I noticed was how nice the
highs are on the new CDs, how extended
and sweet they sound compared to the pre -
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Been there.
When most people go out to the

discrete channels of surround
sound, positioned precisely
as the director intended.

movies, they grab a bucket
of popcorn and a soda to
keep them company.

While our 7 -channel
Tri-Field Cinema DSP

Yamaha sound field

engineers, on the other hand,
bring something a bit more

gives you

the keys to
the theater
by adding a whole new dimension of realism.

sophisticated along.
Equipped with an array of
advanced measuring systems, they record the

Tri-Field processing recreates the
sonic environment typical of
grand movie houses our sound
field specialists have
measured. By employing

way sound waves behave inside
an actual theater-in the same way
they've measured concert halls and
other performance venues. Their research

Measured that.

captures the complex acoustic reflections that make the cinema
experience seem so
much larger than life.
Finally, our

Yamaha -manufactured

chips expressly designed
for the job. Rather than lessefficient general-purpose
chips that have to run faster
and hotter handle
less cleanly. And the results?
Imagine the birds in a primeval forest
twittering in the treetops a hundred
feet above your ceiling. Or the
distant song of a steam
locomotive beginning
miles beyond your walls,
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it highballs through your
living room.
Better yet, give your
imagination a rest. Call

engineers translate this
understanding of sound field behavior

into unique, sophisticated
new signal -processing
Using Yamaha s

Yamaha
custom -designed
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you cleaner sound
than generalpurpose chips
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by running faster

and hotter in
the same job.
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were no dropouts. No baking of any tapes
was needed. All the tapes survived intact.

ple, on Electric Ladyland 's "Still Raining,
Still Dreaming."
That's right, that's another thing we were
doing. We tried to make the sounds walk to
the sides. Experimentation was the name of
the game: Try to push the envelope and get

We were very, very lucky. The original
recordings of Jimi's first albums were on

as crazy as you could. There was a lot of
freedom, which unfortunately we don't

BASF tape, and that stuff didn't drop out. I
have a 30 -year -old BASF quarter -inch mix

have as much of these days.

vious CDs and even my original LPs, which
sound considerably duller.
Absolutely. And it's amazing, because when
you think about how old the tapes are, there

that I just transferred, and it's perfect. It

When you were remastering the CDs, did
you listen to any of the original LPs as a

plays perfectly-absolutely no dropouts, no

point of reference?

shedding, no nothing. That's a tribute to

Oh, believe me, we had A/B listening sessions with the Warner material, the Polygram stuff, the Track stuff. We had original

the way they made tape in those days.
Another thing I noticed right away was the

improved sense of "3-D" phasing effects
sprinkled throughout Electric Ladyland.
They've always been there on the LPs and
were a little bit more audible on the CDs,

albums and CDs; we had everything to compare with what we were doing. I'd say, of the
older versions, the original Reprise stuff was

but nowhere near as clear as on these newly
mastered discs.
Yes! I call them "spectral effects." All that
phasing stuff, that was really tricky to do. I

The new MCA discs are the first to be transferred from the original flat masters.
Recording engineers are famous for owning

was screwing around with all kinds of

ready said you're not an audio nut, but

transformers, phasing, half -phasing, three-

what kind of system do you have at home?

quarter phasing. We actually got some of
the imagery to sit behind your head....

It's decent. I've got a pair of Luxman tube

Well, that's what I was going to say, because

on the first track of Ladyland, "And the
Gods Made Love".. .

Mm-hmm, that's it...
...there's this ball of hiss that just comes
over to you from the speaker plane and then
sucks into your head and sort of scrambles
your brain, even without the acid. So that's
an intended effect?

Absolutely. All that stuff was intentional.
We were just screwing around, trying to
make things sound weird! [Laughs.] I think
we succeeded!
I always wondered if that was intentional or

not, because nobody else I knew had ever
heard the effect. I guess you do have to have

your speakers set up properly in stereo to
image accurately, but when you hear it, it's
really cool! I've never heard anyone do anything like it since.
Oh, we tried and tried to get it. See, we got it

a couple of times, but it was by accident.
When you hear it, it's there for brief moments, because we could never hold it, to
keep it in that three-dimensional sphere. It
was always, "Oh, we got it, quick! Aw," and
then it's gone! [Laughs.]

There's also a lot of beyond -the -speaker
imaging on some of the tracks for exam-

Good news
for anyone who
entertains
in the dark.

okay, but it was all from EQ'd copy tapes.

the world's worst hi-fi systems. You've al-

amps, a Luxman tube preamp, a Nakamichi
CD player, a Technics turntable, and my old
corner Klipschorns. It's not the greatest system in the world, but it's okay. I mean, it's

If the
Yamaha.

just music-we're just trying to make music sound better, that's all. Don't worry
about the technical stuff. Just listen from

RX-V2092

your heart.
So what's next as far as the MCA Hendrix
reissue series goes? I know there are plans to
release a remastered Band of Gypsys, but
are there any other gems left at this point for
you to work with?
I just finished remastering a new album of
Hendrix studio material that will freak you
out when you hear it. I don't know if I'm allowed to tell you the title, but it'll be out in
the fall. All I can tell you is that it's all unre-

destined

leased material, and I remixed a bunch of
stuff; we found some of the original multi tracks, which had never been mixed before.
This is such a great little album! Actually,

not a little album-it's 70 minutes. And
none of this stuff has been out in CD format before. The fans are going to go out of
their minds.
And I'll be right there with a bull's horn
poking through my lung once more.
What?
Nevermind.
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Speaker designers are increasingly

California, plans to use them as the basis

shifting their focus from refinement to revolution. Refinement
has taken us a long way, dramat-

of a revolutionary new loudspeaker,

ically improving the perform-

century, when Italian composer and
theoretician Giuseppe Tartini noticed
that interference between two sound
waves of different frequencies could

which he calls HyperSonic Sound.
The basic idea goes back to the 18th

ance of traditional speaker drivcones,
domes (a cone variant), and
ers
electrostatics and other planar typesall of which work by moving surfaces
back and forth, like the pistons of a gas
or diesel engine. But the more refined a
technology, the less further refinement

generate a third sound whose frequency is the difference between the other
two. (Such difference frequencies can
also be generated when electrical signals mix; this causes intermodulation
distortion in audio but is used deliber-

can be wrung from it. As more and

more of the big bugs get worked

ately in tuning superheterodyne radios.) What Norris realized was that
the difference produced by interfer-

out, development shifts toward nibbling back the minor ones. That doesn't stop many speaker designers from

ence between two ultrasonic frequen-

advancing the art, but it does make
others wonder whether it's better to

cies can fall into the audible rangeand that this has interesting
implications for a speaker. Mix the

polish technology that already gleams
or to try fresh approaches.

output of a transducer delivering, say,
200 kHz with one whose output can be
varied from 200 to 220 kHz, and you
wind up with difference frequencies of

It also makes marketers wonder
how they can sell speakers that look
just like the old models, operate in the

same ways, and sound better but not
greatly different-especially when the
old ones sound as good as ever. (As

0 to 20 kHz-the audio band, and
then some.
Paradoxically, such a system could
cover a wider range of audio frequen-

one noted designer put it, "Thirty-five

million pairs of speakers have been
sold in the past 20 years-and most of
them still work.") It gets harder each

cies than any conventional speaker
while operating over a mere fraction of
an octave. The band from 20 Hz to 20

year to make traditional speakers that
are New and Improved in ways plainly perceptible to the average buyer.
So, speaker makers lately have been
looking hard at nontraditional driver
technologies: new planar drivers like

kHz is about 10 octaves, whereas the

range from 200 to 220 kHz is only
about a 10th of an octave-a 100 -to -1
difference. It is much easier to make a
driver linear over a 10th of an octave
than over even two or three whole oc-

those from NXT ("Mondo Audio,"

taves. An ultrasonic difference -tone u
system could therefore do without the ó
multiple drivers and crossovers that á
conventional speaker systems need in 8
°
order to cover the full audio range.
Norris also claims that the Hyper Sonic system would make distortion

February 1997 issue), Noise Cancellation Technologies (NCT), and Ameri-

can Power and Light; rotary sub woofer "motors" like ServoDrive's
woofers and Phoenix Gold's Cyclone;
older designs like the Walsh and the
Heil Air Motion Transformer (AMT);
and an application of ultrasonic technology that could totally revolutionize speaker design (if it gets out of the

starting gate). Since that's the most

revolutionary-and controversialof them, let's start there.

NperSonil Sound
You can't hear ultrasonic waves. But
Elwood Norris of American Technolo-

gy Corporation (ATC) in San Diego,

less of a problem, since most, if not all, ;

Iris Berger
SPEAKER DESIGNERS
NAYS

A

FEW
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of it would be harmonics of the two x
ultrasonic frequencies-far above the
human hearing range. And the close
coupling of the small transducers required should ensure well-nigh perfect
phase and time response.
A speaker's directivity at any given
frequency depends mainly on the ratio

between the sound's wavelength and
the size of the driver reproducing it. So

could be used for crowd control, to temporarily disable key agitators (one of Norris's more controversial claims). Norris
says: "We can add a level of directionali-

Early Hypersonic prototype,
with pieloelectric drivers

and hand-lILed whirler
(Ones

ty to audio frequencies that are traditionally not directional, a kind of spotlight effect-not total directionality with
low bass and subsonic, but a directional
character. The audible sound has been created in a highly directional column (unless
you disperse the ultrasonic wave). Therefore, once the ultrasonic component has
been attenuated by distance or a screen, the
audible component will maintain its direc-

tionality (to our surprise and delight).
We've demonstrated that we can project
sound across a field, almost 500 feet, and
shine it like a flashlight beam. Even up
close, outdoors, if you point the speaker
straight up you hear no sound."
Norris says the sound can also be made

Elwood Norris o1 AT(, with recent

to materialize in midair. As he explains,

Hyperion( transducer prototype

The recent HyperSon is

Speaker makers lately

prototype.

with electrostatic transducers

with almost all conventional speakers, directivity varies with frequency-a problem that
need not occur with a transducer reproducing less than an octave. As a result, a Hyper -

then mount passive reflectors in the desired
"speaker" positions. Another ATC idea is to

Sonic Sound speaker's coverage should be

sound," perhaps adding a steerable extra

very even.

channel to today's 5.1 -channel home

It would also be very narrow. For broad
coverage, a driver must be less than half the

theater systems.
Norris also claims that such narrowly fo-

size of the smallest wavelength it will repro-

cused sound avoids a lot of problems with
room acoustics; there's less reflection be-

duce. But at 200 kHz, the wavelength of

"build an array of transducers on a hemisphere and fire them in sequence to sweep a

sound is about 0.0678 inch, and it would be
hard to get much output from a transducer
half that size. In fact, ATC uses transducer
arrays to increase power handling (which
narrows the beam still further). The dispersion of the prototype arrays is about 6°, according to Jim Croft of Carver Corporation
(ATC's first HyperSonic Sound licensee).
There are ways around this, from curving
the array to aiming its beam at a curved re-

cause the sound scatters less, reducing room
interactions by as much as 50 dB. To accom-

flector (a billiard ball would do). On the
other hand, such tight beams of sound can
be aimed, and ATC sees potential use for

sound is best anyway. In car stereo, for example, a HyperSonic system could deliver
separate programs to each listener. Hyper Sonic sound systems for computers would
focus sound to minimize annoyance to occupants of adjoining workstations. Narrow
sound beams could deliver private messages
across reasonably long distances. A focused
beam of infrasonic sound, at 10 to 12 Hz,

that capability.

"For example," Norris says, "you could

mount a bunch of transducers on a ball,
controlled by a surround decoder." Instead
of running wires to speakers at five points
in the room, you'd just run wires to the ball,

plish this, you'd have to ensure that the
sound reaches the listener's ears before hitting a wall so that any reflections the listener then does hear will reach him well after
the original signal. Aiming the HyperSonic
speakers directly at listeners would also enable very precise imaging control, says ATC.

There are applications where beamed
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"Air absorbs ultrasonics-the higher the
frequency, the quicker
200 kHz, an ultrasonic wave is 3 dB (50%)
down at 3 meters and rolls off further as the
distance increases. Audio dissipates in space

from the point where the carrier rolls off,
which means it would seem to originate

along the line where this rolloff takes
place." Norris cites that as a reason for the
sound's directionality. A grille cloth would
also attenuate the ultrasonic frequencies, so
presumably, sound from a grille -covered
HyperSonic speaker would seem to originate at the grille itself.
A grille cloth may prove necessary. ATC

dismisses concerns about possible harm
from the system's ultrasonic beams, pointing out that ultrasound is now used in medicine for sonograms (which ATC claims is
based in part on technologies Norris helped
develop) and to speed the healing of bone
fractures and other injuries. (Cats and dogs
shouldn't be bothered, either, because they
hear only up to about 40 kHz.) In a demonstration at Audio's office, no one mentioned
any discomfort. But at least one speaker re-

searcher, caught directly in the beam of
ATC's prototype speaker from only a few
inches away, reported severe aural pain at

that instant followed by discomfort that

ings on the HyperSonic system explains. In-

persisted for several days.

termodulation occurs only when there's

This makes me dubious about another

feedback squeals, because the sound would

some nonlinearity involved (which is why
nonlinear audio components produce intermodulation distortion). So where is the
nonlinearity coming from? One authority I
consulted told me, "The nonlinearity need-

be generated at the eardrum, not right be-

ed must come from the air or from the

hind the microphone. I also believe the

transducer; if it's from the transducer, then
I'd expect distortion, too." Others believe
the nonlinearity may be in the listener's ear.
Norris has added to the confusion. During his demonstration at Audio, he said, "I
worried that I'd need to make air nonlinear.
But Helmholtz showed that the nonlinearity is amplitude -related, like a rubber band
that is linear for small stretches but not for
large ones." Later on, however, Norris said,
"Air is nonlinear at all amplitudes." Yet re-

potential application cited by ATC: hearing
aids. I'm not skeptical of ATC's claim that a

HyperSonic hearing aid could eliminate

claim that such a hearing aid could reproduce the entire audio spectrum yet still fit
in the ear. But I do worry a bit about possible effects from the ultrasonic frequencies,
even though the levels involved would be
minuscule. (Norris also claims that Hyper Sonic speakers wouldn't cause feedback in
concert or public-address sound systems,
even if pointed directly at the microphone,
adding that he suspects it might be because
of "a slight, broadband phase shift.")
But enough about what the HyperSonic
system does. How does it do it? Norris is

soon as certain key additional patent applications are filed, adding: "What surprises
me is how everyone's missed the secret of

generating the difference tones-and a lot
of big companies have tried. An acoustical
engineer couldn't have invented this, but I
came from an electronics background. Still,
there is an acoustical effect, which I missed
at first, too."
In HyperSonic speakers, the variable fre-

quency must be amplitude -modulated so
that simple rectification of the signal mix
will yield sound. This creates sidebands
above and below the carrier frequency.
Norris says these sidebands "dance in and
out like skirts, in opposite phase. Where the
audio signals produced by these sidebands

mix, as they do at bass frequencies, they

nonlinear enough, unless the carrier levels

cancel out." The prototype I heard exhibited rapid cancellation below 200 Hz and almost no output below 160 Hz, which Nor-

reach 140 or 150 dB SPL.

ris readily acknowledges. He says this

searchers I've consulted doubt that air is

hace bun looking hard at nontraditional driver technologies.
hardly the first inventor to try producing

In any case, Norris no longer seems to be

between two ultrasonic frequencies. The problem has been
getting the carrier signals to generate the re-

relying on air as his mixing medium. "If

quired sum and difference frequencies, a
process called intermodulation or heterodyning. The big mystery about HyperSonic
Sound is how Norris gets the signals to heterodyne, which none of ATC's 19 patent fil-

you rely on acoustical events in the air, it's
so haphazard that the effect is observable
but useless," he told Business Week. He's
now using a single transducer to generate,
effectively, both ultrasonic tones. Norris recently promised me he would disclose just
how he gets his signals to intermodulate as

problem can be solved by some carrier-tosideband manipulation, but the analog filters he used in his demo weren't up to the
job. He's working with Motorola on a custom DSP chip that will perform the modulation and then "kill the lower modulation
sideband and fold its energy back into the
upper sideband."
What I heard at Norris's demonstration,
late in 1996, was a hand -built prototype. It

was intended strictly as proof of principle-"Still Kitty Hawk," according to Norris. The transducers were piezoelectric mi-

crophones, which he used as drivers:
"Transmitters are too sharply peaked," he

said. Since microphones haven't much
power -handling capacity, a cluster of 17 was
Applying signah to a stretched -membrane speaker produces coherent ripples.

used, with sequin -sized whizzer cones
hand -glued to each to help them move
enough air. Some of the hand -glued parts
had come loose, causing distortion, and the
sound rolled off not only below 200 Hz but
also above 11 kHz. Overall, the prototype

sounded like a small transistor radio-but
it did work. About a month later, at the
Consumer Electronics Show, ATC held anApplying signals to an NXT panel produces complex bending waves.
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other demo, using a slightly bigger transducer array, better whizzers, and improved
electronics.

The power required of that amp will be
modest, 50 watts or less per channel. And

the current required will be even more
modest, since the drivers will have very high
impedance. ATC claims very high efficiency

for the HyperSonic speaker design, about
10% versus 0.5% or less for conventional
speakers, due to a closer acoustical imped-

ance match to the air than conventional
speakers can boast. A white paper posted on

ATC's web site (www.atcsd.com) claims
output up to 120 dB at all frequencies and a

power requirement no greater than 50
watts. According to Norris, "You can get a

difference signal with greater amplitude
[presumably, displacement] than the two
ultrasonic signals together because of the
vast difference in the energy level of a high frequency wave at a given amplitude." Fur-

ther, he has said that "the difference tone
has 63% (4 dB less) of the combined equiv-

alent energy of the two carriers plus the
sidebands" and that "for 110 -dB audio, the
carriers should probably be about 125 dB
SPL." These are contradictory statements.
But Norris has also said that the effect depends on distance and that "it drops off so

much with distance that you can measure
more audio than carrier at some distances."
Says Carver's Jim Croft, "The HyperSonic
Sound system's conversion efficiencies are

The (lot -panel speakers
quite high. We are able to have the baseband
farad Alima, chairman
of NAT, show; off the

thinness and light weigh:
of a prototype NAT panel.

NAT stall and executives

hold two speaker panels,

Ile disguised as a picturt

The actual drivers, Norris says, will have
little in common with either of these prototypes. Their elements will be electrostatic,
not piezoelectric, and, like electret microphones, will require no polarizing voltage
sources. These elements will not be hand -

glued but will be fabricated on multi element wafers, like ICs, and then etched
and wired in parallel. The wafer has been

described as "Oreo -sized" by Norris and as

"3 or 4 inches in diameter" by others. No
matter what the size, each wafer will have
about 10% more transducers than it needs,
in case some don't come out right. The system will be sold with an amplifier that will
self -optimize its output impedance to the
number of transducers on the wafer that

audio demodulate to within a dB or two of
the carrier level and, in some cases, equal
the carrier level. The final conversion efficiency-from power amp output, to singlesideband carrier level, to baseband audio
level-is still subject to further testing with

our new transducers to determine how
good it can get. But right now the total system efficiency appears to be above 50% and

is climbing. The narrow -band ultrasonic
transducer can be quite efficient, and the
techniques for which ATC has applied for
patents create the difference tones in a new,
coherent manner that is also quite efficient.
The mathematical analysis at this time suggests that total system efficiencies of over
80% are achievable."
Others are skeptical. Says one, "Suppose

they could make a broadband, high-fre-

are actually active.
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driver would have stopped being audible

any flat surface, including wall -hung pic-

many octaves above. (The threshold of

tures, the sides of computer monitors

hearing at 20 Hz is about 80 dB.) Decreas-

(piezoelectric actuators are nonmagnetic-

ing the carrier frequency would help the

perfect for this), or projection screens

loss of efficiency and reduce acoustic

(American Power and Light offers projection screens using its flat -driver technolo-

streaming losses (not included in the example). A 50 -kHz carrier has a +12 -dB edge
over a 200 -kHz carrier, for instance."
All of the skepticism could, of course, be
blown away when ATC reveals the full details of its system. So far, only Carver Cor-

poration has licensed the HyperSonic
Sound technology. But if it works as Elwood

Norris says, Carver won't be the only licensee for long.

Place Speaking
Far removed from ATC's point -source
Heil driver used in Preside
Hithare speaker

technology, but nearly as radical, are the latest planar speaker designs. Where cones and
domes generate sound by moving small di-

gy). The first application I saw of such technology, NCT's Top Down Surround Sound,
used panels in a car's headliner; it struck me

as unsettling for music but a very good
method for listening to traffic reports,
phone calls, and other spoken material. The
panels' light weight is obviously a benefit in

cars and airplanes. And NXT and NCT, at
least, have said that their transducer panels
can be molded into special shapes for custom applications.

The main acoustical benefit of these
speakers is that the sound falls off more
slowly with increasing distance than the
sound from conventional speakers does.
This carries many advantages. In home

ficient and could produce 167 dB SPL, a
level high enough to make the air nonlinear, over an area of 10 square centimeters.

aphragms large distances, planar speakers
move the same volumes of air by moving
large diaphragms short distances. Traditional planars use thin, light, flexible diaphragms and distribute the needed driv-

This is a power density of 4 watts per square

ing force over the diaphragm's surface,

the front speakers reach listeners in the

centimeter and an output of 40 acoustic

either through electrostatic attraction and
repulsion between a charged grid and a
charged coating on the diaphragm or, as in
Magneplanar speakers, through a flat voice

back at levels that won't blast the driver's
ears out. In public-address systems, it requires fewer drivers to produce fairly even
sound volumes over large areas. According

quency source at 200 kHz that were 25% ef-

watts, requiring 160 electrical watts to produce. (It is also a dangerous sound level:
165 dB SPL can acoustically levitate stone,

theater, it makes it easier to balance front
and surround levels for all seats, front to
back. (As NCT puts it, "Not a sweet spot-a
sweet space.") In a car, it lets the sound of

are as radical as HyperSonic Sound, but radically different from it.
and 170 dB will light a cigarette from

to Werner Eymann of Eymann/Marquiss,

Even if 100% of the volume velocity were

coil printed on the diaphragm and a large,
distributed set of magnets. These speakers
are all dipoles, radiating signals from the
front and back in opposite phase.
The most striking difference between the
new planars (from NXT, NCT, and American Power and Light) and the old is their

converted to audible sound, at 1.5 kHz,
some seven octaves below the carrier, the

use of rigid diaphragms, which can be driven from a few discrete points rather than re-

this spray of music is less likely to be heard
through walls by neighbors or other family

level would be 42 dB down, or 127 dB over

quiring distributed drive. This, in turn, al-

members. Eymann points out that rigid -

a 10 -square -centimeter area. While that
sounds like a lot of dB, it is 1/16,000th the
power density of the carrier and, from a
point source (which the dimensions dictate), is about 86 dB at 1 meter. An output

lows the use of conventional moving -coil or

plane speakers do not have cabinet walls to
introduce spurious resonances or edge dif-

acoustic friction.)
"The acoustic output of a constant -volume -velocity source [one whose excursion
diminishes with increasing frequency] falls

6 dB per octave as frequency decreases.

of 86 dB is usually acceptable for a 1 -watt
input, but not at full power. This problem
grows larger as frequency decreases, suggesting that, while the conversion mechanism works down to (and below) 20 Hz, the

piezoelectric actuators. (Not entirely conventional, however: Some planar speakers
from American Power and Light have moving -magnet rather than moving -coil actuators because, with today's lightweight magnets, they have lower moving mass.)
Rigid -plane speakers offer both acoustical and practical benefits. On the practical

side, they can be mounted in or on almost
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the European distributor for American
Power and Light, "The energy radiation
does not beam but sprays," which means
that powerful reverberations won't mask

subtle recorded information about the
recording venue's acoustics. He says that

fraction and that the speaker's output is
phase -correct.

It may be significant that the companies
leading this wing of the speaker revolution
all have had some involvement with active
cancellation of acoustic noise. NCT was one

of the first to introduce noise -cancelling
headphones. Stanley Marquiss, of Ameri-

can Power and Light, has also worked in
this field. And the development of the NXT

speaker was a direct outgrowth of noise cancellation research. Kenneth Heron, who
was working for Britain's Defence Research
Agency, tried using damping panels to cut
background noise in fighter cockpits, only
to discover that the panels were actually radiating sound instead of absorbing it. After

ventional. Cone and dome drivers attempt
to push and pull the air as a perfect piston
would, ideally moving as one surface with-

out ripples or subsidiary vibrations.
Stretched -panel speakers, such as electrostatics, have coherent ripples. An NXT pan-

el, by contrast, carries complex bending
waves over its entire surface. The panel is

subsidiary, New Transducers Limited

also a dipole, but only up to about 250 Hz;
above that, it operates as a bipole, with its
front and back waves essentially in phase
rather than 180° out of phase.
Getting this right involves juggling myriad variables: panel dimensions and other

(NXT), to develop and license this panel -

physical characteristics, location of the

speaker technology.
The NCT and NXT approaches overlap,
and the two firms have cross -licensed their

drive point (usually just one), and type of
panel mounting. The mcst crucial
parameter is the ratio between the

patents. "Our breakthrough was finding a
way to transfer energy linearly to a large,

panel's bending stiffness and its

flat diaphragm," says NCT, "a unique

der integration and finite -element
analysis. If the results are a bit off,
the speaker's frequency response

he filed for patents on this discovery, his
idea was licensed by the Verity Group,
which owns Mission, Cyrus, Wharfedale,
Quad, and Roban; Verity has since set up a

patented method of coupling [actuators] to
maximize energy transfer to the membrane,

particularly at low frequencies." I'm told

NCT's patents chiefly concern ways of
mounting the actuator, or exciter, whereas
NXT's patents are more concerned with optimal placement of actuators on the panels.
The NCT system uses piezoelectric ex-

setup.

Frequency response is claimed to be "of
the same order of flatness as conventional
speakers," even before taking the claimed
reduction in room -response irregularities.
And strange as it may seem considering the
contorted look of distributed -mode vibrations, the resulting minute movements help
keep the diaphragm and exciter well within

Why bother? Because distributed -mode operation appears to

have some interesting advantages. The sound from an NXT

magnetic fields; NCT's Flat Panel Trans-

panel is diffuse rather than co-

ducers (FPTs) have clamped edges and usu-

herent-like the

ally more than one exciter per panel. Al-

output from a piano soundboard,

covered with wallpaper or pictures, NCT
says, "You wouldn't want to paint an origi-

according to

nal oil onto them; the vibration would flake

Wharfedale. NXT

that paint." The FPTs produce sound

says this reduces

through a combination of bending and pis -

the response ir-

tonic motion. As you'd expect, they are

regularities often

dipoles, whose front and back waves are in
opposite phase, so some sort of baffle is re-

caused by de-

quired to keep the rear wave from can-

ference. The resulting radiation

the panel edges are free. However, their
"distributed -mode" operating principle is
distinctly different and extremely uncon-

speakers, yet in a demonstration I heard, it
did not seem to diminish the panels' ability
to act as front speakers in a home theater

will be peaky; if they're far off, says
NXT, "The panel will, of course, radiate acoustic energy, but it will not
be a speaker anymore."

magnetic exciters used by NXT and have no

celling the front wave at low frequencies or
to make that rear wave reinforce the front
wave. (The latter, of course, increases the
speaker's efficiency and bass output.)
At first glance, the NXT approach seems
only slightly different. Its prototype panels
have used moving -coil exciters, as do cone
and dome drivers, although piezoelectric or
moving -magnet drivers could also be used;

change much if someone walks in front of

you while you're listening. That diffuse
sound should be a natural for surround

mass. The math involves fourth -or-

citers, which are flatter than the electro-

though the panels can be painted or

cles better, so sound quality shouldn't

Stan Curtis, of

structive inter-

pattern, a fat figure -8, is said to
vary far less

(lose -up lew of a Walsh driver

with frequency

from Gernan Physiks Hop)

than that of
a typical cone
loudspeaker-

The Phoen I (yclone rotary driver

again, a broader
sweet spot. Because
the sound is diffuse, it
seems to get around obstaAUDIO/NOVEMBER 1997
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(utaway view of a Walsh speaker

system 'rim Ohm Acoustics

their linear ranges, which is said to keep

air like a piston, the Heil driver alternately
squeezes the air out and sucks it back in.
This yields increased air -mass acceleration

from the driver's center. But if the cone's

and high air velocity, despite short di-

inches further from the center than the
wave from the top. As a result, these bottom

speaker an almost purely resistive load and

aphragm movements. The diaphragm has
comparatively low mass and, because its
driving force is distributed across its entire

thus very easy for an amplifier to drive.

area, should be relatively free from breakup.

distortion low. Further, the minute travel of
the panel surface and the voice coil reduces
the generation of back-EMF; according to
NXT, that and the simple nature of the pan-

el's mechanical impedance make this

Light panel weight and restricted travel are
also said to give the NXT speaker fast transient response.
In the demos I've heard, the NXT drivers

sounded reasonably good and the NCT
drivers slightly muffled. But these were far
from being production units. When those
come, they'll be from licensees: So far, NXT

The sound from an

radius is 2 inches greater at the bottom than
the top, the wave it generates will start out 2

and top waves (and all those in between)
will move in parallel, radiating a cylindrical
sound field. (By changing the slope or ma-

and two speaker models (the Aulos and

terial of the cone, the sound field can be
made conical; Ohm Acoustics' shortest

Kithara) using Heil technology. Precide says

Walsh model, the Walsh 100, uses this tech-

that its Oskar Air Velocity Transformer

nique to aim the sound slightly upward.)
Whatever the radiating pattern, it should
be the same at all frequencies, ensuring

Precide manufactures Ergo headphones

(AVT) incorporates improvements made by
Oskar Heil since the ESS version. These are
said to include a more even magnetic field,
a structure that gives the driver almost 360°

NXT

perfect time and phase coherence and
uniform polar response. Other claimed

panel is diffuse rather than coherent

like the output from aapiano
soudboard.
piano soundboard.
_11

dispersion, more rigid mountings, softer,
less harsh -sounding diaphragms, and better
phase coherence.
Another golden oldie back in a new form

advantages are excellent impulse response
and a very wide listening area.
In practice, however, it's difficult to make
a Walsh driver that performs well over the

is the Walsh driver-which, unlike the

entire frequency range. Therefore, both

AMT, never went away. Like some planar
speakers, the Walsh (named after inventor

Ohm Acoustics (which was first to produce

and Light, its Planar Transducer (PT)-a
flat, free -piston device-is in production.

Lincoln Walsh) uses bending waves, but in a

has signed NEC, Samsung, and Peerless as
well as the Verity Group's Mission, Quad,
and Wharfedale; NCT has signed a develop-

ment pact with the Harman Professional
Group; and Johnson Controls plans to build
FPTs for use in cars. As to American Power

Golden Oldies
Another product of American Power and
Light, the V -Driver subwoofer has drivers
facing each other across a deep, V-shaped

notch. (I've seen diagrams of this system
with conventional cone woofers as well as
with flat panels, hinged at the apex of the V
and controlled by linear actuators.) One of

the claims made for this arrangement is
speed, since the air -mass acceleration within the V is the sum of the opposing drivers'
accelerations.

A similar effect, differently produced,
was at the heart of the old ESS Heil Air Motion Transformer invented by Oskar Heil, a

technology that is now back, from Swiss
manufacturer Precide. In this design, a rec-

tangular diaphragm, with a voice coil of
conductive strips bonded to it, is folded
into deep vertical pleats within a magnetic
field. As the signal voltage fluctuates, the
voice coil is alternately attracted to and repelled by the magnets, opening and closing
the pleats. Instead of pushing and pulling

Walsh speakers, back in the early 1970s)
and German Physiks (which has been sell-

very different manner. Although its transducer is a cone, the Walsh driver, unlike
conventional cones, faces downward rather
than at the listener. It has very steep, long
sides and is excited in a different way from
conventional cone speakers: Instead of being pushed and pulled, the Walsh stands
still while acoustical waves ripple down its

ing them for 3 years) offer two-way systems.

steeply raked sides, subtly bending the cone
as they pass over it.
The horizontal components of these rip-

ation, which is inherent in Walsh drivers
throughout their passband and is easily

ples push and pull the air, creating sound

most any type. Ohm, on the other hand,

waves. If the cone's materials and slope are
chosen properly, each ripple will reach the
bottom of the cone just in time to generate
a sound wave that's perfectly synchronized

feels that restricting the speaker's radiation
reduces room interactions, so it directs the

with the other waves it's generated on the
way down. For example, if the ripple takes

Ohm uses Walsh drivers to reproduce the
bass and midrange, while German Physiks
(which calls its version the DDD Bending Wave Converter) uses them for midrange

and treble. This difference seems to be
based on differing views of optimum directionality. German Physiks prefers 360° radi-

achieved from low -frequency drivers of al-

highs to a conventional tweeter while
blocking off part of the Walsh driver's rear
output. This controlled pattern also enables
you to angle the speakers for a time -intensi-

0.2 millisecond to roll down the cone, it will
generate a sound wave at the bottom of the
cone 0.2 millisecond after generating one at
the top. Since sound travels through air at a

ty trade-off, a common way of stabilizing

bit over 10 inches per millisecond, the
sound wave generated at the top of the

Another way of making omnidirectional
speakers has been available for several years
from mbl-Akustigerate, of Berlin. The mbl

slope will have traveled 2 inches outward
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the stereo image for off -axis listeners.

The Incredible Exploding football

"isotropic" driver is a spheroid made of
flexible strips that are interconnected by
soft plastic. The strips are fixed at the top
and are driven at the bottom by a magnet

belt system that converts the motor's rotary

COMPANY ADDRESSES

motion into linear motion; rigid shafts
transfer the motion to the cones. Because
the ServoDrive speakers handle only bass
frequencies (the ContraBass's rated band-

and voice coil. The voice coil's action alternately compresses and stretches the strips;

American Power and light, 6085 Old
Sacramento Rd., Plymouth, Cal. 95669;

the resultant increase and decrease in the

209/245-4689;
info@americanpowerlight.com;
www.americanpowerlight.com
American Technology (orp. IAT(1,

points), the low -inertia motor does not
turn at high speed, so it should have no

131124 Evening Creek Dr. South, San
Diego, Cal. 92128; 619/679-2114 (fax:

tions (excursion is rated at 3/4 inch, peak to
peak), which means both move in or out simultaneously. This poses less strain on the
motor, as the woofers are mechanically out
of phase so that the forces on the cones are
opposed rather than additive. But acousti-

spheroid's radius generates the sound
waves. This is the closest approach I've seen

to the often -voiced idea of a pulsating sphere driver, which itself is the practical
embodiment of the theoretically perfect
point source. Three mbl models sold in this
country use this technology. Models 101C

and 101D use three isotropic drivers: a
football -shaped woofer, a nearly spherical

-0545); www.atcsd.com
Corner (orp., P.O. Box 137, Woodinville, Wash. 98072; 425/482-3400 (fax:
425/778-9453); www.carver.com

midrange, and a tweeter resembling a

Iris, c/o May Audio Marketing, 10524

squashed sphere; Model 111 uses isotropic

Lexington Dr., Suite 300, Knoxville, Tenn.
37932; 423/966-8844 (fax: -8833);
mayaudio@aol.com

drivers for the upper midrange and treble
and cone drivers for the lower midrange
and bass.

Motor -Driven Bass
Two other companies' wildly unconventional woofer designs turn out to have come
from one inventor, Thomas Danley, holder

German Physiks, c/o Allusion Audio,

1401 Avocado, Suite 505, Newport Beach,
Cal. 92660; 714/759-1005 (fax: 714/6440461); mail@allusionaudio.com;
www.allusionaudio.com;
mail@German-Physiks.com;
www.German-Physiks.com

width is 15 to 125 Hz between -3 dB

problem reversing to follow signal oscilla-

tions. The cones move in opposite direc-

cally, the two woofers are in phase at all
times, yielding an omnidirectional radiation pattern. Originally designed to reproduce wild elephants' 14 -Hz chest tones over

vast distances, the ContraBass is now sold
for use in commercial sound systems. It is
rated to deliver 114 dB SPL at 1 meter continuously at 16 Hz, which might lead some
home bass freaks to cheerfully ignore its 37 -

What these designs have in common is mo-

III
l , 8730 East Via de la Luna, #13,
Scottsdale, Ariz.

tors that turn instead of moving back and

(fax: -8797); www.mbl-hifi.com

forth like the motor (voice coil and magnet)
of a conventional cone driver.
Rotary motors offer several potential advantages. Unlike voice -coil motors, which
become nonlinear when pushed to their extremes, rotary motors are designed to turn
indefinitely, with no nonlinear areas of operation. Moreover, since these motors need

Net Triusducers ltd. (III), Stonehill,
Huntingdon PE18 6ED, England; 44-01480-451777 (fax: 44-0-171-589-7771);

inch height, 120 -pound weight, and black
carpeted exterior.
Danley's other motor -driven woofer design, the Phoenix Gold Cyclone, was originally devised for car stereo systems, though
a home version is now under development.
The Cyclone is conceptually more complex
than the ContraBass but mechanically sim-

info@next.co.uk; www.nxt.co.uk

pler: It uses a rotary impeller that elimi-

of 16 patents on loudspeakers and other
acoustical and electromagnetic systems.

not be attached directly to the cones, they
can be made large enough for good heat
dissipation. This not only increases power handling capacity but also keeps output
from dropping off during sustained highlevel signals; when voice coils heat, their resistance rises and the power delivered to the
speaker drops.

But though none of these woofers has a
voice coil, two of them-originally made by

Intersonics, now by ServoDrive-do use
cones. One, the BassTech 7, is a large horn
designed to be used in clusters in commercial sound systems. The other, the Contra Bass, is a conventional -looking box with a
15 -inch active driver and an 18 -inch passive

radiator at each end. Inside, a single servo
motor moves both drivers via a heavy-duty

Noise

(ancellation

Technologies

11(1), One Dock St, Suite 300, Stamford,
Conn. 06902; 203/961-0500 (fax:
203/348-41060); www.nct-active.com
Ohm Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place,

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205; 718/783-1111;
www.ohmspeakers.com

itl!IiI Gild, 9300 North Decatur,
Portland, Ore. 97203; 503/288-2008 (fax:
503/978-3381)
Pre( i d t,

do Jason Scott Distributing,

411-E Caredean Dr., Horsham, Pa. 19044;
215/773-9600 (fax: -0332);
www.jason-scott.com
S e r 11 D r i y t, 1940 Lehigh Ave., Suite C,
Glenview, Ill. 60025; 847/724-5500 (fax:
-4847)
Wharfedale, do M. Rothman & Co.,
50 Williams Dr., Ramsey, N.J. 07446;

201/818-1600 (fax: -9267);
mr50@ix.netcom.com
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nates the need for the ContraBass system's
rotary -to -linear converter. The impeller,
which looks a bit like a washing machine's

agitator, has the same area as a 12 -inch
cone, but its 38° rotation gives it the same
air -moving capacity as a 12 -inch cone with
3 inches of travel. The impeller turns within
a

12 -inch cylinder that separates the

acoustical output from the radiator's front
and rear surfaces, but the assembly still requires a 3 -cubic -foot enclosure; the entire
Cyclone driver assembly drops easily into

the same size hole as a conventional
12 -inch woofer. The home version will
have its own enclosure and sophisticated
electronics, including an unusual feedback
scheme. The ServoDrive and Phoenix Gold
woofers may not be the most radical of the

designs discussed here-I think the ATC
HyperSonic system takes that honor-but
their rotary drive systems definitely make
them revolutionary.
A

Built to rock.
The culmination of the latest advances in high technology, revolutionary design, the finest materials, perfect balance,
and a dedication to the most refined sense of taste.

Price, $1,799

Built to Rock.
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A living room wall in Mike McLean's southern -California condo is covered

with records. Fifty feet of meticulously crafted cabinetry encases an immense collection. When Martha Reeves, Marvin Gaye, Mary Wells, Smokey

Robinson, Stevie Wonder, The Supremes, The Temptations, and The Four
Tops set the hooks of their hits into the mind of a nation, Mike McLean was

Motown's chief technical engineer. Although he rejects any theory of his
own importance, it is difficult to exaggerate his impact on "The Sound of

Young America." As the maximum Motown technologist, McLean designed, built, or specified nearly everything in the Detroit studios.
Typical items in the McLean archive: Sir Thomas Beecham and the London Philharmonic on Columbia Masterworks 78s; von Karajan conducts the
Berliner Philharmoniker; box sets of virtually any opera recorded interposed

by the cubic yard with Beethoven, Berlioz, and Brahms. There are Motown

sides in this vast accumulation, but very few. After a hard day at Hitsville,
Mike McLean often relaxed with a six-pack and the Wagner Ring Cycle.

VASTER

ofTHE
@WN

SOUND
It's not really surprising that his taste would run in that direction.
McLean's father Archie collected art, antiques, and Persian rugs (the family
home was furnished like a minor annex of the Detroit Institute of Arts). His

prime passion, however, was classical music. Starting in the late '40s, his
house became a gathering place for men who shared that love. They listened, and they talked of the music and the devices that could re-create it in

their homes. Hi-fi was young, and, in the company of those men, so was
Mike McLean. What follows is the story of how the boy reared in that musi-

cal tradition came to be a man at the epicenter of a new and utterly different

genre, and of how the now -legendary Motown sound was created and captured in the studios he designed.

D.W.F.

D. W. FOSTLE WORKED FOR MIKE MCLEAN AT MOTOWN FOR TWO YEARS IN
THE EARLY '70s. DESPITE THE EXPERIENCE, THEY STILL SPEAK.
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Mike, how did you get a job at Motown Records when you were just
20 years old?
I was very excited about the idea of buying a $2,000 Ampex 351-2

portable tape recorder, because, like my mentor Max Stroup, I
wanted to go out and record orchestras. I had a fantasy about how I

would do this if I could only acquire the right equipment. Max
worked at Chrysler, as an acoustical measurements engineer. He believed in keeping busy, so at night he'd build Williamson amplifiers

IN T ER V IEW
driving me crazy. I looked in the paper, and lo and behold, there's

this ad in the Detroit News: "Electronic Technician, must have
knowledge of Ampex equipment." I didn't have a car at the time;
my license was confiscated for hot-rodding. I called up my friend
John Windt, and he drove me down to the Hitsville building at
2648 West Grand Boulevard, in Detroit, Michigan. It was a cold
winter day in January of 1961. I was interviewed by Berry Gordy,
and he took me into the control room. They had an Ampex 351
two -track, which they were using as their multitrack, and an
Ampex 400 like the one old Max used. That was for the final
mono mixdown. There was an old 1930s -vintage Western
Electric broadcast console. They'd put the band on one track
and the lead vocal on the other, then mix the two together.
When Berry took me into the control room, he turned up
the monitor. There was a hum, and he asked me why they had
the hum. I said, "Well, maybe that's an open grid; maybe you

have an input without anything plugged into it picking up
hum." He asked about four or five questions of that nature,
and he seemed to be extremely pleased. I went
Session musicians
home, and two or three
during a break in
days later they called and
recording at Motown
asked me to come back. I
studios.
took the bus down, and
they hired me. Seems to

O

for hi-fi hobbyists. So my dad got
one. I grew up in surroundings
where people liked to build high quality audio equipment and listen
to classical music.
Stroup played clarinet in the Ply-

me I held out for $50 a
week, which was what I
had got for pumping gas
and greasing cars.

ike Mclean,
Chief Technical

Engineer of Motown
studios, circa 1966.

mouth Symphony Orchestra, so he
was in a position to make recordings.

0

Twenty-six hundred dollars a year?

I guess that's right. That
certainly is a conservative

salary by today's standards. I had to subdue my
obsession with this tape

He had a big Klipsch horn -loaded speaker that he'd built, and he

recorder; I could deal with

recorded using a Stephens condenser mike, which was a remarkably
high-performance, natural -sounding omnidirectional microphone.
Back in those days I had two experiences that were awesome and
thrilling: One was listening to Max's tapes, which had this wide, al-

having my own Ampex
machine later as long as I
had access to them. I was

hired as a maintenance

most supernatural dynamic range-no compressors, no nothing.

technician.

Compared to 78 -rpm records or LPs, it was just breathtaking; drums
had tremendous impact, and there was a stunning clarity to the instruments. The other was hearing the live, mono FM broadcasts done
with a Telefunken U-47 condenser mike hung over the University of

So they were recording

Somewhere between 9 and 12 years old. Max Stroup got me all

hits like "Money" and "Get a Job" with two Ampexes and a prewar
Western Electric console. What other gear did they have?
The monitor system consisted of two Electro -Voice Aristocrat cabinets, which were designed to be used with a 12 -inch speaker, but
they had mounted a 15 -inch Altec-Lansing 605A Duplex coaxial in
each one. The 605 was a descendant of the 604 series; it was characterized by very high efficiency and a tendency to be very heavy on

jazzed up. My heroic image of what was cool was to own an Ampex

the midrange. It was a real earbuster. When you had a bunch of

in a beautiful black case, just like Max's. By the time I was 19, I
needed a job. The last job I'd had was in a gas station for
50 bucks a week. I was in a pretty tough position, lusting for this $2,000 machine. It was a total obsession,

brass playing loud and turned that speaker up, you could really do a
number on your ears. The speakers were up near the ceiling in each

Michigan Band. You'd hear these fantastic transients-the impact
sounds took your breath away. It was hi-fi heaven.
How old were you then?

corner of the control room, but they lacked bass and were thin sounding.

Are you saying Gordy and Bateman went out
on the floor and adjusted the drum mike?
Absolutely. Whoever was producing the ses-

These speakers were driven by a Pilot Ra-

dio stereo amplifier, 35 watts per channel,
with a pair of EL -34 output tubes. Same outputs and similar circuits to the Dynaco Stereo 70. There was a companion Pilot preamp
that was used as the monitor control.
How many positions on the Western Electric
board?
I believe that console had eight 600 -ohm rotary pots made by IRC. It came with the old

Western Electric preamps, which had big
tubes from the 1930s, with five or six prongs
on them. Four Altec broadcast preamps had
just been added to replace the preamps built

VY HEROIC
IVACE OF WHAT

WAS COC[
AIRS TO OWN AN

sion would press "Record" on the Ampex,
move mikes-whatever. Sometimes Berry
would play piano on Robert Bateman's sessions, and Robert sang backup on Berry's.
Sometimes Berry sat at the board when Bateman sang with his group. They were doing all
of this stuff. Robert Bateman was a very bril-

liant, creative person, and what he accom-

RVPEI IN A BEAUTIFUL

plished was remarkable.

BLACK CASE.

done that way?

into this old funky console. And they'd just
bolted a Fairchild 660 mono compressor/
limiter into the rack. Today the Fairchild has become something of
a cult classic.
What sort of mikes did Motown have in 1961?

There was a Neumann U-47 and a U-48. I'm not sure, but one may
have had the Telefunken name on it. I think there were a couple of

Electro -Voice 666s, two
RCA 44-BXs, and an RCA
77 -DX. That's all 1 remember. They'd just gotten the
Neumanns and were having
a lot of trouble with them.
There was a chronic prob-

lem with overloading the
mike preamps because of
impedance mismatching.
The first solution was to
back away from the mike.
Eventually, we learned to
put an impedance -match-

Were the early Smokey Robinson sessions

Either Berry Gordy or Robert Bateman

would mix those. Smokey, at that time, was
not into mixing. Later on, Smokey did some of his own mixing. The
basic idea back then was that if anybody had a bright idea for a hit
record, we'd all figure out how we could get the thing on tape.
What did they use for reverberation then?
They'd just built an echo chamber in the attic of the Hitsville building in Detroit. That was the only building then. The chamber was
very crudely made with some parallel walls, some flutter echo, and
poor sound isolation; as I remember it, they just nailed up some plasterboard. There was a door at each end. It was about as basic as you
could imagine. Pop Gordy, Berry's father, was in the construction
business, and he had one of his guys build it to verbal instructions. I
think the chamber had an RCA 44BX microphone. What the speaker
!Marvin Gaye
was I can't possibly remember. My
experience over the years is that it
doesn't make much difference what
you use in a clamber.

ing pad on the output,
which made the Neumanns `
compatible with American
preamps.

Who was engineering sessions at this time?

The number -one guy was
Robert Bateman. He was a

very talented fellow and

was producing a group

early

studio
monitor setup at
Motown utilized Bozak
drivers.

called the Satin Tones. His

sidekick was Brian Holland. In those days, Robert
Batemen was the big shot, doing all the mixing. Berry would
come in and say, "C'mon Robert, I'll show you how to make

you a better mix." They'd go back and forth, doing their thing
about how to do a good mix; Brian would stand by, a hangdog little

helper. Berry Gordy worked the same way, a kind of one-man
record -making machine, working out arrangements and everything else.

So that was Motown at the time Barrett Strong cut "Money (That's
What I Want)" for Berry Gordy?
Yes. However, I will say this. Because of the flutter echoes in the
chamber, it had an unusual characteristic sound that seemed to be
highly favored by many people who used it. In fact, some consider it
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to be one of the major constituents of the
Motown sound. We built much more sophisticated chambers with non -parallel surfaces, thicker, harder walls, beautifully polished and varnished plaster-all the things it
said to do in Harry E Olson's book [Musical

early period I'd sit around assembling electronic stuff, waiting for some crisis to arise.
This is the same console with the Emcor frame
that's now in the Motown museum?

The same one, with many later modifica-

Engineering]. They didn't seem to think

THE FIRST BOIRK

those fancy chambers were as satisfactory as
the crude original one with flutter echoes.

AEU INTO BERRY

So a big contributor to the early Motown

CORDY'S OFFICE

sound was that primitive chamber?
Apparently, yes. On the other hand, in his autobiography, To Be Loved, Berry Gordy says
that the EMT -140 reverberation plate was the

best. We bought the first one about three

FOR LISTENING TO
REFERENCE PCETRIES.

months after I arrived. The 140 was a great big
plate of 1/32 -inch -thick steel, stretched on a

tions. We never actually used the relay box I
built. Another thing we did at that time: I was
crazy about Bozak speakers. I thought they
were great because I was a hi-fi fan, and my

Dad and I had them at home. So I thought
they would be better. The fact of the matter is
that this was a totally sideways move. It was

even dumber than that, because the AltecLansing speaker was an industry standard. So
we went into some weird hi-fi thing, hardly a
move forward.

The first Bozak went into Berry Gordy's
office for listening to reference acetates. Pop Gordy, Berry's dad,
made the cabinet. "Wait'll you hear this, boss. These are so great!"
That's what I said. So there was a different sound in Berry's office
from in the control room.

frame. Moving one was like moving a piano. Eventually we built a
doghouse for the EMT plate outside the building. We knocked a hole
in the basement wall to duct warm air to it.
What did Motown use for equalization?
There was a Pultec EQP-1A and an old, passive, 600 -ohm Hycor.
That, plus the Fairchild limiter, was the basic setup. It wasn't long
before we ordered two more equalizers. One was the general purpose EQP-1A, and the other was a Pultec MEQ-5 that added more
flexibility to midrange EQ. Those were New York -caliber professional pieces.
And cult gear today. So what was the next big project?
It was a console. But we were totally mystified. We didn't even understand what was required to design a simple, passive, 600 -ohm

It sounds like the console took a while.. .
It was a hodgepodge mess. Meanwhile, there was a lot of talk about
how we had to get a three -track, half -inch machine. When we went
to New York, all the big boys were using that. And, of course, we
wanted sel-sync, which allowed you to overdub. Back then, a three track Ampex sold for about $5,000, the price of a new Cadillac. In
the meantime, my obsession with having my own recorder led me

to the point where I thought, "What the hell, now that I've had a
chance to work on these Ampex 351-2 machines, and to look at the

manuals and keep them going,
maybe I could build one." There was

I

Smokey Robinson
and the Miracles,
left, and, below, the
Temptations.

a recorder built by Edgar Lesher,
who was an aeronautical engineering professor. As a sideline he was
building recorders in his basement
that were similar to an Ampex 351
in concept. The price was much
more reasonable, and I bought one
of his bare decks for $300; my
old man lent me the money. I
scavenged a head assembly, built

the electronics, and eventually
got the thing going.
Building your own recorder was

resistive mixing network. When I got a copy of Howard
Tremaine's Audio Cyclopedia, it was like manna from heaven.

We wanted a three -bus board to be compatible with the
three -track, half -inch tape machine standard. We got a bunch

of war -surplus relays-brand-new, beautiful, hermetically sealed relays-for the bus -assign matrix. Wiring that gave me
something to do for about three weeks.
So Motown then was build first, design later?
There was a tendency to think up a part of the system that we'd
need, then design just enough to build it. When you have 12 inputs and three outputs, you need a lot of relays there. In this

training for building the Motown three -track?

Training in the sense that these
possibilities became blindingly
real to me. I could see that the
circuits were simple enough that

I could cookbook copy them.
You know, why not? What the
hell, I've got the same machine
if I do this, why pay $2,000? My
game plan, having grown out of
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the lust to own an Ampex, was directly transferable to a three -track
for Motown.

So I proposed this to Berry Gordy, and he was a little wary at
first. He thought it was pretty weird. He's wondering: "McLean's a
genius, but he's gonna build me a three -track recorder like at Columbia studios in New York? He's gonna put it together himself? That's a little far-

fetched." But to me it
was no big deal; I knew
how to punch a chassis,
mount tube sockets,
wire parts, and follow a

schematic. The Lesher
deck solved the trans-

you a mixing engineer." Berry would listen to the
mixes that his brother made and send him back to try
again. An evolution gradually took place. They would
bring in new people who weren't skilled and have them
work the night shift, learning how to mix. They worked on the
albums, which didn't have nearly the same quality requirement as
singles. All these lame tunes that weren't good enough to release as
singles would wind up being mixed by these characters on the night
shift for the albums. The attitude was: "Now we've got a hit, we've
got to get the cover album out." That was a whole different level of
production, which was much less quality -oriented. It didn't have
to be diddled and fiddled to the nth degree; they were just filling
up an LP
What was the rest of the process?
The end product, as far as magnetic tape was concerned, was always
a mono, quarter -inch, full -track master tape at 15 ips. That went to
the disc room to get a reference acetate

port problem.
How long did it take you
to convince Berry Gordy
that you could brew up a
three -track at less than a

the Supremes

©

quarter of the price of
the real thing from Red-

cut. Gordy and his buddies would sit
there and evaluate the acetate. They'd
have several acetates for a single, a
whole reel of masters of the same tune

wood City?

It took a few days. The
third time I nagged him,
he said, "All right, let's
do it." I was just a little
too confident, and he was just
a little too hungry for a cheap

three -track. So I started to
hand -draw the circuits; I got
one circuit from the 351, another from an Ampex 600, and

one from an Altec mixer, for
the outputs. By the fall of 1961
we had a 98% -complete three -

track and part of a console.
That's when Berry told me I

the three
record/
mix board in Motown's
studio in Detroit, circa
1963. "Please, Mr.
Postman" was
the first hit recorded
on the three -frock.

0

was now in charge of the engineering department and raised me
to $80 a week. He really pumped me up. I'm thinking, "Zowie!
Wow! Now I'm the chief engineer!"
So I hired a couple of friends, and we went on a crash program to
stick it all together and get the three -track setup running. I think
"Please, Mr. Postman" was the first hit recorded on the three -track.
What was the basic setup?
We had an Altec 1567-A mike mixer for track one, the lead vocal,
and ran that through the Fairchild 660 limiter. The rhythm section

that were cut on acetates. Berry might try a mix, or Brian Holland
or Robert Bateman or another producer might do one.
They'd kick it around, listening in Berry's office. I have a picture
in my mind of Berry listening to some early Temptations stuff in
that room. It was very rudimentary-just the Bozak speaker, a Dynakit amp, a turntable, and a few chairs. He'd say things like: "We
got to remix this and bring out the violins, and we got to have a better rhythm in this little part here. Push it up to get more feeling."
They'd run down and do another mix. The mixes were sent to Bell
Sound, in New York, to have the reference acetates cut. That was an
incredible pain in the ass, so Berry decided we had to have our own
reference acetate cutter. I went to New York to buy a disc lathe in
1962. As far as he was concerned, there was no such thing as listenA
ing to the tapes.

was routed to an Ampex MX -10 mixer and laid down on track
three. The rest of the band-the horns, back-up vocals, and whatever-was on track two through the console. Tracks two and three
were cut together, and the lead was sometimes an overdub. It got
hairy when there were strings. Sometimes the reverb was recorded
on the tracks; other times it was added later. Same for EQ. Different
people worked different ways. Everything was recorded and mixed
on that one board.
But it was just like a city there. Every day new people arrived.
Berry Gordy hired his brother, George, and said "I'm going to make

NEXT MONTH: MIKE MCLEAN, BERRY GORDY, AND THE
QUEST FOR THE TRUE SOUND.
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking

Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

'At least when I

wake u

my smokes will be real:'

stration of the True Subwoofer, at the 1996
Winter Consumer Electronics Show. (The
Mark II is an updated version of the 1996

EQUIPMENT PROFILE
D. B. KEELE, JR.

SUNFIRE
TRUE SUBWOOFER
MARK II POWERED
SUBWOOFER

model, with improvements in the woofer
and slight changes in the electronics.) A
couple of times during the demonstrations,
the high air velocities generated by the sub -

woofer actually sucked the draperies
against the system's driver!

Bob is known for his expertise in electronics, not speakers. But he has long been
known for devising novel solutions to knot-

ty audio problems. So, coming relatively
fresh to speaker design may actually have
helped, by letting him look at its problems
with a fresh eye. He is to be commended for
a very challenging design that a more expe-

rienced speaker designer might not have
even attempted.
Sunfire's 13 -page white paper, written by

Bob Carver, goes into great detail on the
True Subwoofer's operation, in ways that
depart significantly from conventional engineering explanations. He discusses speakers as electric motors (which they are, albeit

motors whose loads go back and forth instead of rotating), using an electric -motor
concept called the stall ratio (see "The Stall
Ratio and Back-EMF").
Sunfire claims that the True Subwoofer is

significantly more efficient than conventional subwoofers of comparable performance. Bob cites the difference in power
drawn from the AC line by his subwoofer
and the draw of a conventional amp driving

a much larger, conventional subwoofer to
the same sound pressure levels. He says the

True Subwoofer's high efficiency results
both from its exceptionally efficient amplioney," my wife asked, "is there a big

truck in the driveway? Or are you
making that rumbling noise?" It was
just me, doing ground -plane tests of
the Sunfire True Subwoofer Mark II
in our driveway, about 20 feet from

the room where she was. I was running a

sine -wave sweep and had accidentally
turned the woofer's gain up to maximum.
The Sunfire's limiter was properly protect-

ing the driver against overload, but the

package, including a very efficient, very
high-powered, built-in amplifier, fits into
an 11 -inch cube, which is minuscule for a

subwoofer of its output and frequency
range.

When I first read Sunfire's spec sheet on
this subwoofer, in late 1995, I was immediately excited about the possibility of a super -small subwoofer capable of producing

real output down to 20 Hz and below. (I
was also quite skeptical about Sunfire's

speaker was nevertheless generating its de-

seemingly extravagant performance claims,

signed maximum low -frequency output-

but I knew that Sunfire's founder, Bob

which obviously was quite substantial.

Carver, has a strong track record for making

The True Subwoofer's rated response
goes down to a low 18 Hz. Yet the whole

good on his assertions.) I grew even more
excited when I first saw and heard a demon-
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Rated Frequency Response: 18 to 80
Hz, +0, -3 dB.
Rated Output: Greater than 110 dB SPL
from 18 to 80 Hz.
Rated THD: Typically less than 10% at
rated output.

Low -Pass Crossover Adjustment
Range: 35 to 75 Hz.
Dimensions: 11 in. H x 11 in. W x 11 in.
D (27.9 cm x 27.9 cm x 27.9 cm).
Weight: 48 lbs. (21.8 kg).
Price: $1,299.
Company Address: P.O. Box 1589, Snohomish, Wash. 98290; 425/335-4748.
For literature, circle No. 90

fier and from the design of the subwoofer
itself. (However, he does not claim that the
subwoofer is more efficient than large conventional woofers, only that it's a lot less inefficient than Thiele -Small parameters say a
woofer its size should be.)
At each end of the True Subwoofer's cab-

inet is a 10 -inch diaphragm with a large,
protruding surround. However, the system
has only one woofer; the other diaphragm

tube's volume would be about 21

110

times that of the enclosure!
In a box this small, two large diaphragms making very large excur-

100

sions generate extremely high air

90

square inch, according to Sunfire

a high -current woofer with a big
voice coil and a strong magnetic
field. The True Subwoofer's mag-

peak to peak. But where the Sunfire's

net, about twice the size of any I've
seen on a production woofer, weighs
14 pounds. The beefy, four -layer,
high -power voice coil is 3 inches in
diameter and 2 inches long.
To deal with the large forces in-

MANAGES TO GET

volved requires heavy-duty con-

18 -Hz RESPONSE

struction of the woofer and passive

large magnet, its passive radiator has a 1.7 -

pound mass attached. The passive radiator's movement is governed solely by mass,

compliance, and the air pressure in the
enclosure. In effect, it is coupled to the

radiator. The surround and spider
must be very stiff and strong, so
that they do not deform in normal
operation. The True Subwoofer's
surround is therefore V8 inch thick
and is composed of five separate

prefers to call the one in the True Sub -

rectly from the AC power line,

woofer a "mass -driven driver.") Essentially,

without an isolating power transformer. There's no shock hazard
because the amp is in the same enclosure as the woofer, so you can't

an enclosure would not have the same bass
effect, nor would it have enough vent area
to avoid turbulence. (Turbulence causes not
only wind noise but also vent compression,
a limiting effect that occurs when the vent's

output stops rising as input power is increased.) The area of the Sunfire's passive
radiator is quite large, however. And the
passive radiator's mass helps tune the Sun fire's enclosure, whose volume is less than 1
cubic foot, to 20 Hz. For an 8 -inch vent to

have the same effect, it would have to be
about 60 feet long-which means the vent

100
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Fig. 1-Frequency response
at crossover settings of
33, 55, and 75 Hz.
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Fig. 2-Harmonic distortion
spectrum for E, (41.2 Hz);
0 dB equals 3.5 volts rms.

The high current is supplied by

one of Sunfire's very efficient

power to be generated from small enclosures. A real vent small enough to fit such

70

layers of foam, compressed by heat
and pressure.

woofer through the springiness of the air in
the enclosure.
Passive radiators are sometimes referred
to as drone cones or vent substitutes. (Bob

a passive -radiator system is a vented -box
enclosure, with the passive radiator replacing the port. The passive radiator enables
large amounts of low -frequency acoustic

80

ventional enclosures)-and a total

radiator have identical frames, cones, surrounds, and spiders and are each said to deliver very long excursions of 2.5 inches,

FROM AN 11 -INCH CUBE.

COUNTERCLOCKWISE

(10 to 20 times the pressure in con-

is a passive radiator. The woofer and passive

THE TRUE SUBWOOFER

MID -ROTATION

pressure-about 3 pounds per

force of about 150 pounds on each
cone. To supply such force requires

woofer has a voice coil and an extremely

CLOCKWISE

Tracking Downconverter amplifiers, rated at an impressive 2,700
watts. The amplifier is operated di-

touch the amp's output connections, and its inputs are isolated via

Fig. 3-Harmonic distortion

optocouplers, eliminating any direct connection between the input

vs. SPL and frequency.

jacks and the power line. The Track-

ing Downconverter amplifier is extremely

subwoofer's rear panel. The complete rear -

efficient because its power supply tracks the

audio signal, thus limiting dissipation in
the output transistors. (For further details,

panel assembly (including input connections, controls, preamplifier, power amplifier, and power cord) weighs only 41/2

see Audio's January 1997 review of the Sun -

pounds!

fire Cinema Grand power amp or get Sun fire's white paper describing it.)
All of the True Subwoofer's electronics,
controls, and input connections are mounted on an anodized aluminum plate, 0.2 inch
thick and 10 inches square, that forms the
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The controls on that panel include adjustments for bass level, crossover frequency, and phase, as well as a switch whose po-

sitions are labeled "Flat" and "Video
Contour." (The latter position raises the
cutoff from 20 to 30 Hz, which increases ex-

20/30 -Hz cutoff filter and equalization to
flatten the woofer's response. To safeguard
the amplifier and the woofer from overload
and to prevent the system from generating
objectionable noises when overdriven, the
True Subwoofer has a thermal -protection
circuit, a clipping eliminator (limiter), an
excursion limiter, and a circuit that detects

LIMITER OFF

LIMITER ON

low back-EMF.

The thermal -protection circuit allows
1

1k

100

10

FREQUENCY - Hz

then reduces the power to prevent overheating. If the input level is reduced, the
circuit resets automatically after a time.

Fig. 4-Amp peak power,
4 -ohm load.
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ROOM
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110

Sunfire claims that the circuit will never activate on any rational music or special -effects signal.
The True Subwoofer's maximum output
level is set by the clipping eliminator, a limiter placed after the volume control to keep

TEF

100
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ROOM
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90

80
70
60
100

10

the amplifier to feed full sine -wave power
into the woofer for up to about 2 minutes; it

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 5-Maximum peak
sound output.

cursion capability above 30 Hz for movies,
whose bass tends to be loud but not to go
much lower than that.) The crossover control is calibrated from 35 to 75 Hz; its mid-

switch was in its "Flat" position, and the
phase control was set to "Normal/90°," its
middle position. With these settings and a
20 -Hz, 0.5 -volt input signal, the excursion
of the passive radiator was about 0.6 inch,
peak to peak, and its driver's peak -to -peak
excursion was about 0.1 inch.

With the crossover control fully clockwise, at its 75 -Hz position, the response
curve is fairly flat and covers a range of
about 23 to 71 Hz between its -3 dB points.
Set fully counterclockwise, at an indicated
35 Hz, the curve peaks at 28 Hz and covers
the range of 20 to 42 Hz. The passbands between -6 dB points are roughly 20 to 80 Hz
with the control fully clockwise, 19 to 59 Hz
with the control at mid -rotation, and 18 to

52 Hz with the control at its lowest position. The highest crossover setting is signif-

icantly lower in the Mark II than it was in
the first True Subwoofer, whose crossover

overly loud signals from driving the True
Subwoofer to excessive distortion; it oper-

control was calibrated from 40 to 120 Hz.

ates at all frequencies. The excursion limiter
prevents the woofer from being overdriven

Subwoofer would be somewhat delicate and

below 25 Hz, by momentarily attenuating
loud signals below that frequency by about
4 dB for several seconds, even if the input
level drops during that period. Tied into the
excursion limiter is the circuit that detects
low back-EMF; it is designed to reduce the
drive level at the woofer's vented -box tuning frequency, where the driver's impedance is lowest, in order to protect the internal amplifier.

I had originally expected that the True

that I'd have to be careful not to feed it a
signal that would drive it to damaging excursion levels or overheat it. These concerns
were unfounded; the Sunfire is very robust.

I couldn't even get it to sound bad. Its limiters efficiently ensured that overload was
always graceful, with only lower harmonics
evident when the woofer was driven to extremes, no matter the frequency, the level,
or how fast I applied the signal. The cabinet
is so solid that its walls didn't vibrate at all

dle position, 55 Hz, is labeled "Normal."
The phase control's range runs from 0° to
180°, with its "Normal" setting at the 90°
middle position. The stereo inputs include

Measurements

crossover settings. These are ground -plane

AND THE FORCES

line -level RCA jacks and speaker -level five -

measurements, the ones I was making on
my driveway. The test microphone was on
the concrete, 1 meter in front of the sub woofer (i.e., on the side opposite the rear
panel), equidistant from the woofer and the
passive radiator. To compensate for

THEY PRODUCE,

during my high-level sine -wave sweep.

ground -plane gain, which doubles the pres-

(The cabinet did move a bit, however, about

sure, I subtracted 6 dB from the measurements. The 2.83 -volt rms input level used
in testing passive speakers was above the
Sunfire's excursion -limiting threshold, so I
used an input signal of 0.5 volt rms (about
6 dB below that threshold) and raised the
curves by 15.1 dB to compensate. The bass

which more later.) And when driven by

way binding posts spaced to accept double

banana plugs. Stereo line -level outputs,
passively high -passed via capacitors, are
also provided.
Most subwoofers have stereo inputs that

sum to mono. The True Subwoofer does,
too, but instead of mixing the left and right
signals equally, it mixes in 7.6 dB more of
the left channel than of the right, to preserve some of whatever bass difference signals may be in a recording. This weighted
summing takes place on the preamp board,
which also holds the crossover and several
types of filter and dynamic protection cir-

cuits. The filters include the switchable

Figure 1 shows the Sunfire True Sub -

woofer's frequency response for three

THE CONE EXCURSIONS,

ARE DOWNRIGHT SCARY!

high-level sine waves, the True Subwoofer's

excursion and the forces it produces are
downright scary! If you happen to touch
the passive radiator's flat center when its
excursion is large, you'll get a hard rap on

level control was set approximately midway,

your knuckles.
I measured excursions of about 1.4 to 1.5

at its indicated 0 -dB position. The cutoff

inches, peak to peak-the greatest of any
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driver I've tested. (Sunfire quotes a still
larger excursion, 2.5 inches, peak to peak,
but says that's for a driver in free air, not in
the enclosure.)
The woofer and passive radiator reached
their maximum excursions at different frequencies, of course. The woofer's excursion

peaked at 31 Hz, a frequency at which the

passive radiator's excursion was fairly
small. At 25 Hz, both moved equal distances. At 20 Hz, just about the True Sub woofer's resonant frequency, the woofer's
excursion reached its minimum, while the
passive radiator's extension was very large.

Going lower, the excursion of both diaphragms increased again, with the passive
radiator's maximum excursion at about 17
Hz and the woofer's at about 15 Hz. Below

15 Hz, the excursion of both elements
dropped off rapidly. No dynamic offset was
evident in the woofer's excursion (passive
radiators don't exhibit offset).
The True Subwoofer's E, (41.2 -Hz) har-

monic distortion is seen in Fig. 2. Signal
voltages up to 3.5 volts rms were applied to
the left -channel speaker -level input and the

volume control set at its midpoint. (At 41
Hz, this input signal and volume setting
kept the level just below the threshold of
the Sunfire's protection limiters and caused
a woofer excursion of about 1.1 inches,
peak to peak.) The second harmonic rises
to a significant 16.2%, but the third harmonic reaches only a low 1.4% and higher
harmonics are 0.5% or less. The Sunfire
sounded quite effortless and powerful at
this frequency. Total harmonic distortion
was somewhat high, but because most of it
was the comparatively benign second harmonic, it wasn't bothersome.
Table I shows the Sunfire's 20 -Hz har-

monic distortion at input levels ranging
from 18 dB below the limiter's threshold of
0.25 volt rms to 30 dB above it. When this
threshold was reached, the woofer's output
was reduced by about 4 dB. At higher levels,

the excursion increased somewhat but then

reached a limit. Test conditions were the
same as for Figs. 1 and 2, except that the
volume control was turned up to maximum. The 20 -Hz output levels do not include the effects of room gain. The "Total"
distortion column lists the sum of the powers in the second through fifth harmonics.
The data in the Table is referenced to the
level of the fundamental alone, rather than

to the total output of fundamental plus harmonics. This change from standard practice
enables me to give distortion percentages

greater than 100% where the harmonic's
level exceeds the fundamental's.

As in Fig. 2, the second and third harmonics predominate in the tabulated measurements, even exceeding the speaker's out-

put of the fundamental at levels 24 dB or
more above the limiter's threshold -significantly so, at +30 dB. According to Bob
Carver, this is no accident. At levels more
than 12 dB above the limiting threshold, the
electronic drive to the woofer is deliberately

distorted to raise low -order (second- and
third-) harmonic distortion; this makes the
True Subwoofer sound louder when severe-

ly overdriven, although the fundamental
does not get louder. At the 20 -Hz test frequency, the additional distortion comes
from the woofer (whose excursion is quite
small) rather than from the passive radiator

(whose excursion is very large at this
point).
Figure 3 shows distortion for frequencies
from 20 to 100 Hz at levels of 70 to 110 dB

SPL, room gain included. The distortion
percentages are for the sum of the powers of

the first 10 harmonics, referenced to the
power of the fundamental; this is not quite

identical to total harmonic distortion,
which includes the power in all harmonics.
(Note that the SPL scale reflects the level of

the fundamental alone, not counting har-

monics.) The end point of each curve
marks the level where output of the fundamental stopped increasing as the input level
was raised.

As you can see, the Sunfire can generate
very impressive levels of low -frequency
output, albeit with significant second -harmonic distortion. At all frequencies, the
second harmonic predominates. At 20 Hz,
the True Subwoofer can generate 97 dB SPL
of the fundamental, with 13% second -harmonic distortion. At 32 Hz, it can generate

very loud levels (up to 104 dB) but with
25% second harmonic. At 50 Hz and above,
the distortion does not exceed 3%.
How audible is this distortion? To check,
I compared the True Subwoofer's sound to

that of a Velodyne F -1500B subwoofer,
whose distortion I've measured as being
less than 1.5%, for any harmonic, when de-

livering its maximum output at 20 Hz
("Thunder in the Listening Room: Sub woofer Shootout," Audio, November 1992).

Both subwoofers could generate roughly
the same maximum levels at 20 Hz and
were equally able to ráttle the windows and
move knickknacks on the wall. Surprisingly,

both subwoofers sounded quite similar
when played at the same level; the Sunfire's

second -harmonic distortion was not very
noticeable or objectionable. That's because
the human ear is very forgiving of low -frequency distortion (especially of the second
harmonic, which is musically harmonious).
One reason for this is that the ear's hearing
threshold is higher at low frequencies; another is that a tone's fundamental tends to
mask its harmonics. Wideband music signals will also mask harmonic distortion
components.
My distortion measurements are higher
than those reported by Sunfire because of

Table I -Harmonic distortion at 20 Hz versus input level, in dB re limiting threshold (0.25

volt rms) and in volts rms. Distortion is given as a percentage of the level of the fundamental
rather than of the total output, and the output levels do not include room gain.
Harmonics, %
Total

Output SPL

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

0.03125 V
0.0625 V

76.3 dB
83.1 dB

1.6

0.3

0.3

1.7

6.1

0.3
0.3

-6dB

0.125V

88.9dB

8.9

1.4

6.6
9.0

-1 dB
0dB

0.225 V
0.25V
0.5 V

93.3 dB
91.5dB
95.6 dB
95.4 dB
95.2dB
95.8 dB
95.9 dB

11.3

3.1

0.4
0.7
0.6

8.9

2.2
16.2

Input Level

-18 dB
-12 dB

+6 dB
+12 dB

1V

+18dB

2V

+24 dB
+30 dB

4V
8V
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10.7

2.5

11.3

18.2

11.1

26.6

53.7
53.1

101.2

124.5

0.4
0.7
0.3
5.2
6.6
8.6
12.7
14.5

0.4

4.8
7.7
9.0
8.7
21.6

11.8

9.2
20.7
23.7
31.4
115.6
137.8

differences in our testing methods. Bob
uses a two -microphone near -field technique, with one mike close to the center of
the driver and the other near the center of

the passive radiator, and then sends the
summed signal from the mikes to a distortion analyzer. I made ground -plane measurements, with a single mike, at various dis-

tances. I verified that the distortion was
indeed lower when the mike was placed
close to the cones and that it increased significantly when moved farther away, to positions more representative of normal lis-

tening distances. At these distances, you
hear not just the output from the cones but

all sounds radiated by the system, including

side -wall radiation and noises caused by
cabinet rocking. When measured by the
near -field method, distortion was typically
less than half that shown in Fig. 3 and within Sunfire's specification.
Figure 4 shows the results of short-term
peak -power measurements on the Sunfire

Electric motors and generators are
within magnetic fields. Move the coil,
and it's a generator, putting out a voltage, or electromotive force (EMF). Apply a voltage to it, and it moves-a mo-

tor. But since a motor's coil is being
moved within a field, it also generates
back-EMF, a voltage that opposes the
one being applied to it.

Back-EMF sounds like a bad thing,
but it isn't necessarily. If it becomes too
low relative to the applied EMF, the motor stalls, i.e., it runs inefficiently, turn-

ing more and more of its electrical input into heat instead of motion. When

is limited to a little over 1 kilowatt. With the

powered by an isolation transformer and an

rolling off below that to a still hefty 3.2 kilowatts at 10 Hz. Since a sine wave's peak -to average ratio (crest factor) is 3 dB, the sub woofer's built-in amplifier is clearly capable
of generating roughly 2.5 kilowatts of continuous sine -wave power, at least for intervals of about 2 minutes.
The Sunfire True Subwoofer's short-term
peak sound output versus frequency, meas-

adjustable voltage source set to 120 volts
rms. These measurements were made at the

age), the motor is "in stall." The further
into stall it gets, the more its heat output
rises and its efficiency drops. Sunfire's
Bob Carver says conventional speakers
normally operate in stall, making them
dissipate about 95% of their input power as heat and radiate little of that input
power as sound.
The stronger the magnetic field and
the more the coil is moved within
greater the back-EMF. The Sunfire True
Subwoofer moves its voice coil vigorous-

ly within a very strong magnetic field;
according to Sunfire, it generates a backEMF of 47.3 volts rms when delivering
104 dB SPL at 27 Hz. Under those con-

it gets hot enough, it burns out and
stops-or vice versa, depending on its

ditions, its amplifier is delivering 50

heat resistance.
A motor's back-EMF will vary with its

of 17.5), for a nominal output of 625

speed. It stalls under load because the
load slows it down to the point where it
can no longer generate enough backEMF to properly oppose the incoming
voltage. When that happens, current
flow through the coil becomes excessive,
causing the heat.
Stalling is defined by the ratio:
EMFb
V f- EMFb

where Vf is the applied voltage and
EMFb is the back -EME When this ratio

falls below 1 (that is, when the backEMF is less than half the applied volt-

With the amp's internal clipping eliminator on, the output curve is shaped like a
haystack, peaking at about 4 kilowatts(!)
from 30 to nearly 50 Hz, but the limiter reduces the power at higher and lower frequencies. At 20 Hz, for example, the power

subwoofer's internal amplifier, measured
using tone bursts, with the amplifier disconnected from the speaker and connected
to a 4 -ohm resistive load. The amp was

THE STALL RATIO AND BACK-EMF
essentially the same, coils that can move

Sunfire factory by Bob Carver himself, under my direction and supervision.

volts rms (yielding a generous stall ratio

watts into the driver's rated 4 ohms. Because the driver is well out of stall, it op-

limiter defeated (by removing an internal
connection), the peak power rises into the
5 -kilowatt range above 20 Hz, smoothly

ured using the same tone burst as in the
previous test, is shown in Fig. 5. The crossover control was set to its highest frequency,

75 Hz. As before, the input to the system
was raised until the output was objection-

ably distorted, as judged by ear and by
monitoring the output waveshape with an
oscilloscope.

Note the levels in Fig. 5. The Sunfire's
low -frequency output equals or surpasses
that of most subwoofers and large full -range
speakers I have measured. The only systems

that can compete with it are much bigger.
Only above 30 Hz do a few other speakers
deliver more output than the Sunfire, some
attaining levels of 120 dB or greater above
40 Hz. Two Sunfires used together could
easily outperform any other speaker used
singly and still take up much less space.

erates efficiently.

What about electrical efficiency? The

nominal power sounds high. Sunfire
says that because of impedance variations, power factor (the phase relationship between voltage and current), slip
angle (the phase relationship between
the driving voltage and back-EMF), and

the current -limiting effects of backEMF, the effective power delivered to the

True Subwoofer's driver is actually far
less than the internal amplifier's rated
2,700 watts. So electrical efficiency, as
measured by power draw at your AC
wall socket, is high, too.

Ivan Berger
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Use and Listening Tests

I'd seen the Sunfire True Subwoofer at

trade shows, but it wasn't until I got it
home that I realized how amazingly compact it is. You can actually hold it under one

arm (though not for long-it's very heavy
for its size).
When I first get a speaker system, I like to
feel it with my fingers and see how it reacts
when I push its diaphragm. When I tried this
on the Sunfire subwoofer, nothing seemed to

move. The cone didn't budge, and the surround, very flexible on other speakers, felt
like a hard surface. I wondered if a speaker
this stiff could actually work. But when I

fired the Sunfire up, everything moved-in
spades! As I said earlier, the diaphragm excursion during full -power operation at low

I listened to the True Subwoofer with
classical, jazz, country, rock, pipe -organ,

w.h.. :or p..nw.

and synthesizer music, as well as sound effects and test signals. On all this material,

frequencies was somewhat scary.

So was the motion of the cabinet. The
motions of the woofer and passive radiator

o-.

1ae,iMro(u"F°

,

generate significant unbalanced forces

the Sunfire's bass output kept up with or
exceeded that of most speakers and sub woofers I have tested.

when high-level signals are played. These

The Sunfire's bass extension equalled

forces rock the cabinet and can make it

Coat of any speaker I have tested. Very few
speakers (subwoofers included) can repro-

creep along the floor, especially if the floor
isn't carpeted. The True Subwoofer comes
with small rubber feet attached, and Sunfire

duce the 18 -Hz pedal note in the second
movement of Saint -Satins' Symphony No. 3

in C Minor, the "Organ" Symphony

provides an extra set, about 1 inch deep,
which encourage rocking rather than creeping on most surfaces. When I used the larger feet and put the subwoofer on the carpet,
it would rock significantly at high levels but
would not creep. The rocking is greatest at

I COULDN'T OVERLOAD

about 16 to 17 Hz, where the woofer and
passive radiator are essentially 180° out of
phase (when one is moving inward, the
other is moving out).
Half of the True Subwoofer's manual is

LET ALONE DAMAGE IT.

devoted to safety issues, placement, connections and controls, crossover frequency ad-

justment, and troubleshooting. (The manual's other half lists specs and describes
how the system works.) You are warned not
to remove the rear panel because of potentially lethal voltages in the amplifier circuits

behind it, some of which operate directly
from the power line without the isolation
normally provided by power transformers.
As for placement, Sunfire recommends lo-

cating the True Subwoofer in a corner,
which I did for most of my listening tests.

I added the Sunfire to the music system
in my listening room. Ancillary equipment
included a pair of KEF Reference Series
Model Two speakers, driven by a Crown
Macro Reference power amplifier and a
Krell KRC preamp. My signal source was an
Onkyo Integra DX -7711 CD player. To roll
off the lows being fed to the main speakers,

I inserted a passive 90 -Hz high-pass filter
with a 6-dB/octave slope into the preamp's
tape loop; I then put a passive shelving network in series with the subwoofer so that its
input signal would not be rolled off. The
shelving filter provided a 6-dB/octave lift
below 90 Hz but bevelled off below 10 Hz.
Although I used the Sunfire's line inputs,
the signal I fed to it was derived from the
amplifier's speaker outputs so that I would
not need long runs of unbalanced line -level
cables between the preamp and subwoofer.

THE SUNFIRE SUB

(Philips 412 619, track 2, 9:04 to 9:20).
Among those I've tested, the Sunfire, the

ENOUGH TO MAKE IT

Velodyne F -1500B, and the Hsu Research

SOUND BAD,

Sunfire is much smaller than the other two.
The True Subwoofer's excursion limiter
and clipping eliminator did a very good job

The Sunfire was driven through its left line level input.
I placed the Sunfire diagonally in the corner, so that the woofer and passive radiator

were equidistant from the intersecting
walls. However, later tests revealed that as
long as the True Subwoofer was within 6
inches of the corner, orientation was quite

unimportant. The subwoofer's small size
encourages you to move it around to see
what placement yields the best bass. The
crossover control was set to its clockwise,
75 -Hz, position and the phase control to its
middle position, 90°.
The first selection I listened to was Little
Feat's "Hangin' on to the Good Times," on
the Brüel & Kjaer Pro Audio test CD (Brüel
& Kjaer CD -4090). The robust and extended bass on this track gave the music plenty
of punch.
With the Sunfire's volume control slight-

HRSW 10V subwoofers all can, but the

of preventing overload. It was a pleasure
not having to worry about overload when
listening at high volume levels to recordings

with lots of low bass. One such recording,
track 1 of The Digital Domain: A Demonstration (Electra 9 60303), starts very low,
with forest and brook sounds, and then hits
you with a jet flyover at full level. Sunfire's
trick of increasing the subwoofer's low -order harmonic distortion when the sub is severely overdriven did a good job of making
the woofer sound louder, even though the
level of the fundamental didn't increase. On
other subwoofers with limiters, when the
volume of the program material reaches the

limiter's threshold, there's no further apparent increase in bass level.
The Sunfire's strength is in the low bass;

at 40 Hz and above, many speakers have

higher output capability and are often
cleaner. This might be one reason to use
main speakers that have solid output down

ly above its middle, 0 -dB, position, I got

to 40 Hz and use the Sunfire to fill in at low-

somewhat more bass than I would from my
B&W 801 Matrix Series 3 speakers, which
are essentially flat to 20 Hz át my listening
position in this room. A subwoofer with its
own amp and level controls, operating below 80 Hz, lets you boost the low bass with-

er frequencies. Don't get me wrong, as the
Sunfire's bass is already loud by the point
where the limiter kicks in at higher bass frequencies. It's only a limitation with rock,
whose bass power is greatest above 40 Hz,

out overemphasizing the upper bass and
lower midrange; that additional degree of

concert levels. But two True Subwoofers,
operated close together, would have 6 dB
more output and could keep up with virtu-

control over your listening setup's sound is
usually very desirable. The Sunfire's rapid,
36-dB/octave rolloff above 70 Hz ensures it
won't add energy to frequencies above its
passband.
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and then only if you're listening at true

ally anything-and still wouldn't take up
more room than one ordinary subwoofer!
For direct comparisons between the Sun -

fire True Subwoofer and the Velodyne

Before you buy stereo for
your home, get this catalog!

F -1500B, I placed both in the same room

Sunfire could play 20- to 32 -Hz bands

corner. (The Sunfire's edges were parallel to

louder than the Velodyne. The Velodyne's
limiters made every burst sound the same,
whereas the alternate bursts played by the
Sunfire were louder but had a slightly high-

the walls and about 2 inches away from
them; the Velodyne was in front of the Sun fire, with its woofer facing toward the rear

Inside

The

wall.) On most recordings, it was hard to
tell the difference between the two subs.
Bass quality and quantity were equally impressive, and both shook the room equally

Perfect
Home

Theater j

well when reproducing the Saint -Satins 18 Hz pedal note.

In low bass, the Sunfire had slightly

er -pitched quality.
I

also compared the Sunfire with a

Boston Acoustics VR2000 powered sub. The
Sunfire walked all over the Boston below 32
Hz but came in behind the Boston at 40 Hz
and above. At 50 Hz and above, the Boston

FREE

greater maximum output, but the Velodyne
could play slightly louder in the upper bass.
Slight differences did exist in voicing and
frequency balance, but I had no clear preference. The Velodyne reproduced more of
the upper bass, in the crossover region, pre-

could play significantly louder and cleaner
than the Sunfire.
Despite its efficiency, the Sunfire draws a
lot of power from the AC line. When I listened at high levels to material with heavy
bass, the lights in my listening room fluctuated in sync with the bass. When I listened

sumably because it rolled off less steeply

Stereo Catalog

to the kick drum on the title track of

than the Sunfire above the crossover point.
From my normal listening position, both

AC/DC's Highway to Hell (ATCO 92419), it
was like having my own light show!
Does the Sunfire True Subwoofer live up

Looking for the latest in
audio/video components?

sounded equally clean on low -frequency
sine waves. Only when I walked up to the
front wall, near the corner, and listened

I he Crutchfield catalog brings you hundreds
of top, brand -name components and
makes it easy to compare
them feature for
feature. Informative articles,
helpful tips and
exclusive comparison
charts guide you through
the maze of buzzwords.
You'll find exactly
what you need without
New! See why DVD
paying for more than
means movies at home
you want!
will never be the same!

directly to the two

Part catalog, part shopper's guide, the
Crutchfield catalog makes it a pleasure to
shop from home. You can call our wellinformed sales

JVC, Bose, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Technics, Polk,
Carver, Yamaha, and more!

low, which the Sunfire

subwoofers' outputs,
could I hear a change

FEW SPEAKERS OR SUBS

in the character of

I'VE TESTED

accomplishes easily.
Admittedly, the True
Subwoofer has some-

the Sunfire's output,
which was caused by

PRODUCED LOUDER BASS

what higher distor-

its higher -level low order harmonics.
I also found it hard

Discover the convenience of
shopping from home

Sony, Kenwood, Pioneer,

THAN THE SUNFIRE,

to tell the two subs
apart when listening at a high level to

difference between
the Sunfire's distortion and the super low distortion of the Velodyne was not

Ron Tutt's kick drum on The Sheffield

clearly discernible on most program mater-

Track Record/The Sheffield Drum Record

ial at normal listening distances. From a

(Sheffield CD/14/20). As with the sine

psychoacoustic standpoint, it may be better

wave, it was only when I listened in the corner that I could hear differences: The Velo -

to allow higher maximum output with

dyne sounded a little tighter, and the Sun fire went slightly lower and could play a bit

you'll get your order
in 2 days or less!
So what are you
waiting for? Get
your copy on its
way today!

helicopter track of the Digital Domain CD,
the Sunfire reproduced the high-level low frequency sounds of the helicopter's blade

louder at those low frequencies. On the

slapping air more realistically and louder
than the Velodyne.

Call now for your free copy!

On third -octave band -limited pink
noise, the Sunfire could deliver slightly

1-500.955-9009

more output than the Velodyne at 32 Hz
and below, but at 40 Hz and above, the
Velodyne's output was greater. The Velo dyne sounded somewhat cleaner than the

8 a.m. to Midnight (Eastern time). 7 days a week

or visit our Web site at

Sunfire at 40 Hz and below at equally loud
levels. On alternating -level tone bursts, the

http://www.crutchfield.com
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tion than some of its
competitors. But the

AND NONE WENT DEEPER.

advisors toll -free,
7 days a week with
any of your product
questions. Plus,

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

to its name? Yes! A true subwoofer should
be able to rattle the walls at 25 Hz and be-
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higher distortion, as Sunfire has.
The Sunfire True Subwoofer is a truly innovative product with a number of unusual

characteristics, including extremely small
size, high output even below 20 Hz, a very
powerful, high -efficiency internal amplifier,

and excellent self-protection systems. I
doubt that the True Subwoofer would have
seen the light of day at any large speaker
manufacturer. Even to attempt designing a
subwoofer with its very small size, high
output, and response to below 20 Hz takes
guts that large companies seldom have.
The Sunfire True Subwoofer is a groundbreaking design that embodies some very
innovative thinking and creative problem solving. I'm impressed!
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You've Never Heard
Horns Like These Before

Introducing JBL's new
f-ILS & SVA Series
loudspeaker systems.
Remar4able technological achievements set
new performance standards for power, accuracy,
imaging' and sound reproduction in the home.
Nobody knows horns like JBL. Arxl JBL's new
Constant Directivity horns with soft -dome poly carbonate tweeters allow you to hear horns the
way the world's renowned recording artists intend
them to be heard. Coupled with high-performance
woofers, these unique horns have enabled JBL to
create a new benchmark for loudspeaker performance. With superior projection and accurate frequency respór\se, the HLS and S'/A loudspeakers
deliver smooth, clear sound and ensure listening
satisfaction from any position ... in any room.

Available in a range of floorstanding, bookshelf and
center -channel configurations, now at specialty
retailers throughout the USA.

SVA2100

HLS810

JBL Consumer Products. 83 Crossways Park West, Woodbury. NY 11797 8500 Balboa Boulevard. Northridge, CA 91329 800-336-4-JBL www.jbl.com
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EQUIPMENT

another RC2000, for use in another room
or as a safety backup. Furthermore, it supports independent 20 -step programmable
macro buttons so you can fire up a whole

PROFILE

EDWARD J. FOSTER

MARANTZ SR -880
A/V RECEIVER

system or execute other multistep processes
at a touch. For example, you could use one
button to turn on the SR -880 and a TV projector, set the receiver's input and surround
mode, and drop a motorized screen. Four of

the remote's buttons are dedicated to
macros, but macros can also be programmed into nine of its function buttons.
Besides its own AM/FM-stereo tuner, the
SR -880 has provisions for three external au-

dio program sources (CD and two tape
sources) and five audio/video sources
("TV/DBS," "DVD/LD," "VCR 1," "VCR
2," and "AUX"), with recording outputs for
both "Tape" and both "VCR" circuits. All

USING THE SR -880
RECEIVER IS

NOT ONLY EASY
BUT A PLEASURE!

line -level audio and composite -video connections on the rear panel are nickel -plated
RCA jacks, but the "AUX" jacks, which are
on the front, are gold plated. The "AC -3"
input gives you a choice of coaxial, Toslink
optical, and RF jacks. S -video jacks are pro-

vided for the "DVD/LD" input, one TV
The Marantz SR -880 audio/video receiver accom-

modates both the future
and the past. Looking to the

past, the SR -880 not only

decodes matrixed Dolby
Surround material (as does
every other A/V receiver I

can think of) but also accepts Dolby Digital (AC -3)

information in raw RF
form from laserdisc. So, unlike many cur-

rent Dolby Digital A/V receivers, the
Marantz requires no external RF demodulator for this. Looking to the future, it offers
both optical (Toslink) and wired (coax) inputs for Dolby Digital signals in bitstream
form from today's DVD players and tomor-

row's DBS and HDTV equipment. And
with an eye toward expansion, the SR -880

has preamp outputs on all six channels and

supplies an independent stereo feed for a
music system in a second room. With the
addition of an infrared sensor (available

monitor output, and the "VCR 1" input and
output. (Sad to say, the Marantz SR -880's
Rated Power Output, Stereo Mode: 110

from Niles, Sonance, Xantech and others), a
stereo power amp, and speakers, the SR -880

watts/channel into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to

can afford independent operation in a second room or zone.
For local control, the SR -880's RC2000
programmable remote (supplied) is one of
the most universal and well equipped that
you're likely to find. The buttons are well
spaced, clearly labeled, and light up momentarily at the touch of a side -mounted
"Lighting" bar. An LCD panel displays the
currently selected source and gives current
status information. The RC2000 can not
only learn the codes of just about any product you have, but can clone itself by downloading all the commands it has learned to

Rated Power Output, Surround Mode:
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20 kHz.

Main and center channels, 110
watts/channel into 8 ohms, 40 Hz to

20 kHz; surround channels, 7
watts/channel at 1 kHz.
Dimensions: 171/4 in. W x 61/4 in. H x 18
in. D (43.9 cm x 15.8 cm x 45.8 cm).
Weight: 32 lbs. (14.5 kg).
Price: $1,499.99.

Company Address: 440 Medinah Rd.,

Roselle, Ill. 60172; 630/307-3100;
www.MarantzAmerica.com
For literature, circle No. 91

accommodations for the future stopped
short of giving the "TV/DBS" input an

The RC2000 remote has independent selector buttons for each

S -video connector.)
Color -coded multiway binding posts are

source (a feature that I really like).
When you use the remote to select
a source, functions appropriate to

used for each of the five speaker outputs.
Each post accepts a single banana plug (as
well as bare wire), but the pairs are spaced
too widely to handle a dual -banana plug, in

accordance with European safety rules.
(Some European AC plugs match a dual banana's 3/4 -inch spacing.) The rear panel also

carries one switched and one unswitched
convenience outlet, each with a 1 -ampere
(120 -watt) rating, a multiroom output, and
jacks for daisy -chaining components for
control by the same remote. For the tuner,
there are terminals for the AM antenna and
a coaxial connector for the FM.

The primary array of buttons below the

main panel display selects the program

labels for that source. Some of

.11111111
1111IIIIIIII
IIIIII111111111111
Dam-...n
40HMS.ii:%
»#
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-

001

0.005

02

Fig. 1-Stereo mode,
THD + N vs. output.

these label pages control the source
itself, providing such functions as

channel selection in TV mode or
chapter selection on a laserdisc
player; one label page in each set
usually controls recording and offers "REC," "Pause," and "Stop"
control of either VCR or either audio tape deck, as appropriate.

THE MARANTZ SR -880'S

converts the eight "D" buttons and

REMOTE CONTROL

two page buttons into amplifier

AND UNCOMMONLY
VERSATILE.

0.2

.5

0.1

.::1..__
.....1
G.n
Illlw
IIII1111

0.01

0.005

Dolby Digital (AC -3), Pro Logic,
Matrix, Hall, THX (on THX-certi-

0.1

Another interesting touch is the

presence of separate on and off
buttons rather than a single on/off
toggle. These are needed because
the SR -880 has separate control
codes for on and off, which makes

bar, a gold-plated headphone jack, and

it compatible with in -wall keypads

up/down pads that cycle through the pro-

and other system controllers. A

cessing modes ("Stereo," "AC -3," "Pro Log-

separate "Source On/Off" pad on
the remote controls the operating

FM reception mode (mono or stereo) and
to scan, load, and clear the station -preset
memories.
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FREQUENCY - Hz

controls the characteristics of the

tons above these toggle the front -panel display, the "OSD" (on -screen display), and an
input attenuator on and off.
Along the bottom are a "Power/Standby"

and, just below these, buttons to choose the

10k 20k

.I

operating mode, and the fourth

compressor if the program material supports that feature. Three small, round but-

receiver to its "Multiroom" mode, is followed by three knobs for "Bass," "Treble,"
and "Balance," each with a center detent.
The SR -880's tuner controls consist of
down/up pairs of tuning and preset -selection bars, at the right of the main display,

1

100

111111111,
=:::::.
IM M::: 11 1Í~~..111~1
~1111

fied Marantz products) Movie,

Dolby Digital decoder.

. \...

A
0.2

that engages Dolby Digital's dynamic -range

1111P
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to choose the processing mode:

ond page accesses setup controls,
the third enables you to modify the

M' 10 WATTS
20

controls. The first page enables you

source. To their left are three additional
buttons that independently select the digital input ("RF," "Optical," or "Coaxial")
and, at the extreme left, a "Night" button

!!!!!!E!1fl11.!!I!!!!!!©

11111111=111111111=111111111111

Dolby 3 Stereo, or Stereo. The sec-

ic," "Movie," "3 Stereo," "Hall," and "Matrix"). The next button, which switches the

100 200

lo

OUTPUT - WATTS

A tenth button in the remote's
source -selection group, "AMP,"

IS A PLEASURE TO USE

.

---- 20H.
i.H

01

that source show up on the
RC2000's LCD screen next to buttons "D1" through "D8." Two other buttons, below "D4" and "D8,"
page through four possible sets of

-

5.110

Me. -ant

Fig. 2-Stereo mode,
THD + N vs. frequency
for loads of 8 ohms (A)
and 4 ohms (B).

+1
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0
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2
10

state of program sources.
System setup is performed from

the remote, using on -screen displays. I found these to be more intuitive than usual, though other
reasonable people may disagree

B

Ik

100

10k

I OO k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 3-Frequency
response, stereo mode.

with my personal reaction to the menu

"OK"), at the lower right of the RC2000. To

structure and nomenclature that Marantz
chose. Menus are navigated and selections

the left of the array are transport -control
buttons, with the usual graphic symbols for
play, pause, stop, skip forward and back,
and scan forward and back. Good-sized

made with the usual four directional arrows

and center button (in this case, marked
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...,

+15s....
BA

+10

press any of the remote's buttons. A
nifty battery -level indicator advises

SS

you to replace the batteries before

EBLE

+5
o
5

10

-15

1

100

20

FREQUENCY -

10k 20k

ceived remote!

Hz

Fig. 4-Tone control and
crossover characteristics.
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Measurements
As far back as I can remember,
Marantz has assigned less power to

lllllIllll
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the surround channels of its A/V
receivers than to the main front
pair. It also used to give the center
channel less power than the main

LEFT TO RIGHT
RIGHT TO LEFT

'.iA
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fronts, on the presumption that
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Fig. 5-Crosstalk, via
analog and digital inputs.

- 90

into 8 ohms from all three front
channels. The surround channels

l0k

IOOk 200k

Fig. 6-Residual noise, via
analog and digital inputs.
up/down volume pads are above the directional cluster and just to the right of the numeric keypad. You also can mute the sound
from the remote.
The RC2000 has other features that distinguish it from ordinary remote controls.
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I'VE LEARNED

I'm pleased to say that Marantz

/I11J1111 ANALOG INPUT

FREQUENCY - Hz

slowly as the amplifier's output rises above
10 watts per channel into 8 ohms or 30 to
40 watts per channel into 4 ohms.
My supposition of relatively little global
feedback is reinforced by the output imped-

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
LIKE THE SR -880'S

WITH GOOD SOUND.

lowers it.

1
11IIIII
1 11111.IIIIIILIIIII 1I11I111
100

is used-these distortion curves climb

never been convinced it's a good

has had a change of heart: The SR 880 delivers 110 watts per channel

20

the usual case when a lot of global feedback

subwoofer. Marantz may have been
correct in that assumption, but I've

111.1!.r1iIIIIIIIIIIIIII

1I

stead of breaking sharply upwards from a
minimum just below the clipping point-

speakers and redirect center bass
energy to the main fronts or to a

cause that's where so much of a
soundtrack is focused, arguably
raising the power requirement at
least as much as bass redirection

IIIIIII1111111IIIIIII1111111©
111111111111~111111E1M111
Ell 1111

- 120

most people would use small center

idea to scrimp on center power, be-

11111111ME~iiiIIIM11111111111
IIIIIII~:iIIII1111111
-loo III .III
-110

you lose the instructions you've
programmed. And the RC2000
maintains its smarts for up to an
hour while you replace the cells.
Clearly, this is a very well -con-

these curves suggest that the SR -880 uses a
traditional Class -AB output stage but, I suspect, with rather little overall feedback. In-

still carry a reduced rating (75
watts/channel), but that 1.66 -dB
difference should be barely discernible-and then only if you demand maximum output from your
surrounds (very uncommon). I measured
clipping points of 130 watts (21.1 dBW) per
channel in the main front pair with 8 -ohm

loads and 80 watts (19.0 dBW) in the sur-

ance's uniformity across the audio -frequency band. Many amps' output impedances rise several -fold from 50 Hz to 20
kHz, but the SR -880's rises by only 20%!
Other things being equal, I've come to associate constant output impedance with especially good sound.
The flip side of the feedback coin is distortion. An amplifier that uses relatively little global feedback is likely to generate more
distortion than amps that use a lot of feedback; that's the case with the SR -880. As you

can see in the THD + N versus frequency
curves for 8 -ohm loads (Fig. 2A), the SR 880 meets its 0.05% THD specification over

There's a "Guide" pad to activate the onscreen programming guides of most DSS
receivers and an illumination sensor that
monitors ambient light and deactivates the
LCD screen's backlighting when there's

rounds. As usual with receivers having
equal power across the front, the center
measured a bit higher on the bench than
the left/right pair (140 watts or 21.5 dBW in
this case) because the power supply sags less
with only one channel driven.

N at the rated output of 110 watts per chan-

These power ratings are based on my

enough room light, to preserve battery
power. The same sensor automatically

measurements of THD + N versus output.
I'm not showing the curves for all the chan-

backlights the remote keys for 5 seconds (a

nels, but the curves for the main front

doesn't specify the output power of the SR880 into 4 -ohm loads, I gave it a 4 -ohm rating of 150 watts per channel, based on the
4 -ohm curves of Fig. 1. At 10 watts and 150

time span you can adjust) whenever the
room darkens quickly and whenever you

channels, driving 8- and 4 -ohm loads, can

watts per channel, THD + N reaches

be seen in Fig. 1. The smooth shapes of

0.183%, worst case (Fig. 2B).
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most of the audio band on the right channel but not on the left. Worst case, THD +

nel reaches 0.073%; that's not quite spec
but not really bad either. Since Marantz

Discover the incredible sound
of patent #4,076,098.
O

I

1)

11I02

Announcing the new B&W 600 Series.
B&W was the first company to pioneer the use of Kevlar®
cones in loudspeakers.
And we've applied our patented technology to some

of the world's most respected monitors-the legendary
B&W Matrix 801, the celebrated Silver Signature, and
our highly acclaimed THX Home Cinema System.
Now B&W brings Kevlar cone technology to a family
of affordable, high performance loudspeakers. Introducing the new B&W 600 Series.
Why does Kevlar make such a big difference in sound
reproduction? Because of its unique properties, this spaceage, woven material virtually eliminates the effects of

resonance and standing waves. Especially in critical midrange frequencies. So all you hear is pure, uncolored music.
Add B&W's incomparable metal dome tweeters,
minimum -diffraction cabinets, and gold-plated, biwired

speaker terminals, and you have the incredible sound
of patent #4,076,098.
We invite you to audition the new B&W 600 Series
ranging from bookshelf to floor standing, center channel
to surround sound, even an active subwoofer. For the
name of a B&W dealer near you, call 978-664-2870.
The difference is easy to see. And even easier to hear.

B&W Loudspeakers of America,

54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864
tel 978-664-2870 fax 978664-4109

Listen and You'll See

Keviar is a registered trademark of Dupont
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Fig. 7-D/A converter
frequency response.
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With 4 -ohm loads, I clocked a dynamic power of 230 watts, or 23.6

dBW, at clipping. With 2 -ohm
loads, the output stage didn't so
much clip as sag, so the dynamic
power figure is difficult to determine precisely.
The SR -880 offers no way to by-

pass its tone -control circuitry, so
the best you can do to ensure flat
response is to set the knobs at the
detents. On my sample, the overall
response (this usually varies from

sample to sample) came out at
+0.12, -0.55 dB from 20 Hz to 20
kHz; you can't see them because of
the expanded dB scale I used in Fig.

third -octave noise analyses are quite similar, too, when the data taken via the digital
input is referred to 0 dBW rather than to 0
dBFS, so I've overlaid these curves as Fig. 6.

And, although I didn't overlay the convert-

er's response curves with the analog response curves (because of the substantial
difference in frequency axes), you'll find the

same low -end rolloff (and a very similar
treble rolloff) in the converter's response
(Fig. 7) that you saw in Fig. 5 for response
via the analog input.

The conclusion to be drawn is that the
majority of the response error, as well as
most of the noise and crosstalk, occurs in
the analog stages following the converter. In

fact, if one were to mentally subtract the

3, but the -3 dB points were below

10 Hz and at 67.9 kHz. Figure 4
shows the maximum effect of the

bass and treble controls and the
subwoofer-crossover characteristics with the "Small" speaker set-

Fig. 8-D/A converter
THD + N vs. frequency.

tings. Both tone controls have
shelving characteristics with ranges
DSI

-75

Ag.

that are quite well balanced, al-

-79

though there is more ultimate

-83

boost and cut in the bass (about
±14 dB) than in the treble (about

87

RIGHT

-91

-100

LEFT

-80

-60

-40

-20

o

-6 dB at 80 Hz and 116 Hz), and

SIGNAL LEVEL - dBFS

the filters have the usual 12-dB/oc-

Fig. 9-D/A converter

tave high-pass and 24-dB/octave

THD + N vs. level.

low-pass slopes.

+0.8
+0.4

UNDITHERED

-0.4 LEFT
RIGHT

0.8

-100

-80

±10 dB). The subwoofer crossover
frequency is appropriate for home
theaters (-3 dB at just over 100 Hz,

-60

-40

-20

SIGNAL LEVEL - dBFS

Line input sensitivity (21.5 mV
for 0 dBW into 8 ohms) and impedance (46.2 kilohms) were appropriate, and the input overload
point was more than adequate even
with the attenuator switched off.
Furthermore, left/right stereo balance was perfect with the balance

knob at its detent. Output at the

Fig. 10-Deviation from

tape-recording jacks was fine, and
the source impedance was reason-

linearity.

ably low.

same: Only 0.4 dB more power was available

when using the IHF toneburst. That still
amounts to a dynamic headroom rating of
+0.7 dB, since the amplifier's continuous
power was 0.3 dB greater than specified.

SEEM TO EMPLOY
RELATIVELY LITTLE

GLOBAL FEEDBACK.

SR -880's frequency response via the analog
input from its digital -input response, you'd

find that the D/A converter's response is

from the analog to the digital input to check

near perfect except for a slight rolloff in the
high treble. That, and the relative absence of
response ripples, suggests excellent digital
filtering.

D/A converter performance, some of my
measurements were quite comparable. For
example, left/right channel separation was

The converter's THD + N versus frequency (Fig. 8) confirms that suggestion.
Although I have measured CD players and

so similar over the range covered by my test

self -standing converters with a cross -mod-

CD that I overlaid the results taken via the

ulation spike of less than the SR -880's
0.048%, it's better than I've measured on

When I turned my attention
With 8 -ohm loads, dynamic power and
continuous power proved pretty much the

THE AMPS IN THE SR -880

analog and digital inputs (Fig. 5). The
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the DACs of many other A/V receivers;
compared to its competition, the Marantz
SR -880 acquits itself very well in this regard. Distortion in the bass and midrange
may be somewhat greater than on the DACs

in, say, good CD players; however, these
data include the noise and distortion of the
preamp and power amp as well as that of
the converter. That's probably why THD +
N versus level (Fig. 9) starts out at -77.0
dBFS (with a 0-dBFS input). Distortion
drops rapidly, however, and is less than -90
dBFS from -30 dBFS on down.

That's quite normal with today's
DSP-based Dolby processing.

The response of the "best" and
"worst" channels in Dolby Digital
Surround mode are overlaid with
the response of the LFE channel in
Fig. 12; Fig. 13 shows the response

+4
o
4

-120

NEAR -PERFECT,
RIPPLE -FREE

-110

-100

Pro Logic mode. Although the
right surround channel proved

-90

-80

-60

-70

SIGNAL LEVEL - dBFS

of the various channels in Dolby

Fig. 11-Fade-to-noise test.

"best" with Dolby Digital, there really wasn't a substantial difference
+1

between its response and the re-

o

center channels-only a couple of
tenths of a decibel at 20 kHz. The
tone controls' effects aren't so apparent in the Pro Logic curves of

RESPONSE SUGGESTS

Fig. 13 because of the coarse vertical scale needed to show the treble

EXCELLENT FILTERING.

rolloff in the surround channels
(-3 dB at an unusually high 8.5

111111111_
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sponses of the left surround or

THE D/A CONVERTER'S
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Fig. 12-Dolby Digital
frequency response.

kHz) and the low -end rolloff in the

Analog -circuit noise also placed a floor
under the S/N ratio (93.6 dB, A -weighted,
85.1 dB CCIR-weighted) and quantization
noise (-81.2 dBFS). The quantization -noise
test is designed to measure converter noise
in the presence of a signal (which S/N does

center when "Normal" (small -

not) and to exclude converter distortion,
but analog noise in subsequent circuitry is
included in the tally. Dynamic range is

-2
4

sus frequency at rated power in

6

Dolby Pro Logic mode for the cen-

8

ter, left front, and left surround
channels (the curves for the re-

-10

1 -kHz dithered and undithered signals in
Fig. 10 and for a 500 -Hz dithered fade in

ic measurement); the surround
channel's THD + N, less than

Fig. 11-pretty much ignores subsequent

0.75%, is about par for the course.

(but not in center- or surround -channel
response) with Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby
Digital operation as with stereo operation.
Clearly, these originate in the tone -control
circuits, which are in the signal path of the

main channels but not the others. In the
treble, response fell abruptly above 23.18
kHz because of the anti-aliasing and reconstruction filters in the digital chain.

AO

LEFT FRONT

Figure 14 shows THD + N ver-

Converter linearity error-shown for

noise and distortion and exercises the converter by itself. With a half -decibel error,
worst case, in the 1 -kHz test, I'd say the results are admirable!
Turning now to surround -sound operation, the same frequency -response anomalies exist in main -front -channel response

-CENTER, LARGE

o

dB at 104 Hz).

spective right channels were essentially the same). The front -channel
THD + N is excellent (actually better than with stereo operation, possibly because a restricted analyzer
bandwidth is used for the Pro Log-

measured with a low-level stimulus, so, although the data include analog circuit noise
and distortion, the distortion contribution
of the analog circuitry is likely to be less.

+2

speaker) operation is selected (-3

1
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Fig. 13-Dolby Pro Logic
frequency response.
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weighted noise could have been

state channel separation at 1 kHz
ranged from a low of 38.6 dB (between surround and right front) to

LEFT
SURROUND

III
20

In Pro Logic mode, the A better, especially in the center
channel (whose residual noise
measured -72.8 dBW). Steady-

ENTER,
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Fig. 14-Dolby Pro Logic
mode THD + N vs.

frequency at rated power.

a high of about 80 dB where it's really important, between the center and surround. For the most part, separation ranged
between 41 and 46 dB.
Figure 15 shows the substantial separa-

and left surround and worst being between center and left front. For the most
part, separation ranged between 57 and 71

tion possible with AC -3 signals. The

dB. With Dolby Digital decoding, all
channels were balanced within a total

two curves represent the overall best and
worst cases, best being between right front

spread of ±0.42 dB, which wasn't terrible
but could be improved upon. Distortion at
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a little more treble rolloff at 15 kHz
(-1.52 dB) than I'd hope for, stereo
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frequency response (Fig. 17) is
quite good, too, and channel balance is very good (within ±0.11
dB). Channel separation was a rea-

Fig. 15-Dolby Digital

sonably decent 27.4 dB or better

crosstalk.

from 100 Hz to 10 kHz.
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Fig. 16-FM tuner quieting.
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Use and Listening Tests

There's a lot to like about the

C::;:1

Marantz SR -880. It's an easy receiv-
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50 /, MODULATION

er to set up, and the remote is outstanding-really in a class by itself!
Once you have the system up and

__1.i

111111111111111111
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Ik

rejection were both better than 50
dB, and the stereo pilot and subcarrier signals were adequately rejected at the tape-recording output. All
in all, a very fine tuner!

FREQUENCY - Hz

3

selectivity at over 66 dB. Taken individually, none of these readings is
"best of class," but they are interrelated and, taken as a whole, impress
me as being an astute compromise
between low distortion, high selectivity, and decent performance un-

der multipath reception conditions. Image rejection and AM

^"'"..-11111~L

FT

The tuner generates only about
half as much THD + N below 1
kHz with 50% -modulated as with
100% modulation, but there isn't
as substantial a difference above 2
or 3 kHz (Fig. 18). Capture ratio
was 1.5 dB at 45 dBf; adjacent channel selectivity came in at almost 8 dB and alternate -channel

10k 20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

balanced, and the remote programmed, control over just about
everything in the system lies under

1 kHz and 0 dBFS (measured at 10 watts)

your fingertips.
Using the Marantz SR -880 is not
only easy but a pleasure! No fumbling with multiple remotes. No turning up

was 0.025%, worst case, in the primary

the room lights to see what you're doing-

channels and 0.051% at 30 Hz in the LFE.
Although I've left it to last, the SR -880's
FM tuner deserves special accolades; it's
one of the best I've found in recent A/V receivers. It's unusually sensitive, achieving
50 -dB quieting at 18.8 dBf with a mono

just give a tap to the lighting bar when
needed. And no plowing through level
upon level of nested menus or cycling

Fig. 18-FM stereo
THD + N vs. frequency.

through endless alternatives to get to the one
you want; almost everything is directly accessible. Sure, there are four pages of possible
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you're likely to stay on it for what needs

not on the current page, to learn quickly
where you need to go to find it. With the
complexity of today's home -theater electronics, Marantz' superb human engineering is a tremendous virtue and I award the
SR -880 high marks in this area.

The SR -880 provided plenty of sound
level with the relatively efficient Paradigm
speakers I have in my home theater. With

THE SR -880'S FM TUNER
DESERVES ACCOLADES

AS ONE OF THE BEST

IN A/V RECEIVERS.

material from DVDs and AC -3 laserdiscs,
the Dolby Digital decoder proved its mettle
by providing crisp reproduction, subtlety
when called for, and excellent inner detail.
On music CDs played in stereo, the sound
was a trifle warm (which I attribute to the
lower midrange response bump introduced

by the tone controls) but more detailed
than I've heard from some other A/V receivers. I think that's attributable partly to
the better -than -average D/A converters
Marantz chose for the SR -880 and partly to

a power amp design that recognizes the
sonic benefits that result from constant
output impedance.
I'm sure I would have been even happier
with the sound had Marantz allowed me to

bypass the tone -control circuitry. And I
could give the SR -880 a more rousing accolade had the designers been more generous
with its S -video facilities. If you can accom-

modate these oversights, I think you'll find
this receiver worthy of careful consideration. That's especially true if you live in the
boonies (as I do) and listen to FM; its tuner
is far above average. Buying always comes
down to balancing strengths and weaknesses, and that's a personal decision. I find so
much to like about the Marantz SR880-its
accommodating stance to past and present
Dolby Digital sources, its great remote, and

fine sound-that I'm willing to accept a
limitation here and there.

A

MEASURED DATA
AMP SECTION, STEREO MODE

FM TUNER SECTION

Output Power at Clipping (1% THD at 1
kHz): 8 -ohm loads, 130 watts/channel
(21.1 dBW); 4 -ohm loads, 190
watts/channel (22.8 dBW).

Sensitivity: For 50 -dB quieting, 18.8 dBf
in mono and 38.7 dBf in stereo.

20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.12, -0.98 dB and
-3 dB below 10 Hz and at 23.18 kHz;
center, "Wide" mode, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

S/N Ratio, 65-dBf Signal Input: Mono,

+0.04, -0.72 dB and -3 dB below 10 Hz

Dynamic Output Power: 8 -ohm loads,

Frequency Response, Stereo: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, +0.17, -1.52 dB.
Channel Balance: ±0.11 dB.

140 watts/channel (21.5 dBW); 4 -ohm
loads, 230 watts/channel (23.6 dBW);
2 -ohm loads (see text), 270 watts/channel (24.3 dBW).
Dynamic Headroom re 8 -Ohm Rating:
+0.7 dB.

THD + N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz: 8 -ohm loads,

less than 0.073% at rated output and
less than 0.021% at 10 watts/channel;

4 -ohm loads, less than 0.183% at

75.3 dB; stereo, 70.3 dB.

Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10 kHz:
Greater than 27.4 dB.

THD + N at 65 dBf, 100% Modulation:

Mono, 0.26% at 100 Hz, 0.23% at

1

kHz, and 0.21% at 6 kHz; stereo, 0.24%
at 100 Hz, 0.2% at 1 kHz, and 0.27% at
6 kHz.
Capture Ratio at 45 dBf: 1.5 dB.

150 watts/channel and less than
Damping Factor re 8 -Ohm Loads:

Frequency Response with Tone
Controls at Detents: 20 Hz to 20
kHz +0.12, -0.55 dB (-3 dB below
10 Hz and at 67.9 kHz).

tave; low-pass, -3 dB at 101 Hz and -6
dB at 116 Hz, 24 dB/octave.

Sensitivity for 0-dBW (1 -Watt) Output:

kHz: 53.3 dB or greater.
Selectivity: Adjacent -channel, 7.9 dB; alternate -channel, 66.3 dB.
Image Rejection: 55.5 dB.
AM Rejection: 51.5 dB.
Stereo Pilot Rejection: 75.3 dB.
Stereo Subcarrier Rejection: 60.5 dB.

AMP SECTION,

Input Impedance: 46.2 kilohms.
Input Overload (1% THD at 1 kHz): 8 V
with attenuator off, 9.7 V with attenuator on.
Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10 kHz:
Greater than 45.3 dB.
Channel Balance: ±0.00 dB.

DOLBY PRO LOGIC MODE

Recording Output Impedance: 1.5 kilohms.

Channel Balance: 0.83 dB or better.

Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10

A -Weighted Noise: -85.9 dBW.

500 -mV signal at CD input; 730 mV for
100% -modulated FM signal at 1 kHz.

DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3) MODE

0.051%.

21.5 mV.

Recording Output Level: 475 mV for

round, -76.0 dBW.
Channel Separation at 1 kHz: 38.6 dB or
greater.

+0.05, -0.63 dB; surround channel,
25 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.02, -0.43 dB;
LFE channel, 22 Hz to 100 Hz, +0,
-3 dB.
THD + N at 1 kHz for 0-dBFS Signal: Main, 0.022%; center, 0.015%;
surround, 0.025%; LFE (at 30 Hz),

Output Impedance: 76 milliohms at
1 kHz, 76 milliohms at 5 kHz, 83
milliohms at 10 kHz, and 92 milliohms at 20 kHz.

at 105 Hz and -6 dB at 80 Hz, 12 dB/oc-

A -Weighted Noise: Main, -75.7 dBW;
center, "Wide" mode, -72.8 dBW; sur-

dB; center channel, 25 Hz to 20 kHz,

110.

Subwoofer Crossover: High-pass -3 dB

23.18 kHz; surround, +0.02,-3.0 dB, 18
Hz to 8.5 kHz.

Frequency Response: Main channels, 25 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.14, -0.83

0.025% at 10 watts out.

Tone -Control Range: Bass, ±11.3 dB
at 100 Hz; treble, ± 10.4 dB at 10 kHz.

and at 23.18 kHz; center, "Normal"
mode, +0.02, -3.0 dB at 104 Hz and

Output Power at Clipping, 8 -Ohm
Loads: Main channels, 130 watts/chan-

nel (21.1 dBW); center channel, 140
watts/channel (21.5 dBW); surround
channels, 80 watts/channel (19.0 dBW).

THD + N at Rated Output, 8 -Ohm
Loads: Main, less than 0.054%, 20 Hz to
20 kHz; center, less than 0.042%, 10 Hz

to 20 kHz; surround, less than 0.75%,
100 Hz to 10 kHz.

Frequency Response: Main Channels,
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D/A CONVERTER SECTION
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0.14, -0.96 dB.

THD + N at 0 dBFS: Less than 0.048%,
20 Hz to 20 kHz.

THD + N at 1 kHz: Below -77.0 dBFS
from 0 to -90 dBFS and below -90.3
dBFS from -30 to -90 dBFS.

Maximum Linearity Error: Undithered
signal, 0.51 dB to -90 dBFS; dithered
signal, 0.52 dB to -100 dBFS.
S/N: A -weighted, 93.6 dB; CCIR-weighted, 85.1 dB.
Quantization Noise: -81.2 dBFS.

Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 90.8 dB;
A -Weighted, 93.1 dB; CCIR-Weighted,
84.1 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than 41.6
dB, 125 Hz to 16 kHz.

three -position input mode switch (see

EQUIPMENT PROFILE
BASCOM H. KING

"Technical Highlights"); a green LED shows
when this switch is set correctly for the type
of input signal being received. An IEC line -

THRESHOLD T800D
AMPLIFIER

lower center of the panel.
When I looked inside the T800D, the first
thing that caught my eye was its formidable
power transformer, which is 7 inches in di-

cord connector and a line fuse are at the

ameter and 7'/4 inches high; it occupies
about 40% of the amp's interior. Behind it
are four 78,000-microfarad, 63 -volt filter
capacitors, interconnected by a large p.c.
board that also carries some supporting circuitry. Another board, just inside the rear
panel, carries the input connectors, the input mode switches, and the circuitry for the
LED signal -type indicator. A p.c. board behind the front panel bears the meter circuitry, including jumpers for setting the meter

lights to two brightness levels and for setting the meters' sensitivity to read 0 dB at
either full power or one -tenth power (a 10 dB difference).

Like the smaller Threshold amplifiers,
the T800D's enclosure is made up of several
equal -sized heat sinks-five per side in this
model. A long, U-shaped extrusion running

fore and aft on the inside of the heat sinks

supports all of the output and driver devices; it also couples the heat sink sections
together, thermally and mechanically. The
circuit board carrying the front-end circuitry is mounted flush with the outside surface
of these extrusions, for a very striking visual effect. Parts and construction quality are
first-rate.

The T800D is the latest, largest, and
best of the Threshold power ampli-

fiers. Unlike the lower -powered

Rated Output: 200 watts per channel
into 8 ohms, 400 watts per channel
equipment out to the lab and back) tells me
there ought to be a law against amps being
so heavy.

T400, T200, and T100, the T800D is

The obvious center of attraction on the

a full -bridge design utilizing what

T800D's front panel is a pair of output level

Threshold terms a fully balanced differential topology. Further, the amplifier is

meters, continuing the visual tradition

said to operate in Class A up to 200 watts

available without the front -panel meters, as
the T800.) A large on/off rocker switch with
an indicating LED above it is located below
the right -channel meter. On the rear panel
are two sets of gold-plated five -way binding

with 8 -ohm loads. It's a formidable beast of
an amp, weighing in at 126 pounds and us-

ing 14 pairs of matched, insulated -gate
bipolar transistors (IGBTs) per channel, a
1,250 -volt-ampere toroidal power transformer, and 335,000 microfarads of filter
capacitance. It's also a damned attractive
beast, though my wife (who helps me carry

from past Threshold amplifiers. (It's also

posts for each channel's speaker connections. Each channel also has a high -quality
RCA phono jack for unbalanced inputs, an
XLR connector for balanced inputs, and a
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into 4 ohms, and 700 watts per channel into 2 ohms.

Rated Distortion: Typically less than
0.1%.

Dimensions: 18% in. W x 91/4 in. H x
251/2 in. D (46.4 cm x 23.6 cm x 64.6
cm).
Weight: 126 lbs. (57.2 kg).

Price: $8,490 in black, $100 additional

in platinum gray; without meters,
Model T800, $7,890 in black, $100 additional in platinum gray.

Company Address: 310 Cortez Circle,
Camarillo, Cal. 93012; 805/383-2788.
For literature, circle No. 92

2 0 Years of Attention to Detail

Since 1977, every detail of THIEL loudspeakers, from the shape of the driver diaphragms to the construction of
the form -follows -function cabinetry, is thoroughly engineered with innovative design techniques and premium
materials to provide the highest level of sonic realism and an extraordinary musical experience
...a 20 year tradition Of award -winning excellence in the art and science of loudspeaker making.

1HIEL

Celebrating 20 Years of
Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36 -page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
THIEL 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 Telepho.ie: 606-254-9427 e-mail: mail thielaudio.com

Visit the THIEL Web Site at http://www.thielaudio.com
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mode. However, because its meters read the
negative signal phase, which is not present

Measurements
The T800D's frequency response was virtually the same with open -circuit, 8 -ohm,
and 4 -ohm loading, indicating very low and
uniform output impedance in and beyond
the audio range. Therefore, only the 8 -ohm
curve is presented in Fig. 1. It is for the balanced input (in "Balanced 1" mode); with

in unbalanced signals, the "Balanced 2"

an unbalanced input, response was down

(and "Unbalanced") positions provide

about 1.7 dB more at 200 kHz. Correspond-

some phase -inverting cross coupling between the amp's two, otherwise separate,
signal paths. When set to either "Balanced
2" or "Unbalanced" mode, the output of

ing rise times measured 1.8 microseconds

TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS
Threshold's fully balanced differential

balanced circuitry that nevertheless have

topology provides two identical signal

XLR outputs. The T800D will actually am-

paths for each input signal phase (assuming
that the input signal is balanced). Following is a description for one of these identical circuits.

plify such signals even in "Balanced 1"

The input stage is a complementary
dual -differential circuit using low -noise JFETs. Each of the four input J-FETs is connected in cascode with a bipolar transistor

of the same polarity (NPN transistors for
the N -channel J-FETs and PNP transistors

for the P -channel J-FETS). In a cascode
connection, the drains of the J-FETs are
connected to the emitters of the transistors.
Two of the collector outputs of these four
transistors, one each from the positive and
negative sides, are connected to the emit-

in balanced mode and 2.2 microseconds
with unbalanced input. Square -wave re -

the positive -phase circuit is fed through an
appropriate -size resistor to the negative phase input differential amp's inverting input and the positive (or normal) input terminal of this differential amp is grounded.

In the "Balanced 1" and "Balanced 2"
modes, a 1-kilohm resistor between each

ters of opposite -polarity bipolar transis-

signal input line and ground provides a

tors, in what is called a folded-cascode con-

balanced input impedance of 2 kilohms. In
the "Unbalanced" mode, the 1-kilohm resistor in the positive input line is lifted from
ground, leaving a permanently connected

THE T800D

48-kilohm resistor to set the unbalanced

IS THE LATEST,

nection. The collectors of this last pair of
transistors are tied together through the
output stage's bias -spreading regulator and
constitute the last voltage amplifier. A complementary pair of MOS-FETs, connected

as source followers, comes next; these
MOS-FETs function as a driver for the output stage.

The output stage is a complementary
arrangement of seven pairs of insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), operating
as source followers. All of these devices are
closely matched to have the same gate -to source voltage at a given current level; the
matching is done at their normal operating
temperature. An overall negative feedback
loop runs from the output back to the non -

input impedance.

In the power supply, separate rectifier
bridges and main filter capacitors develop
the main positive and negative supplies for

each channel's output and driver stages.
Each of the main filter capacitors is bypassed by film capacitors. A set of high voltage taps on the power -transformer sec-

ondary feeds another set of bridge
rectifiers, one for each channel. The filter
capacitors for these rectifiers are located on
each channel's amplifier p.c. board and are
arranged in two groups of twelve 470-mi-

inverting side of the input's complemen-

crofarad, 63 -volt units per board. From

tary differential amplifier.

these capacitor banks, discrete voltage regulators feed positive and negative regulated
voltage to the front-end circuitry.
The positive and negative supply lines to
each channel's output stage are fused, and
sensing circuits detect if any of these fuses

Since there are no input or shunt feedback -network capacitors in the signal path,
the DC and AC gains are the same. To minimize output DC offset, the amplifiers are
adjusted and burned in at the factory for 40
to 80 hours.

The T800D has balanced and unbalanced inputs but has three input modes:
"Unbalanced," "Balanced 1," and "Balanced 2." "Balanced 1" is for true balanced
signals, with two signal paths driven in opposite phase. "Balanced 2" is for quasi -balanced signals from preamps with only un-

blow. The protection circuitry will mute
the outputs by shorting the signal input
lines and shutting off the output stage bias
if a fuse blows, if either channel overheats,
or if the incoming AC line voltage drops
below a set level. (Only an inordinate fluctuation in line voltage will trigger the protection circuitry.)
B.N.K.
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LARGEST, AND BEST
OF THE THRESHOLD

POWER AMPS.
sponse at high frequencies with an 8 -ohm
resistive load was essentially exponential
(normal) in shape. When the 8 -ohm load
was paralleled by a 2-microfarad capacitor,
the resultant ringing had about 28% overshoot and was essentially damped out within one half cycle of the 10 -kHz square wave.

This is a bit more ringing than I usually see
but still typical of many power amplifiers.
Low -frequency square waves had no tilt at
all: The T800D is truly DC -coupled.
The two channels' common -mode rejec-

tion ratios (CMRR) matched, at -58 dB
each, from 20 Hz to about 2 kHz. Above
2 kHz, the left channel's CMRR decreased,

ending up at -53 dB at 20 kHz, while the
right channel's got better, ending up at -67
dB at 20 kHz.

Distortion, not unexpectedly, was better
in the balanced input mode. Figure 2 shows

how the left channel's total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) at 1 kHz and
SMPTE IM distortion change with power

Mitsubishi takes Home Theater
to a new dimension.
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Get ready for the most powerful way to enjoy your Big Screen TV - Mitsubishi's DVD.
There are two matching A/V receivers with compatible

When you add a MI}sáishi DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) player to

Dolby

your Home Theater System, you'll experience music and video

Digital 5.1 channel surround decoders. All DVD

remote codes are stored in all of cur new TV remotes, allowing

in epic proportions. The CD -1000 has all the incredible

sing!? remote operation of an entire A/I system. Plus, we have

features that make the LWD format the most powerful
way to watch movies and listen to your CDs. And, the

matched the DVD cosmetics to our A/V receivers and VCRs so that your

Mitsubishi DD -1000 is designed to be compatible in both

Home Thecter has a seamless appearance. Imagine Mitsubishi's Big Screen

performance and style with our Home Theater products.

intensity w,th the added dimension of DVD.

It's a whole new world.
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Fig. 1-Frequency response

with balanced input and

10

in the August 1995 issue, also did
this.) When this is happening, sub-

namic headroom works out to be 2.3 dB
into 8 ohms and 2.2 dB into 4 ohms. Clip-

stantial common -mode current
passes through the output stage
from the positive to the negative
power -supply rails. This drags

ping power was 294 and 510 watts, respec-

down the supply voltages, reduces

siderably as the amplifier came up to operating temperature. The T800D drew about
9 amperes when turned on from cold but

power output, and heats up the

8 -ohm loads.
bnl t,nb5

test signals, to stay clipped a bit too
long after the input signal passes its
peak. (The T400, which I reviewed

Into 4 -ohm loads, dynamic power was 666
watts at the beginning of the burst and 595
watts at its end. Based on the power ratings
of 200 and 400 watts into these loads, dy-

output stage. Music, however, is
TIIDMlr.l ra neanared LEUELi,
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unlikely to have enough high -frequency energy to trigger the effect.
Damping factor is plotted in Fig.
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input mode (damping was slightly
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put). With such a high damping
factor, there should be no excuse
for anything but tight, powerful
bass from speakers driven by the
T800D.
Interchannel crosstalk was down

by more than 100 dB over the
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Fig. 2-THD + N and
SMPTE IM distortion vs.

power output, for
unbalanced input (A)
and balanced input (B).

B

put) and Fig. 3B (balanced input). The
harmonic -distortion residue from a 1 -kHz
signal at 10 watts into 8 ohms (Fig. 4) reveals an admirable absence of high -order
distortion products.

One not -so -desirable characteristic of
the T800D is its tendency, when pushed

Equipment used in the listening tests
for this review consisted of:

CD Transports: Sonic Frontiers SFT-1
and PS Audio Lambda Two Special

CD Electronics: Genesis Technologies

Digital Lens anti -jitter device and
Threshold DAC 2, Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 MkII, and Classé Audio DAC-1

D/A converters

balanced input when measured

moving -coil cartridge, Vendetta Re-

from the right to the left channel.
However, left -to -right crosstalk
with unbalanced input rose above
-100 dB at 7 kHz, ending up at -92

search SCP-2C phono preamp, and

Well Tempered Arm, Accuphase AC -2

phono stage of the Anthem Pre 1
preamp
Additional Signal Sources: Nakamichi
ST -7 FM tuner, Nakamichi 250 cassette deck, and Technics 1500 open reel recorder

At the output of the amplifier it
measured 269 microvolts, wide -

Preamplifiers: Threshold T2, Sonic

band, and 87 microvolts, A -weight-

sell balanced tube line driver (or no

ed; with unbalanced input, the respective figures were 251 and 81

analog preamp at all)
Power Amplifiers: Sonic Frontiers Pow-

microvolts. Left -channel noise was
about 25% lower with balanced in-

er -3 mono tube amplifiers, Houston
GSP-02 tube amp, an Ayre V-3, and
Quicksilver Ml35 mono tube amps

put but only about 5% lower with
(for unbalanced input in Fig. 2A and balanced input in Fig. 2B). For THD + N versus frequency, see Fig. 3A (unbalanced in-

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT USED

Phono Equipment: Oracle turntable,

The Threshold T800D's worse case noise was in the right channel.

IM

and 1.1 dB.
The AC line -current draw changed con-

whole audio range, in either direction for balanced input and for un-

dB by 20 kHz.

0.01

tively, yielding clipping headroom of 1.7

unbalanced. IHF signal-to-noise
ratios for the two channels and input
modes ranged from about 90 to 92 dB.
Gain was very closely matched in the two

channels, 27 dB in unbalanced mode and
33 dB in balanced. Corresponding input
sensitivities for 1 watt into 8 ohms were
125.5 and 63 millivolts.

Dynamic power into 8 -ohm loads was
342 watts, with no appreciable power sag
during the 20 -millisecond IHF tone burst.
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Frontiers Line -3, Ayre K-1, and Fors -

Speakers: Genesis Technologies Genesis
Vs and B&W 801 Matrix Series 3s
Cables: Digital interconnects, Illuminati
DX -50 (AES/EBU balanced); analog
interconnects, Transparent Cable MusicLink Reference (balanced) and Tara

Labs Master and Music and Sound
(unbalanced); speaker cables, Transparent Cable MusicWave Reference
and Tara Labs RSC Master Generation 2

...IF CELESTION HADN'T BEATEN ME TO IT."
-D.B. Keele, Jr. on the new Celestion A3, Audio August 1997

As more and more sophisticated technologies arrive that
are capable of reproducing music with unbelievable detail

and nuance, the performance bar is inevitably raised for
loudspeaker manufacturers.

And no company has set the bar
higher than Celestion with our
new A Series loudspeakers. A fact

clearly noticed by D.B. Keele, Jr.
in the August issue of Audio
magazine.

No matter what source
materials he selected,

from Mozart symphonies
to movie soundtracks,
Keele was amazed by the

"WILL THE A3 PLAY LOUD
AND CLEAN? IN SPADES!
ITS BASS OUTPUT
SURPASSES EVEN THAT
OF SOME SUBWOOFERS."

A3's performance. He

wrote that "their dynamic range and effortlessness

border on the best I have ever heard" and that "their
imaging and localization could not be faulted."
There is so much advanced technology in our new
A Series loudspeakers it fills a White Paper. Call us and
we'll send you a free copy as well as full literature on
the speakers and copies of the Audio review.

Once you've read the Celestion story and heard the
Celestion sound, you'll see why D.B. Keele, Jr. and
Audio gave us an A. And why it's time for other speaker

companies to go back to school.

DELESTIOfl

11 Elkins Road East Brunswick N.J. 08816 USA
Phone 732.390.1130 Fax 732.390.5657
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draw was 5.2 amperes at idle and at
low power levels but started to increase between 10 and 15 watts per

channel, reaching 8.5 amperes at
230 watts per channel.

These results indicate that the
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rated output.) By that definition,
the T800D's current draw at idle
should be more like 10 or 12 amperes and should not change as
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output increases.
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Fig. 3-THD + N vs.
frequency into 4 -ohm loads
with unbalanced input (A)
and balanced input (B).
eln: :ABS

B

The power -dissipation characteristics associated with Class A
stem from the fact that the current
to the output devices of a Class -A
amp never cuts off; the current in
each push-pull half of a Class -A
amp should be continuous over the

(M

(%i we

ed load, dissipate about twice its
rated power at any point from idle
up to full rated output. (With lower -impedance loads, Class -A amps
will operate in Class A at low power
levels but will shift into Class -AB
operation at some point well below

N

1

T800D does not quite fit the classic
definition of a Class -A amplifier,
which should, when feeding its rat-

0.001

0.0001

full signal cycle, and the current
wave shape in each output device

0.00001

will be mostly sinusoidal for a sine -

0
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8k

12k

208

16k
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others, has devised means of reducing the quiescent idling power dissipation below the classic require-

Fig. 4-Spectrum of
harmonic -distortion residue
for a 1 -kHz signal at
10 watts out into 8 ohms.
NY

LABS
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700
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wave signal. Threshold, among

ment. In such arrangements, the
current's wave shape more closely
resembles that of a Class -AB amplifier except that it drops only to a
minimum value during those portions of the cycle instead of cutting
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..

-

400
300

off completely, as it would in a

200

Class -AB design.
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Fig. 5-Damping factor.

Use and Listening Tests
Before I listened to the T800D, I
had been using Threshold's T2 pre amp and DAC 2 D/A converter and

came down to about 4 amperes when fully
warmed up. (Talk about overcompensated

had been generally impressed with their

bias regulators! On the other hand, this

balanced interconnects. With the T800D

helps the amp come up to temperature and
attain its best sound more quickly, so it may
well have been a deliberate design choice.)
And in one test, conducted before the amp
had fully warmed up, the AC line -current

warmed up and feeding my B&W 801 Matrix Series 3s, the sound was simply wonderful, among the very best I've heard with
the 801s in my system! This amplifier has
explosive dynamics, great definition, very

sound. Then I hooked up the T800D, using
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AT 126 POUNDS,
THE THRESHOLD T800D

IS A BEAST OF AN AMP
BUT A DAMNED
ATTRACTIVE ONE.
realistic tonal balance, tight and powerful
bass, and a smooth, spacious, and musically

believable sound. This is one of very few
amplifiers that I find myself enjoying at
higher than usual levels (with appropriate
material, of course). For me, the undue irri-

tation that all too frequently accompanies
high resolution is a prime consideration;
happily, very low irritation is among the
T800D's positive attributes.
Changing over to Genesis V speakers, I
used balanced interconnects from the pre amp to the Genesis woofer amplifier and to
the T800D. With the Genesis Vs, the sound
was very compelling, dynamic, and musical. Space and definition were superb. The
T800D was a touch more forward and dy-

namic than the Sonic Frontiers Power -3
mono tube amps; the Power -3s sounded
more laid back and lush. Which amp I preferred depended on the recording I played.
After switching the T800D's input mode
between balanced and unbalanced a few
times, I got a fleeting impression that the
sound was slightly better in balanced mode
than in unbalanced.
The T800D performed without a hitch,
both in the lab and in my system. It sounded superb, and I absolutely enjoyed using it.
Needless to say, I appreciated the sound of
the Threshold preamp and DAC as well. I
give a thumbs -up to the T800D.
A

Reggie W cite - Green Bay Packer

MINISTER OF DEFENSE.

The front panel couldn't be simpler: a

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

central disc tray that's flanked on the far left
by a power switch, headphone level control,

EDWARD J. FOSTER

and gold-plated headphone jack and, on

DENON DVD-2000
DVD PLAYER

the right, by six buttons that control opera-

tion ("Open/Close," "Skip/Search" forward and back, "Stop," "Still/Pause," and
"Play"). I guess I could be a curmudgeon
and chide Denon for gold-plating the visible but infrequently used headphone jack
while using base metal for the invisible but
always used rear connectors, but what's the
point? Everyone does it, and I had no problems with these base -metal connectors for
as long as I used the player, which is more
than I can say for some other players I've
tested.

THE DVD-2000'S SOUND
IS REALLY ENJOYABLE:

CLEAN, SHARP,
EXQUISITELY DETAILED.

For the most part, you'll operate the
DVD-2000 from its simple, sensible, 38 button remote. As you'd expect from that
button count, it offers many functions not

found on the front panel. These include
slow-motion video in both directions, repeat (by chapter or title or by start and end

points you select), and mark points to be

Some DVD players have

a matching input; most decoders do, how-

enough D/A converters to enable their internal Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoders to supply
full 5.1 -channel analog audio;
others rely on downstream de-

ever, so that's also of little consequence.
If you don't yet have a Dolby Digital Sur-

points of the compass surround a central

round decoder, the DVD-2000's nickel -

"SEL." key; this array, in conjunction with

plated analog output jacks will supply your
Pro Logic decoder with a Dolby Surround

other buttons, can be used to navigate

coding to do the job. The Den -

signal that includes the intormation from
the Dolby Digital bitstream. In fact, the
"Basic Connection" section of Denon's
manual treats the analog mix as the standard condition and external Dolby Digital

on DVD-2000 is the latter
type, but I find that of little
consequence. Relatively few audio/video
products can handle a 5.1 -channel analog
input properly, and new, upscale integrated
amps and receivers are likely to include
their own 5.1 -channel Dolby Digital decoders, which can be used not only with
DVD players but with digital satellite receivers, AC -3 -ready laserdisc players, and
whatever else turns up. True, the DVD-2000
provides a Dolby Digital bitstream only via

a Toslink optical socket, so it can be used
only with a downstream converter that has

returned to later.
Directional buttons arranged at the four

through on -screen menus, call up the title,
chapter, and time, and move to a new title,
chapter, or time (which you can also select
from the 10 -key numeric pad). The north

and south buttons are also used to cycle
through the available soundtrack and sub -

processing as an "Optional Connection."

The DVD-2000 is also said to support
96 -kHz, 24 -bit linear PCM (as well as the
more mundane 44.1/48 -kHz, 16 -bit fare)
via its AC-3/PCM Toslink output. Video is

available in NTSC composite form on a
nickel -plated RCA jack and, in S -video
form, on an adjacent base -metal connector.
Power is supplied via a removable two -wire
IEC line cord.
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Dimensions: 163A in. W x 31/2 in. H
111/4 in. D (43.4 cm x 8.7 cm x 28.
cm).
Weight: 7' lbs. (3.4 kg).
Price: $799.

Company Address: 222 New Rd., Parsippany, N.J. 07054; 973/575-7810.
For literature, circle No. 93

KEFSOUNDRAVES
Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long
in Audio's September issue:

KEF

RDM one
SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO
September 1997

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."

"...clear, precise imaging."
"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."

"...tie KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value-and very good
looking, too."
Designed by the same engineers as our
legendary Reference Series, the RDM one
features KEF's patented Uni-Q®

technology. Uni-Q places the
tweeter at the exact acoustic

center of the woofer cone to
create a single point source for
the entire frequency range-the
ideal to which all speakers

aspire-producing a flawless
soundstage over a much wider
listening area. Whether on a

bookshelf or stand, the RDM one
no longer confines you to sitting
in a central sweet spot to enjoy
exceptional performance. Audition
them for yourself by contacting us for the
name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest
you. Ask for a full reprint of the RDM one
review when you call.

® 11 Elkins Rd, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 Phone: 732-390-1130 Fax: 732-390-5657
CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Krell® Full Power
Balanced 600 power

amplifier and the Krelr
KAV-300i integrated
amplifier establish new
standards for performance
and design. Both ampifiers
are among the few prcducts
holding the distinguished
Class A rating from
Stereophile.
A fully regulated outpu:
stage in the Full PoweBalanced 600 enables the
amplifier to produce up to
2400 watts per channel
cf clean power for open,
effortless sound.

Complementary, discrete
circuitry in the KAV-300i
delivers 300 watts per
channel of pure
Krell -quality sound.

The robust designs of all
Krell® Full Power Balanced
and KAV-Series amplifiers
feature proprietary output
devices that are yet another
hallmark of Krell® design.

The Leader in Audio Engineering
KreII® Industries, Inc.
45 Connair Road
Orange, CT 06477 USA
TEL 203-799-9954
FAX 203-799-9796

http://www.krellonline.com/-krell

title languages and to select camera angles
on discs encoded with these features.
On audio and video CDs, up to 18 tracks
can be programmed for playback in any or-

the player the aspect ratio of your
TV screen: 4:3, the factory setting,

der using the "Play Mode" key, an on-

which displays letterbox video with
black bands on the top and bottom
of the screen; 4:3 pan/scan, which

screen display of the available tracks, the directional arrows, and the "SEL." button. On

fills a standard TV screen with a
portion of the widescreen image;

karaoke Video CDs, the "Audio" and

and 16:9 for displaying widescreen
images "full screen" on a 16:9 set.
The fifth menu lets you toggle the
on -screen display on and off, and

up/down buttons choose the preferred audio channel or turn it on or off.
Of course, the primary reason for buying
the DVD-2000 is to play DVDs. DVD default playback conditions are determined

the final level lets you choose the
on -screen display language: Eng-

with the "Setup" menus elicited by pressing

lish, Francais, Español, and the

the key of the same name. The first menu

ubiquitous Other.
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T
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Fig. 1-Frequency

response.
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offers three choices of program rating:

LEFT

change, you must enter a four -digit password via the keypad. The second and third

Measurements
On the bench, the Denon DVD2000 proved to be a very nice player indeed. Using the new Sony test

menus are used for setting the default audio

DVD, I found the Denon's video

and subtitle preferences: English, French,
Spanish, Original, and Other for the audio;

performance to be right on the
money as far as the luminance

"Kids' Titles Only," "Forbid Adult Titles,"
and "Play All Titles" (the default); to make a

10k 20k

Ik

RIGHT

0.002
100

20

IOk 20k

Ik
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Fig. 2-THD + N vs.
frequency.

channel was concerned. Response

was down a mere 0.5 dB at the
highest multiburst frequency on
the disc (4.2 MHz), a discrepancy
so trivial that it's well to ignore it;
in any event, it's pretty difficult to

- 88

Po

- 90
92
- 94

-60

-80

-loo

document video response more
accurately than that by using a
waveform monitor. Luminance

Fig. 3-THD + N vs.

level was on target, too, at -0.4 dB

recorded level.

-40

-20

o

RECORDED LEVEL - dBFS

re the standard, and I could find

ON THE BENCH,

DENON'S DVD-2000
PROVED TO BE

A VERY NICE PLAYER

no measurable gray -scale inaccuracy whatsoever over the full 10 step brightness range.
Chrominance level was high, by
2 dB, but that seems to be endemic
with DVD players; it's interesting
only in that the VCRs I've meas-
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M
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+ 0.8
+ 0.4

UNDI THERE D
I

0

,

- DITHERED

- 0.4

-100

-80

-60

-40
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o

INDEED.

ured usually exhibit low chroma
level while DVD players register

Automatic, English, French, Spanish, and
Other for the subtitles. In each case, "Other"

high. In any case, the monitor will
compensate for these differences.
The Denon's other chroma meas-

permits you to enter a standardized four -

urements-phase (tint or hue) accuracy

They proved to be among the best I've

digit code for other languages; the codes are
listed in the manual. (In DVD lingo, "Automatic" subtitling means that the subtitle is
in the same language as that selected for au-

and differential gain and phase (shifts in
chroma intensity and tint with changes in
scene brightness)-were as perfect as they

found in a DVD player. Take a look at the

come.

out filter ripple and response errors, be-

dio reproduction. Why one would want

Because the DVD-2000's analog audio

that, I have no idea, except to help learn the
language, but that's how DVDs go. Fortunately, you can kill the subtitles from the remote.) The fourth setup menu is for telling

output is two -channel, I used the CBS CD -1

RECORDED LEVEL - dBFS

Fig. 4-Deviation from
linearity.

frequency response curves in Fig. 1. I've expanded the vertical axis to ±0.4 dB, to ferret

cause they were extremely small. But even
on this scale, it's hard to see the filter ripple

test disc rather than the Dolby Laboratories
AC -3 disc for evaluating the performance

since it measures on the order of hun-

of the Denon's internal D/A converters.

is dead flat in the bass and down a mere
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dredths of a decibel! Furthermore, response

KAV-250p.
Stereo Preamplifier with
Theater ThroughputTM
to integrate high -end stereo

and home theater systems.

KAV-300cd.
High Resolution CD Player
with balanced, current mode,
Class A output circuitry.

KAV-250a.
Stereo Amplifier featuring
fully balanced circuitry that
delivers up to one kilowatt
of power for smooth,
detailed sound.

Powerful, Flexible, Indispensable

The Leader in Audio Engineering
Krell® Industries, Inc.
45 Connair Road
Orange, CT 06477 USA
TEL 203-799-9954
FAX 203-799-9796

http://www.krellonli.e.com/-kre I

0.17 dB, worst case, at 20 kHz. That's really
first-class!

The channels were balanced within ±0.05

dB, and output from a 0-dBFS recording
just exceeded 2 volts, the unofficial standard. Output impedance was reasonably low
(1,000 ohms), so interfacing with other gear
should be easy. And the DVD-2000 delivered adequate signal level into either high or low -impedance headphones.
Figure 2 shows THD + N versus frequency at the 0-dBFS level. I've used an expanded vertical scale for this graph, too, so interpret the intermodulation "peaks" at 16 and
20 kHz accordingly. Although the cross products do reach 0.0183% at 20 kHz, distortion and noise sum to less than half that

over most of the audio range, which,
among the D/A converters being used in
current DVD players, is very respectable.
Figure 3 shows THD + N versus recorded
level when I used a 1 -kHz (actually 997 -Hz)

test frequency. I've expanded the vertical
scale yet again, to cover a total spread of
only 6 dB, because the DVD-2000's THD +

N was so uniform: no more than -89.4
dBFS over the full dynamic range and -91.6
dBFS maximum at levels from -30 dBFS on
down.

These measurements suggest excellent
converter linearity, and Fig. 4, which directly plots linearity error as a function of level,

confirms it. Even on this (once again, expanded) vertical scale, there's no trace of
nonlinearity between 0 and -70 dBFS and
almost none at -80 dBFS. With a dithered
recording, the nonlinearity amounts to

In the spectrum analyses of

Ap

residual noise from an infinity -zero

+8

signal and of output for a

+4

1-

kHz signal at -60 dBFS (Fig. 6),

o

note that there are no power -line related components of significance.

4

-120

nent is below -120 dBFS, and its
60 -Hz frequency suggests that it

RECORDED LEVEL - dBFS

Fig. 5-Fade-to-noise test.

may have been caused by magnetic
hum pickup in the interconnecting

cables rather than a hum source
- 60

within the player itself. In the infinity -zero plot, you can see just traces
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of energy at 88.2 and 176.4 kHz,
equivalent to twice and four times
the sampling rate. However, the

- 100

88.2 -kHz component rises significantly in the presence of actual sig-

dBFS/1-kHz curve. You can't hear
88.2 kHz, of course, but the presence of this component does suggest possible converter imbalance
in this player that could give rise to
intermodulation; I'd have preferred

- 140
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Fig. 6-Noise spectra.
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Fig. 7-Crosstalk vs.
frequency.

be ill-founded.

The spectra in
Fig. 6 will suggest

(125 Hz to 16 kHz), separation exceeds 72
dB, which testifies to excellent circuit layout
as well as to care in manufacturing.

the knowl-

picts nonlineari-

edgeable reader

Use and Listening Tests

ty in a different
manner, using the
fade -to -noise track
on the CBS CD -1.
This computer -gen-

that the DVDwith both CCIR and

The Denon DVD-2000 is simple to install and relatively simple to use. The buttons on the remote aren't illuminated, and
most are rather small and closely spaced.

D/A CONVERTERS

A -weighting. Quanti-

Many have the same feel, too, so it's easy to

RANK AMONG

zation noise, which I

THE BEST I'VE FOUND

push the wrong one in a darkened room.
On the other hand, this remote is smaller

ingful measurement
than S/N in a digital

THE DVD-2000'S

erated recording sim-

ulates a fade from

IOOk 200k
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track of the CD -1) was excellent, almost 97 dB, unweighted, and nearly

to

111111.
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with the same -60 dBFS/1-kHz

Figure 5 de-
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- 90

-100 dBFS.

11!01111

- 120

that it not be there. Interestingly,
dynamic range (which is tested

100 dB on an A -weighted basis.
With CCIR weighting, the DVD2000's dynamic range still cleared
90 dB, which is quite impressive
and suggests that my concern may

-6003FS
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nal, as you can see in the -60

only 0.35 dB at

-60 to -120 dBFS using a dithered signal.

-60

-70

-80

-90

-100

-110

The worst line -related compo-

IN A DVD PLAYER.

I've shown only the

data taken on the
DVD-2000's left channel, but the right
channel performed about the same. As you

can see, the error at -110 dB amounts to
2 dB or less, which is very good.

2000's S/N should be
excellent, and it was,

consider a more mean-

system, was also very
good, at -89.1 dBFS.
Channel separation (Fig. 7) exceeds 100

dB at 1 kHz and is pretty much the same
measured from the left to the right channel
or vice versa. Even over the full test range
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1997
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than many and easier for the small -handed
person to manipulate.
I played a number of commercial discs

on the DVD-2000, with great results. On
well -recorded DVDs, full -motion picture
quality was visually excellent. The contrast
was first-rate, the resolution excellent, and
the colors very clean. As usual with DVD,

Renaissance

eeade

MEASURED DATA
PCM AUDIO

S/N Ratio: A -weighted, 106.5 dB; CCIR-1

Line Output Level: 2.16 V at 0 dBFS.

Channel Balance: ±0.05 dB.

Line Output Impedance: 1 kilohm.

Headphone Output Level: Maximum
voltage, 3.37 V; maximum power, 16
mW into 600 ohms or 22 mW into 50
ohms.

weighted, 97.5 dB.

Quantization Noise: -89.1 dBFS.
Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 96.8 dB;
A -weighted, 99.1 dB; CCIR-weighted,
90.4 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than 72.9
dB, 125 Hz to 16 kHz.

Headphone Output Impedance: 95 ohms.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0, -0.17 dB.

Luminance Level: -0.4 dB.

THD + N at 1 kHz: Below -89.4 dBFS
from 0 dBFS to -90 dBFS and below

Gray -Scale Linearity: No measurable

dBFS.

Maximum Linearity Error: Undithered

recording, 0.89 dB to -90 dBFS;
dithered recording, 0.35 dB to -100

t.

The Prelude brings Morel Acoustics
USA, Inc. to the elite level of
loudspeaker designs.
In the past we have been designing and
manufacturing, speaker systems for the

discriminating listener. And now, we
are proud to introduce the Prelude: a
transmission line design, utilizing a 6
1/2" double magnet woofer paired with

a double magnet soft -dome tweeter.
The Prelude emulates the quality of
live music with unparalleled accuracy.
Mid and high frequencies are smooth.

open and uncolored with a level of
transparency that rivals costly
electrostatic designs. Bass is deep and
tight. Imaging focus is precise with an
excellent soundstage.
Renaissance

Luminance Frequency Response: +0,

THD + N at 0 dBFS: Less than 0.0183%,
20 Hz to 20 kHz.

-91.6 dBFS from -30 dBFS to -90

4

DVD VIDEO
-0.5 dB, 0.5 to 4.2 MHz.
Chroma Level: +2 dB.

error.
Chroma Phase Accuracy: Within 1°.

Chroma Differential Gain: No measurable error.

Chroma Differential Phase: No measura,ble error

still -frame and slow-motion picture quality

seldom listen to music CDs in my home

depended as much upon the disc as anything else. Suffice it to say that the DVD-

theater,1 found myself really enjoying the ex-

2000 had trouble with still -frame and slow

clean, sharp, and exquisitely detailed. Those

motion on scenes that most players find
difficult and produced clean, relatively
blur -free pictures on scenes where other
players also performed well. As far as
DVD's special fea-

with different taste may find the sound a

perience with this player. The sound was

bit too etched, but I think it will appeal to the
majority of people. For the record, however,
the DVD-2000 is one of those DVD players

tures go-multiple
viewing angles, subti-

tles, multiple sound-

I HAVE TO GIVE

tracks, and so on-

THE DENON DVD-2000

the DVD-2000 supported whatever the

HIGH MARKS OVERALL
FOR PICTURE QUALITY.

that is unable to recognize the signals on
home -recorded CDs
(CD -Rs).

Decoded by my
reference Citation 7.0
processor and played

D-1 test pattern recorded on the new Sony

through my Adcom
five -channel power
amp and Paradigm
speakers, the Pro Logic mixdowns of the

test disc, the DVD-2000 cleanly resolved all

Dolby Digital soundtracks on DVDs were

wedges. Although full contrast wasn't

eminently satisfying-so much so that I'd
not hold back buying this Denon DVD-

disc had to offer.
When reproducing

the Snell & Wilcox

maintained on the 5.75 -MHz block, there
was no difficulty discerning the pattern. I
therefore give the Denon DVD-2000 high
marks overall for picture quality.
I doubt that anyone would buy the Denon

For tas information contact:

just to listen to CDs, but the quality of the

morel acoustics USA, inc.

ent when reproducing music. And though I

414 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02416
Tel: 617-277-6663 Fax: 617-277-2415
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DACs in the DVD-2000 is most clearly appar-
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2000 before purchasing a Dolby Digital de-

coder. You can derive a lot of enjoyment
from the DVD-2000 (and start to accumulate a library of DVDs) in a conventional
Pro Logic -based home theater. Discrete
Dolby Digital Surround sound can always
be added later-one step at a time.
A

A LITTLE PIECE OF
HEAVEN AT A
DOWN TO EARTH PRICE.
Tl-_e sound of the Smographe components is, well, heavenly. But the price is
very down to earth at just $995 each for the SC26 remote -controlled line -stage
pre -amplifier and the SA250 power amplifier. Using premium quality pars,
both units are built to Conrad Johnson's rigorous high standards. The Sonographe
series might be ou- least expensive electronics, but like all Conrad Johnson
components, they sound like music. They just sound right.

SONOGRAPHE

preamplifier

SC2Ó remote-caNrolled

SONOGRAPHE

by

ronrad._o»on

conrad-joimson It just sounds right.
2733 Me-rilee Drive

airfax, VA 22031 7hone: 703-698-8581 Fax: 703-C-0-5360
CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Snell Acoustics, the high -end

AURICLE

speaker company founded by the late

DANIEL KUMIN

SNELL ACOUSTICS
RCS 1000
ROOM -CORRECTION
SYSTEM

Peter Snell some 20 years ago, is
among the first to release a fully
formed room -correction system.
Now in production, it's gone
through nearly five years of development and at least three distinct stages

of existence. Among those partici-

pating in its gestation have been
Kevin Voecks (Snell's chief designer
at the time, who is now at Revel), the
R&D department of Audio Alchemy,
and BNK Electronics, Inc. (the cor-

porate identity of internationally
known audio-DSP expert Radomir

Bozovic, who is responsible for
much of the system's ultimate design). Finally, under Snell's current
ownership, Boston Acoustics, the de-

sign was completed and put into
production under chief engineer
Dave Smith (formerly of McIntosh
and KEF).

The result of this epic development saga is the Snell RCS 1000, a
relatively unassuming black box that
deploys six channels of time -derived

digital equalization to correct the
frequency- and time -domain anomalies that room acoustics impose on
loudspeaker and listener. The system

gives the user-or, more precisely,
the installer-the ability to hit virtually any system -response target with-

in the limits of your amps and
speakers; you could even generate
wrinkly -looking curves with hundreds of data points, if you wanted,
At one time or another, almost
every audio buff has wrestled
with listening -room acoustics.

bass traps and diffraction/diffusion
panels), all in the effort to coax our

though I'd hardly call those sensible.

listening spaces into more benign

Many of us resign ourselves
to living with whatever room

acoustical behavior.
Room acoustics are often the most
profound influence on what we ulti-

1000's installation routine requires a
Windows PC as the controller; however, once setup and tuning are complete, the Snell system runs without

modes and reflections fate
slings our way. Others spend untold
hours and, sometimes, thousands of

dollars on acoustical analyses and
room treatments (from simple curtains or soft furniture to specialized
Company Address: 143 Essex
St., Haverhill, Mass. 01832;
508/373-6114.
For literature, circle No. 94

mately hear, dwarfing the audible
significance of speakers, amps, and
source components (to say nothing
of AC line filters or vibration damp-

ing devices). The hapless speaker

designer has no way to predict
what acoustical mayhem lies in
wait for his laboriously balanced,
meticulously engineered creations.
But digital technology is beginning
to provide ways of fighting back.
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To accomplish all this, the RCS

the PC, controlled by a simple remote handset. The system's price, including the initial installation by the
dealer, is $15,000.
The RCS 1000 is housed in an ele-

gantly formed chassis comprising a
very heavy -gauge, complexly shaped
front panel and a finely finished, all -

steel pan and top cover, with a top grade, anodized black finish. Set into
the faceplate is a window for a dis-
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photo by William Claxtor

play (two lines of 20 characters) and a small
round cutout for the infrared eye. The supplied remote is elegantly finished to match,

with only 17 small round buttons: 11 presets, "Bypass," "Preview," "Select," muting,
and volume up/down.

On the rear panel, each of the six channels (left, center, and right front, left and

right surround, and subwoofer) has four
jacks: two RCAs for unbalanced input and
output, two XLRs for
balanced in and out.

lations. This enables the system's filter reso-

lution to be higher in the bass region and
somewhat lower in the less critical upper
octaves. In the five main channels, Snell
employs a proprietary algorithm that it calls
"progressive filtering," which smoothly adjusts filter precision from a few hertz at 20

Hz to about half an octave at 20 kHz; the
subwoofer channel gets the highest filter resolution of all, with 1.3 -Hz precision.

Hookup is very
straightforward: The
Snell is inserted be-

A thirteenth female

"project" (which is how the system groups
data). You can create as many projects as
you want and store them on a PC, but the
RCS 1000 can hold equalization curves for

only one project at a time. Its 12 presets
hold 11 curves downloaded from the setup
PC; the twelfth preset, "Bypass," is fixed.
The correction phase consists mostly of
designing target curves, overall contours for
the RCS 1000 to realize when it applies its
FFT smarts to actual playback equalization.
(You could, of course, choose a perfectly
horizontal line as your target. But anechoic
"flat" response, which FFT equalization can
more or less deliver, sounds awful. Because

accepts the
measurement micro-

tween a preamp or

phone required for

multichannel line

setup. There's also a

outputs and the in-

nine -pin RS -232 seri-

puts of the power

al port for interconnection with the PC,

amps. In my system
this placed it just upstream of Parasound

many as six different targets, one for each
speaker, which might tempt you to experi-

HCA-2003 and HCA-

ment with real -world, in -place timbre -

1000 amps (which
drive my front and
surround speakers)

matching.

XLR

surround processor's

an IEC removable
power -cord socket
with adjacent AC

switch, and a com-

THE SOUND BECAME

puter -style (DB-25

BETTER INTEGRATED

female) 25 -pin jack
that can accept six channel balanced audio via a single cable

YET MORE DISTINCT,

AND IMAGING IMPROVED
DRAMATICALLY.

(an increasingly pop-

ular type of home
theater connection); however, there's no
corresponding DB-25 output connector. All
audio connectors are of the highest quality.
Inside, the RCS 1000 runs no fewer than

six 24 -bit Motorola DSP56002 40 -MHz
signal -processing chips, with A/D and D/A
conversion via Burr -Brown 20 -bit devices;
24 -bit digital filtering is performed at the

output side. Construction is modular and

very tidy, with boards on six different
planes and three two -channel modules each
for the A/D and D/A functions. Analog audio is buffered in and out via Philips ICs.
Snell's original room -correction concept

was purely time -domain, cancelling individual reflections. However, according to
chief engineer Dave Smith, this turned out
to be impractical, yielding audible artifacts
..as bad as, or worse than, the original
problems you were trying to solve." Instead,
the RCS 1000 equalizes in the frequency domain (based on the time -domain measure-

ments made during installation), using six
minimum -phase FIR (finite impulse response) filters that perform two -pass calcu-

and a B&W 800
ASW active sub woofer. Speakers were

B&W 803 Series 2s
flanking a Matrix
HTM up front, with
Citation 7.3 dipole/bipole surrounds.
Sources included JVC's XV -1000 DVD/CD

deck and a Pioneer CLD-D702 laserdisc
player (both used only as transports) and a
B & K Components AVP-4090 tuner/preamp/Dolby Digital/DTS decoder.
A typical installation, which involves sev-

eral hours of fairly intensive fiddling, has
four stages: measurement, frequency -response correction, time -delay correction,
and downloading of the correction to the
RCS 1000. The measurement phase is performed by the RCS 1000, mostly automati-

cally, acquiring a series of Fast Fourier
Transform data sets from the usual "tick-

it does not factor in the contributions of
room reflections and modes, it almost always sounds harsh, bright, honky, bass -shy,
and generally unmusical.) You can set up as

It goes without saying that selecting
measurement locations, determining spatial -averaging groups, and designing target
curves is precisely where the art of the thing
comes in. And, in large part, it explains why
Snell does not offer the RCS 1000, unchap-

eroned, to do-it-yourselfers, even to such
earnest and indisputably well-intentioned
ones as me.

Snell's Dave Smith set up the system in
my studio, running a somewhat more modest FFT series than might typically be applied for a (well-heeled) paying customer.
We collected three measurements at my primary listening position, one at my head position and the others about 8 inches to either
side; in the name of science, we also ran a

similar group of FFTs at my desk chair,
which is fully 45° off the main speakers' axis

and faces away from the usual soundstage.
Each measurement location was mapped six
consecutive times, and FFTs were performed

plop" FFT impulse signal. The operator's

for each speaker, including the subwoofer.
With fewer speakers (as in a standard stereo

only real jobs are to move the mike between

system), fewer measurements and FFTs

measurements and-rather more demanding-to determine where the mikes should
be placed for data acquisition and how to
group the positions for spatial averaging so

would have been made.
In keeping with this shorthand setup, we
designed only two initial target curves. The
"music" curve had a modest (3 -dB) upward

that the resulting equalizations will give
proper results at the main listening locations. As many as nine different measurements may be taken per speaker for each

slope over the range from 80 to 20 Hz, to
enrich the bass, and a similarly mild 3 -dB
"downtilt" over the top three octaves; the
"home theater" curve had 6 dB of bass en-
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In 1974 a/d/s/ set the audio community on its

ear with

the world's first truly high performance minispeaker.
Developed to prove a bet between two speaker

engineers, the original [200 was capable of amazing bass

extension from its pint-sized enclosure.
Unlike common plastic speakers, their secret lies
special vibration -damping aluminum chassis, an

in a

innovation found in every minispeaker we make.

Today's mini monitors from a/d/s/ have evolved to provide

design, flexibility, and a carefully considered range of

choices. But with a/d/s/ there is one choice you
don't have to make: whether or not to have the best

possible sound reproduction Wherever you
want.

Only speakers built this well can sound this good.
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richment and an elbow like that of the
Home THX re -equalization curve in those

same upper octaves. These were pretty
generic, acceptably all-purpose targets, applied to all channels. In a permanent installation the dealer would spend far more time
and effort in these adjustments, and Smith
relates that installers often schedule a tuneup a month or two after the initial visit.

corollary to this was an almost startling
change in hall sound and reverb decays,
which became noticeably more distinct.

On concert -hall orchestral recordings,

such as a CD of sélections from Carl
Nielsen's Saul and David (Sony Classical SK

And last, but not least, the lower midrange
(the male vocal region) opened dramatically, with a clearly more detailed, transparent

53276), the RCS 1000's net impact on hall
sound and spatial depth was even more dis-

texture and none of the megaphone -like

subtler and more organic. One result of this

quality often heard in this range. All this oc-

was a remarkable and very concrete improvement in clarity and discrimination

curred on a system
that, most listeners

tinct-bigger and deeper yet, somehow,

among inner voices, especially the passages
of dense, brass -choir counterpoint typical

We then created

agree, sounded pretty

four presets: two channel stereo using
only the main, head -

damned good to begin with-maybe not
precisely what many

in Nielsen. Tympani passages could now
"roll through" the hall without the accom-

position left/right/

audiophiles would

quently hear from even the best recordings.

subwoofer data and
the music curve; the

consider "reference
grade," but delivering definitely high -

Very clean pop and jazz produced still
more obvious changes, mostly because

same utilizing a spatial average of all
three measurements;
a movies preset employing the home

theater target curve
and head -position

end sound.

panying muddiness or confusion I fre-

these recordings almost always have something happening from 40 to 160 Hz, where

Several specific

the RCS 1000's precise equalization was

notes. A favorite disc

most significant. Playing Arista Nashville (a

THIS DIDN'T SOUND

of the Alban Berg

LIKE EQ BUT, RATHER,

String Quartet's late
Beethoven quartets
(EMI Classics CDC
47134) displayed an
impressive improvement in cello sound,

Boston Acoustics demo compilation), I
heard some truly dramatic changes, espe-

LIKE I'D UPGRADED

measurements for all
MY SPEAKERS
six channels; and an
experimental work OR MY ROOM.
desk position, in sterlosing its upper -bass
eo, averaging two
measurements about a foot apart. (I subse- emphasis and gaining crisp timbral disquently repeated the entire process on my tinctness. Stereo imaging both tightened
own, finding it very interesting and worth- and opened, on this and many other discs.
while to experiment with different mike set- For example, with the RCS 1000 bypassed,
ups and spatial averages. You could easily the first violin seemed to wander about a
spend several days just getting to the next foot to either side, depending on pitch and
dynamics. With the Snell system at work
level.)
So, after all that, how did the RCS 1000 this effect almost disappeared. At the same
time, an extra dimension of stage depth and
sound? In a word, remarkable.
Snell's room -correction system did not "air" appeared.
On Earwitness, the fascinating Steinway
sound like equalization at all. Rather, it
Recording
Piano historical recordings by
sounded as if I had suddenly upgraded
loudspeakers. Or, more precisely, as though D. W. Fostle (Isophone 90681), the piano's
I had instantly transported my familiar elemental hammer thuds and string clangs
speakers (and myself) to their maker's care- became both more discernible and better
fully constructed and acoustically treated integrated, contradictory as that sounds.
listening room, where they were now able Modifications of overall timbre were far less
noticeable than on instruments whose
to do their very best.
In my room, with preset 1 (the centered, notes were more sustained, but the change
two -channel setting), the effect is best de- in soundstage was more dramatic: The RCS
scribed as a threefold unveiling. The bot- 1000 just about eliminated the slight side -

tom two octaves immediately sounded

to -side image shifts that plague so many sys-

clearer, "faster," less woolly, and obviously
more extended in the region below 40 Hz.

tems (mine included) when playing high resolution piano recordings-I think this is
so universal that most of us don't even hear

Treble above, perhaps, 3 kHz sounded
cleaner, more three-dimensional (cymbals
in particular), and, well, less "recorded." A

it anymore-and instead placed the piano
firmly and naturally in recorded space.
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cially in the Nashville -cliché chest tones of

singers like Radney Foster and Brooks &
Dunn. The result was more natural sounding good -ole -boy vocals-less hooty and
obviously clearer. Bass guitar was transformed even more radically, losing marked
amounts of bloat and overhang. On just
about any track on this disc (or any similar
recording), I'd switch the RCS 1000 from
"Bypass" to my stereo preset and immediately think, "Oh, yeah-that's what bass really sounds like." The RCS 1000 also illumi-

nated studio reverb: You could almost
identify which studio-reverb preset was
used on each of these "new country" hits.
Full 5.1 -channel surround listening re-

vealed equally substantial benefits. I did
quite a bit of playback with 5.1 -channel
DTS CDs, via the B & K AVP-4090's option-

al DTS decoder, and found that the Snell's
virtues were apparent at least as much in
multichannel sound as in stereo. The most
natural DTS music recording I've found so
far is Chick Corea's Remembering Bud Powell, a straight studio session of, mostly, be-

bop quintets. Despite its rather overblown
soundstaging of the drums, this disc already
sounded impressive, but the RCS 1000 made
it sound even more like a live performance
in my room. When the Snell system was engaged, this 5.1 -channel recording became
noticeably more cohesive, with significantly
less localization of the five main speakers,

Now You Can stop Kicking Yourself
For selling The Originals.
No audio equipment in history has achieved the legendary status of the Marantz vacuum -tube
electronics. So timeless are the sonic and aesthetic attributes of this classic trio that, almost four

decades after their introduction, pristine examples are still eagerly sought by committed music
lovers and audiophiles alike.

Fortunately for those remorseful souls who parted company with their beloved originals, Marantz proudly

announces the reintroduction of the Marantz Classics. The Model 7 preamplifier, Model 8B stereo and
Model 9 monaural power amplifiers sound as remarkable today as when they first defined the state of the art
during the Golden Age of Stereo.

These recreations are true to the originals in every way. In many instances, parts like transformers and
meters have been sourced from the very suppliers who furnished them over a generation ago. Faceplates,

knobs and switches are identical, and even the Marantz logo has been restored for absolute accuracy.
All wiring is point to point; no circuit boards have been substituted for the sake of convenience or cost.
Only genuine safety improvements, like detachable IEC power cords, standard fuses, and contemporary
speaker terminals in place of archaic output taps, differentiate these modern units from their predecessors.
Ultimately, these jewel-like components could have you listening to music from a whole new
perspective, while providing the kind ofsatisfaction that comes from possessing a timeless classic.
So instead of kicking yourself, you can sit back and enjoy the company of a long -lost friend.

Ni r maltZ
Marantz America, Inc. 440 Medinah Road, Roselle, II 60172 (630) 307-3100 Fax (630) 307-2687 www.MarantzAmerica.com

placing me much more convincingly into

power amps still on is a mistake you'll make

the space. The improvements in string -bass
realism and timbre were equally striking.
Movie soundtracks gained markedly, too.
Running the train/bus crash from The Fugi-

only once. (I did, even though I'd been
warned-now that's a turn-off transient!)

zero impact on audio passing through it in
"Bypass" mode, which leaves all the Snell's
circuitry in the signal path; after repeated
plugging and unplugging; I debated
whether or not the RCS 1000, even in this
mode, induced some ephemeral change in

The Snell's display is too small to read at
any distance, which is annoying. And the
supplied remote, though beautifully crafted
from an aluminum billet, is not exactly er-

tive laserdisc (Warner Home Video) via
Dolby Pro Logic-a scene I've auditioned

the upper midrange. But whatever this
was-if it even existed-it paled in light of
the improvements the RCS 1000 made,
with correction engaged, on just about

maybe 10,000 times-I heard distinctly
more detail. The sound was less screechy
and less boomy but had more decipherable
high -frequency content, and there was a
very distinct extension of sub -bass impact.
The Fly Away Home DVD's soundtrack,
gorgeously produced in Dolby Digital Surround, was still more impressive; I noted
again the improvement in envelopment and

SWITCHING IN

everything I played thorough it.

THE SNELL RCS 1000

And I felt that I had only scratched the

MADE ME THINK
"OH, YEAH, THAT'S WHAT

cohesiveness the RCS 1000 delivered.
In use, the RCS 1000 was generally unob-

surface of the thing. I would like to spend a

month or so learning my way around the

BASS SOUNDS LIKE!"

RCS 1000's software and studying measure-

gonomic: Its tiny gold -on -black lettering

ments of my room, then choosing better informed mike placements and designing
more considered correction presets. I be-

might as well not exist in a dim room; this is
one you'll have to learn to operate by feel.

trusive, though I was constantly bothered

by the 6- or 7 -second silence while it
changed presets (the unit loads coefficients
from flash ROM for each channel). Since

the "Bypass" preset does not bypass the
RCS 1000's circuitry but, rather, inserts a
zero -correction filter curve, it takes as long
to load as the 11 others. And since there are

no output relays, powering down with the

Obviously, I was mightily impressed by
the Snell system's potential. Did the RCS
1000 sound perfectly transparent? This is a
tough one. An obvious answer is that, by
definition, no equalizer is transparent. But
the Snell's case is a bit different. I'm not
ready to swear that the RCS 1000 had net -

lieve that the Snell RCS 1000 has the poten-

tial to extract considerably more from my
relatively modest audio system. What I've

heard so far advanced the system about
halfway from where it was to the standard

of the best multichannel sound I've ever
heard. I'm pretty sure that, given enough
time and study, I could halve the remaining
A
distance again.
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"This award winning amplifier is,
hands down, the most majestic,
awesome, and powerful amplifier
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CLASSICAL
RECOR DINGS

always utilized. No other composer
in history has made such a rich contribution to piano literature.
Although his music is played and
appreciated throughout the world, it
always retains the nationalistic flavor

of his native Poland. Even when
abroad, Chopin always identified
with the sufferings of his country.
While in Vienna, he heard of Russia's

capture of Warsaw and in protest
composed his "Revolutionary"
Étude. After the disasters in Poland,

he wrote his famous "Funeral"
March.

In the 20th century, with the Nazi

invasion of 1939, Chopin's music

Mozart
Symphonies No. 38 in D,
"Prague," and No. 39 in E Flat
Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto,
Peter Maag
ARTS 47364; DDD; 61:36

Sound: A, Performance: AAImost four decades after lead-

Chopin: Works for solo piano
Nanm Starkman, piano
POPEMUSIC PMG2010
DDD; 67:53
Sound: A+, Performance: A

Sometimes, you appreciate

acoustical features of the Christ

ing an outstanding series of Men-

Church in Bronxville, New York, and

delssohn and Mozart recordings with
the London Symphony for Decca/London, Swiss maestro Peter Maag has

how these add to the ambience. The
piano was a BOsendorfer Imperial
Grand with an enormous sound, esa

recording only after repeated listen-

ings. When I first heard pianist
Naum Starkman's Chopin CD, I
wasn't sure if I liked it or not. The
recorded sound that engineer and
producer Gene Pope obtained is so
crystal clear that it seemed I was lis-

tening from inside the piano rather

than from the audience's point of
view. But the more I listened and
compared the sound with other pi-

ano recordings, I came to the inevitable conclusion: Gene Pope
knows how to record a solo piano.

The CD booklet contains a great

deal of material concerning the
recording details. One cannot help
but be impressed with the painstak-

ing care Pope took in finding the
perfect location for this recording.

He vividly describes the many

pecially in the lower register. To capture the performance, Pope used just

two Brüel & Kjaer omni microphones and a Nagra D four -track
digital open -reel recorder. The result
is a clear, natural sound with a huge
dynamic range.
Of course, all this care would have
been in vain without a great pianist,

but Naum Starkman easily rises to
the occasion. One of Russia's finest
musicians, he is also known internationally as a master teacher. His performance style is sensitive and elegant, without the bravado that often
obscures Chopin performances.

Chopin is unusual among the
great masters in that his compositions are almost exclusively for one
instrument, the solo piano. Even in
his other works, the few songs and
chamber pieces, as well as his two
concertos for piano, the keyboard is
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formed his own Italian -based orchestra

and still clocks in as a superb Mozartian. His approach allows the woodwinds to be heard as equal partners
with strings; when brass and timpani
are added in tuttis, one hears a réal
"wind band" presence.
Ardent and spirited, the readings of
these two symphonies, Nos. 38 and
39, might best be described as having
robust lyricism and unbridled passion,

always sounding fresh and spirited.
Only a quirky mannerism in the last
movement of Symphony No. 39 mars
the joyous music making on this CD,

but even that might
seem fresh insight

..1"
;WWII

compared to the anti-

t+llpl,,

septic, joyless, neat

nn/+hi'.

and boring, so-called
,.upIwolAu:.aIL

correct approach to
SpqYuqy M. h
Mozart
that has
served as a pallid standard over the
last couple of decades. The sound is
close up and focused, with great atten-

tion given to woodwinds, brass, and
timpani.
Rad Bennett
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"A very good choice."
- Audio Magazine

"...possibly the most speaker that
can be had for the money."

became a national symbol. The last music
heard on Warsaw radio before the city's surrender to Germany was Chopin's Polonaise in
A Major. When Chopin left Poland in 1830 to
seek his fortune in the world, his mother whis-

pered to him, "Frederic, thou wilt be a great

- The Sensible Sound

musician. Thy Poland will be proud of thee."

Starkman was once asked, "How do you

play Chopin?" He replied that he "didn't
know how to play Chopin, but I was certain
how not to play Chopin; not too masterly and
not too sentimentally." Starkman's wisdomwhich should be given to all young pianistsand Pope's careful attention to production de-

Since 1983 LEGACY AUDIO has wowed

thousands of music lovers without
the expense of the middleman.
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Hovhaness: Symphony for Metal
Orchestra; Khrimian Hairig; The Holy
City; Psalm and Fugue, and Kohar
Manhattan Chamber Orchestra,

writes for unusual combinations of instruments; he has, for example, created a number

of works for trumpet and orchestra, two of

The Best Equipment
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which are in this collection. A mood of haunted desolation is often felt in these pieces. The

Psalm and Fugue, Opus 40A, is one of his
modal, spiritual works for strings. "Kohar" is
based on Armenian folk -music style and has a
hypnotic feeling; it is scored for flute, English

White Edge of Phrygia" for full orchestra,
both rhythmically driven, with lots of attention given to virtuoso writing. "Snakebite," a
more programmatic tone poem, finds the orchestra working up a grand partner -swinging
version of the folk reel "Dusty Miller," only to

be "poisoned" by an alien "snakebite" tune
that brings the ensemble's heartbeat to an

system flattens everything out to the proscenium, allowing little aural depth. The music is
rewarding enough that it deserves to be heard,

albeit with regrets that it wasn't afforded a
more natural hall sound.

Andrés Cárdenes, violin;
Luz Manríquez, piano
OCEAN RECORDS OR103
DDD; 52:01
Sound: A, Performance: A

W

insome, sometimes rather
glib fiddling in confections
by Aaron Copland, Cecil

Burleigh, Samuel

phony No. 17), is for an unusual aggregation
of six flutes, three trombones, and metallic
percussion instruments. Traditional Japanese
court music (gagaku) and the sounds of the

Bolcom, André

and highly rhythmic composition. Try it as an

audio demo antidote to bang, baroom, and
harp!

John Sunier
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Rad Bennett

Made in the USA
(American violin encores)

Barber, Victor

haness's primary stimuli for this fascinating

CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ist compositions. Toccatas seem to be his forte,
exemplified here by the brass and organ piece,
"Behold a Pale Horse," and the longer "At the

horn, strings, and timpani. The main work
here, Symphony for Metal Orchestra (Sym-

folk reed instrument, the Shó, were Hov-

3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702
(217)544-5252 Fax: (217)744-7269

hold one's interest far
longer than the often irritating repetitive fragments of most minimal-

and "Dusty Miller" triumphs. The recorded
sound is detailed, but the apparent multimike

Eastern music, specifically Armenian, and
early Western polyphony are major influences
on Hovhaness, a Seattle -based composer, who
is one of this century's most prolific. He often

We're so sure you'll love our gear,
we'll refund your money if you're
not 100% satisfied.

minimalist technique to
create larger forms that

alarming halt. The orchestra resuscitates itself,

There seems to be strong public interest in music that is spiritual yet has an attractive, unannoying simplicity. (Henryk Górecki and Arvo
Part are other composers in this category.)

G

(

use bits and pieces of

labels are now scrambling left and right to
record his works, this
is Koch's fifth album.

o

sense, yet rhythmically
exciting. He manages to

print LPs from MGM or poorly distributed
recordings from the
composer's own label,
Poseidon. While major

L

Contemporary composer Stephen Montague writes fascinating music that is quite accessible, reasonably easy on the ear in a tonal

Patrick Kavanaugh

For many years, fans of the distinctive music

A
T
A

Sound: B- Performance: A

beauty.

of Man Hovhaness had to search for out -of -

C

Choir of the Orchestra of St. John's,
Smith Square; Christopher Bowers -Broadbent,
organ; Orchestra of St. John's, Smith Square,
John Lubbock
ASV DCA 991; DDD; 62:15

tails have yielded a CD of lyric grace and

Richard Auldon Clark
KOCH INTERNATIONAL CLASSICS
3-7289-2H1; DDD; 52:41
Sound: A, Performance: A

R

Montague: Snakebite, At The White
Edge of Phrygia, Varshavian Autumn,
and Behold A Pale Horse

usa

ORL. CAMO[Nü

Herbert, William
Previn, and others.

These pieces are
encore material,
every one, and cleverly done-but perhaps too much of a nice thing for some
tastes. The pickup is very close, even intimate, but clean.
Robert Long

WHAT IF THE MEDICINES
SHE CAN'T AFFORD TO LIVE WITHOUT
11854

DORIAN DRUGS
500 Woodward
Detroit, MI 48226

Nc 154372

PHOk I'

l

DR.

PATRICIA MC CARTW

TAKE ONE TABLET 11ií`
NOLVADEX/GQ/BARR

TAMOXIFEN 10 MG TABE':
err. 11
«als 6

SHE SIMPLY CAN'T AFFORD?

She could be your mother. Your
grandrzother. Or maybe someone in

health care is even greater. And

your neighborhood. And right now she

for every dollar donated, 90 c=ents goes

has to decide whether to pay for food, or
a prescription that could ultimately save
her life. That's not much of a choice, is it?

directly to people in need. So you can
be sure your gift is good meiicine not

In order to provide help, the United
Way supports 23 agencies, including

120,000 other people in the :ri-county
area who rely on the United Way.

World Medical Relief, that help
the elderly get the medical care
they deserve.

This year, the need for affordable

only for the elderly, but for over
Unfortunately, too many of
our elderly can't get adequate
health care today because they

just don't have a choice in

Last year, you helped fund these

agencies with $3.7 million.

United Way

the matter. But ycu do.

Give Help. Give Hope. Give Now.

MICS 11502-1097

ROCK
- POP
RECOR DINGS

from N.W.A.'s classic 1988 rap masterpiace Straight Outta Compton. No

one can ever accuse this thieving
British group of lacking a sense of
humor.
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Be Here Now
Oasis
EPIC EK-68530, 66:16
Sound: A, Performance: A-

n "Rock 'n' roll Star," the opening

track of Oasis' debut album
(1994's Definitely Maybe), the
band brazenly stated its career goals.

With its follow-up album, 1995's

thenticity. He offers his comment on
the most tired argument in rock criticism on the album's opening track.

"Fuck me," a backwards voice intones at the start of "D'You Know
What I Mean?" And then the band
leaps into an epic rocker that uses
the exact same chords as its blockbuster 1996 hit "Wonderwall," and
incorporates drum loops sampled

(What's The Story) Morning Glory,
the band made good on its boasting

Noel Gallagher knows that the
only thing that matters in rock today
is whether or not a song moves you
emotionally, and his indelible tunes
carry a visceral kick. "My Big
Mouth," "It's Getting Better

(Man!!)," and the title track recall
the quicker tempos and angrier vibes
of Definitely Maybe, with effective
arena rock bombast thrown in.

PAUL wELLER -./

and proceeded to give us two years of

entertaining headlines about fights,
feuds, and assorted scandals. Be Here
Now is where Oasis gets to prove its

HEAVY SOUL

of classic R&B. Much of the al-

ISLAND 314 524 277, 40:56

bum's impact is derived from

staying power, and it does-musical-

Sound: B, Performance: B+

producer Brendan Lynch, who

ly, at least-with another batch of

re-creates the studio ambience of

Noel Gallagher's skillfully crafted

hen Paul Weller sings, "It's a

a '60s soul album while attempt-

songs and a heaping dose of brother
Liam's cocky attitude. "I'll put on my

joy to knaw/I've got a heavy

ing to keep the music live, using

soul" on tie title track of
his new clbum, he may
be shaking off the mundane worki's maddening
flux in favor of the spiritual realrr's peaceful infinity. But is more likely that he's

as few overdubs as pos-

dream of "Up in Suze's Room,"

alluding to the source of his musi-

the hornets' -nest psychedelia of

cal obsessions.

"Brushed," the Motown ecstasy

shoes while I'm walking slowly down
the Hall of Fame," Liam sings in "My

Big Mouth." And you better believe
he will-as long as Noel doesn't trip
him up enroute.
Beatles, Beatles, Beatles. It's impossible to write about Oasis without using that word. And so I will,
noting that Noel's Fab Four fixation
is as strong as ever with lifted lines,
"borrowed" riffs, and a George Martin -styled production. Authenticity?

Noel doesn't need no stinkin' au-

sible. The core band is

more than up to the
task. It's evident on the

retro strut of "Peacock

Suit," the jazzy day-

Heavy Soul, as with past solo

of "Golden Sands," and the bub-

efforts, has Weller immersing

blegum bop of "Mermaids."

himself in the restorative waters

Heavy soul, indeed. Greg Siegel
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TAKE IT EASY.
WAIT. SeljTHER-4C=161FORT CM
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Indian Lane East Towaco NI 07087

1.800o54207283
Velodyne VA-810XI1
Powered Subwoofer
8" forward firing woofer
10" down firing passive radiator
Built-in 100W (RMS) amplifier
Passive 85Hz 6dB/octave
slope hi pass
Active adjustable 40Hz to
120Hz low pass
Line/speaker inputs/outputs

Ong

Still, Oasis doesn't skimp on the big ballads.
Lush orchestrations and headphone -friendly

layers of sound decorate prettier numbers,

fectious, sing -along choruses and hook -driven

such as the 11 -minutes -plus "All Around the
World," "Don't Go Away," and "Magic Pie."
The last is the only tune that Noel sings, and
he's said it's one of the best he's ever written.

-nelodicism, all mixed within a program that
abruptly changes chan-

"You see me, I got my magic pie," goes the

'699

massive singalong chorus. What does it mean?

Not a damn thing, far as I can tell, but I'm

Ikkjit

FR: 35Hz -120Hz

willing to waive that demand when the hooks
are this good. Sometimes we ask too much of
our rock 'n' roll stars, when darn good entertainment ought to be enough. Jim DeRogatis

Denon
AVR-2500
A/V Receiver
Dolby® Pro Logic
85W x 3 for UC/R
25W x 2 for rear
11 Surround mode
Digital signal proce.

Surfacing
Sarah McLachlan

5499

Dual center channe

Origg

Sarah McLachlan's music has always been

`329

about attaining some kind of ecstacy. With
Surfacing, however, she seeks redemption
SPECIAL $14
OFFER!

from pain, working with themes of spirituality
and love. It seems as though McLachlan has
had a full-fledged conversion experience. Like

«MEP
DVD

the hymns of 12th -century mystic Abbess
Hildegard von Bingen,
her lyrics read like love
songs and entreaties to

CALL FOR MAKE 8. MODEL

tensely personal mood

DVD PLAYERS AND
SOFTWARE IN STOCK

a higher power.

The result is an inthat's wonderfully complemented by a mix that's subtler and earth-

Spatializer HMIS-2510

Ordg

Stereo Surround Sound System

r249

Get 3-D Stereo sound with only 2 speakers
Compatible with THX®, Dolby Pro Logic and other surround systems
Exclusive double detect and protect
Advanced directional positioning
LIMITED
Baes equalization

OFFER!

S opp ng

r

an Au i o

or Home Theater System?
Call for Sound City's FREE A/V catalog

before investing in your
next system! Our newest
catalog features:

SELECTION

ier than on McLachlan's previous albums.
The textures are more spare, with violins
and synths breathing as if through a translucent scrim on "I Love You." Acoustic guitars

and piano pick out details, and drums tap
out a distant pulse. On "Witness," Yves
Desrosiers gets an eerie yet strangely nostalgic feel with a lap steel guitar filtered as if it
were heard through an old phone line from

beyond. In sum, it's an intimate, often sad,

and with the exception of the propulsive
groove of "Sweet Surrender," almost cloistered album.
John Diliberto

We carry over 150 brands

Music for Pleasure

of the finest Audio/Video
products in the industry.

Monaco
A&M 31453 7629, 56:23
Sound: A, Performance: B

INFORMATION
Find out all you NEED to

know about the latest
in high tech gear BEFORE you

VALUE
Sound City specializes in products that have
an especially good price/performance ratio.
We believe that high performance need not
mean high price! Call toll free 8. order now
or e-mail us at soundcty@ix.netcom.com

1-800-432-0007

For Information 8 Customer S'

CALL &
ORDER

_visanoir

house rhythm and Casio
calliope of "Sweet Lips,"

and the catchiness of
"What Do You Want from Me." Cohesion indeed exists here in the form of Hook's superb,
seductive songwriting (not unlike classic New
Order). But, as well -crafted and enjoyable as it
is, Music for Pleasure's stab at diversity makes
for a slightly bumpy ride.
Mike Bieber

Sound: A-, Performance: B+

In -wall Speakers
5/8" Polycarbonate
dome. ferrofluid
damped tweeter
6-1/2" Polypropylene
cone woofer
FR' 50-20kHz
Impedance: Bct

nels between chiming,
guitar pop (the Oasis like "Buzz Gum"), the

ARISTA 18970-2, 41:19

Sonance 52000
Patented FlexBar
bracketing system

about New Order. There's the trademark
twangy guitar, the discofied rhythms, the in-

TOLL FREE
SC#AU 097
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THE EL (0111105
Reverb Explosion!
DEL -FI 71289, 37:41

Sound: A, Performance: A

Surf-music purists are among the
most uptight pain -in -the -asses you'll
ever encounter, as they lie in wait for an
unsuspecting critic to mistakenly refer to

an instrumental group (e.g., The Ventures) as a surf band. Then they issue
stinging missives from on high, cursing
the critic for erring and damning him to
a life of one -foot waves and sand in his
pants. But in the case of The El Caminos'
Reverb Explosion!, there is no denying
that it is a surf guitar album through and
through, and anyone who would deny it

is an idiot. Here's why: Beyond some
strictly musical criteria, there's the fact
that The El Caminos use only Fender,
Danelectro, and Vox guitars and reverbdrenched (hence the album title) Fender

amps. Also, the songs-which run the
gamut of surf standards like "Exodus"
and Dick Dale's "The Wedge"-don't
have any lyrics except for a few shouts of
joy here and there.
The El Caminos are a Japanese band
fronted by rhythm guitarist Eddie Ugata;

they were discovered by Bob Keane of
the legendary and recently retooled Del -Fi nit 1.

label-and if anyone
Peter Hook (last name says it all) played

i
i

RFjvFP.B EXPLOSION!,

.3

bass in '80s pop darlings New Order. Or, as the
debut album from his new band reveals, Hook

knows the difference
between plain of instro rock and surf, it's

was perhaps the man behind New Order's
curtain-pulling levers, strings, and pulleys

Del -Fi. Reverb Explosion! is a finely -crafted gem (recorded

while merely staying in the background and
attending to low frequencies to keep up ap-

sound), and you'd be advised to let it

pearances.

For better or worse, Monaco appropriates

everything entirely endearing and quirky
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1997
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16 -track analog for a close -to -authentic

some crashing down on your poor head,
Mr. Hodad.
Tom Gogolu

ORIGINIaL MASTER RECORDINGTM
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RO
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LIVE AT
THE MONTMARTREQUINTET
CLUB

1977 - 1997

... still the leader

ORIGIN R1 MRS/FR RECORDING
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UDCD 711 NEW RELEASE
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original master tapes and our proprietary mastering technology, The GAIN System1M, we have become the leader
in creating the most sonically accurate audio software in the world. You'll hear our difference; and, every beautiful nuance of the
original recordiig. If it's worth listening to, it's worth listening to Mobile Fidelity!
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In Canada call 800-267-1216 (Music Retailers)
or 800 465-4434 (Hi -Fi Retailers)
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RECOR DINGS

Here, a burst from Miles'

ter the other. The trumpeter's

trumpet creates a melodic

evolution, viewed in these micro -steps, seemed almost static. But in these five re-released
double CDs, two released for
the first time in the U.S., you

motif, while a rhythmic inter-

Jack Johnson era into the nervous grooves of 1972's On the

How does one approach
these recordings 27 years

that recall Sun Ra. DeJohnette

down the line? You could talk

sensual vamp of "Bitches

about

Brew" into a menacing stalk-

Holland, and Airto Moreira.
(Who else could have Keith
Jarrett, Chick Corea, and Herbie Hancock all playing elec-

tric keyboards on the same
track?)

Nevertheless, it's not the

At Fillmore:
Live at the Fillmore East
Miles Davis
COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2K
65139, two CDs, 1:40:16

Dark Magus:
Live at Carnegie Hall
Miles Davis

Live-Evil

Miles Davis
COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2K
65135, two CDs, 1:42:04
Sound: B, Performance: B+

musicians he used, but rather
how he used them that's key.
Ironically (at least for detractors of Miles' "electric" music), these albums share a kinship with The Complete Live
at the Plugged Nickel series,
which documents his classic

'60s quintet during a weeklong,1965 stint in Chicago. As

COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2K
65137, two CDs, 1:41:05

he did with that acoustic

Sound: B, Performance: B-

collective improvisation, an
interactive conversation that

Sound: B-, Performance: A-

Fillmore concerts, specifically,
find Miles working more with

colors and textures than

Laughlin, Gary Bartz, Joe Zawinul, Jack DeJohnette, Dave

Sound: B-, Performance: B

tion with equal weight. The

with rhythms and distinctive
melodies. Jarrett and Corea
follow suit, creating a haze of
overdriven keyboard washes

the extraordinary
groups Miles assembled, with
such musicians as John Mc-

COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2K
65140, two CDs, 1:24:31
Sound: B, Performance: B

through a Blade Runner landscape) alters the tune's direc-

wards a brilliantly creative peby Miles's illness and six -year
hiatus, beginning in 1975.

COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2K
65138, two CDs, 1:20:04

action between Holland and
DeJohnette (often sounding
like a hellbound charge

Corner and then beyond, to-

riod that was short-circuited

In Concert: Live at
Philharmonic Hall
Miles Davis

Dark Magus, and the psychedelic mutations of the Bitches
Brew band heard on the two
Fillmore sets.

cession of double LPs, one af-

can hear Miles moving from
the 1969/1970 Bitches Brew/

Black Beauty:
Miles Davis
at Fillmore West
Miles Davis

al tone painters of 1974's

group, Miles was exploring a

and Holland turn the snakey,

er's groove, while Moreira
abandons his rhythmatist's
role, adding pointilistic accents and asides.

In every situation, even
when blasting through a wah- .z

wah pedal, Miles remains LD
Miles. He was always sculpting melodic contours and terse
declarations that immediately ó

centered even the most woe- y
begone improvisation. And
there are a few of them, to be
sure, especially on Dark Magus, a poor, concert recording re-

sponse to the superior Agharta

and Pangaea studio albums
from the same (early '75) period. As Miles pushed improvisation and electric frontiers, he

also pushed the limits of recording; balances aren't quite
what they should be, some distortion is clearly not intended,

and producer Teo Macero's

uring the first

would start with familiar

tape edits were, frankly, crude.

half

themes and then tack out towards the unknown. This col-

But none of these problems
gets in the way of music that
was born in the moment and

of

the

1970s, Miles
Davis was so
prolific that he
released a suc-

lective sensibility exists in the

jangly energy of In Concert
and Live -Evil, the Heavy .Met-
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sounds braver today than it did
27 years ago.
John Diliberto

~I
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AudioSource
PreAmp/Tuner Two

Technics SA-EX110

A/V Receiver
100 watts per channel Digital

Preamp/Tuner Combo

AM/FM tuner with 18 station

tuner with 30 AM/FM presets
4-audio/1-VCR audio signal
inputs A/V remote control

515999

memory 2 main outputs

Includes phono & video inputs

Velodyne® VA -79X

Velodyne

(TEC SAEXI10)

'199"

Sherwood RV -7050R
110w a 2 or 80w x 3 + 60w -rear, Dolby Pro ll is
Dolby Processor w/5 DSP modes, remote '249"

distortion 'Adjustable crossovers, volume & phase
control *Anti -clipping circuit *Auto on/off

Harman Kardon AVR20 MKII

Black woodgrain cabinet

60w x 2 or Sow a 3 + 20w (rear), high-current

'299"

.'399"

high -current design, Dolby Pro Logic

UM'
Dynaco CDV-PRO

TEAC W -6000R

HDCD Vacuum Tube CD Player

Dual Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck

4 motors *Dual auto -reverse

record & play *Dolby B/C/

579999

544 999

(DYOCDVPRO)

(TEA W6000R)

Dolby B, 1 -touch record, peak -level meters,

'99"

110/220v

'69"

NC TDR462

Technics SL-PD887

Mini Audio System

45 watts/ channel 3 -disc CD

changer 40 AM/FM presets
5 -band EQ *Dual auto -reverse

cassette 3 -way active servo

39999

(YAM GX50)

Autoreverse, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro, fine bias
control, cassette stabilizer

Technics SL-MC410

Technics RS-TR575

020 watts/channel, 3 -disc CD changer,

dual cassette, AM/FM, remote

' 199"

' 179"

Singledisc, anti -resonant cabinet,
24 -track programming, remote control

Dual outo+everse, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro,
4 motors, pitch control, remote

AM/FM tuner, CD player, 5 cube speakers
8 Acaushmass- bass module, remote

'1399°'

Thorens TD 180

Terk AM -FMC(

Panasonic PV -S767"

Powered FM Indoor/Outdoor Antenna

S -VHS Stereo Hi -Fi VCR

cartridge

precise frequencies to minimize
noise & interference

Narrow band locks

$7999

(THN 180)

in

on',

Universal Remote, preprogrammed,
replaces 4 remotes

'14"

Processing Digital auto track-'
ing *VCR Plus+ with cable/DSS

box control *Multi -brand N/

Sony SLV-675

n/cOrrector 8 Universal Home Theater Remote,
System, replaces 8 devices, backlit keyboard '59"

multi -bread remot

Thorens TD280 Mk IV

Terk AF -9925

JVC HR -57300

Pi AM/FM Amplified Antenna, 42 dB gain,

.

'479'°

'229"

black

Mt.. Sug. Retail 5539.90.... pr. '179"

front panel connote

'599"

S -VHS Pro VCR, editing features, adoptive
picture control, VCR Plus+

'1099"

Sony DVP-57000
DVD/CD Player

CALL(SON DVPS7000)

formatsincluding letterbox, remote

'449"

DVD/CD Plover, Built-in Dolby Digitol (AC -31
decoder, shuttle control, remote

(AC -3) capable (with select receivers)

DVD/CD Player, built-in Dolby Digital
11-3 C tc.'roke funner,

11378. Personal & business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, handling & Insurance Charge
(Continental US) is 5% of the total order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for orders over $500 to $1000; 3% for orders
over $1000 to 1500; 2% for orders over $1500 to $2000; 1% for orders over $2000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by
air, or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands & Puerto Rico please cal for information. DOT SEND CASH. Sorry,no C O.D.'s.
NY residents please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL
OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may
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Herbie Hancock
Man -Child
99 CD

$24

Also from Mobile Fidelity at 524.99 each

Don Henley: Building the Perfect

DVD/CD Player, LED display, 3 screen display_

SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration date & signature) To: J&R Music World, Dept. AU71 1, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth, Queens, NY

City el N Y Dept. of Consumer AHu,,, L;epee Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617

MOB 706

*Over 500 lines of horizontal

resolution Plays DVD, audio
CD & video CD formats *Remote
control

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

be limited. Copyright 1997 J&R Music World.

pr '499"

a.wiNt MAIM*

549"
579"

Panasonic DVD-A300

complimentary symmetry design

Control Monitors, 3 -way, 11' woofer,

DVD Players

DVD/CD Player, fluorescent display, Dolby. Diego)

VCR Plus+ with cable box connol,
pro -style edit, multkbrand remote

Subwoofer (8"), nandies 100 watts ..pr.' 199"

JBL 4312BK

Toshiba SD -3006

*Amplified TV Antenna, local/distant made switch

.'79"

pr '29900

RCA RC5500P

4 heads, crystoklear heeze4mme,

Sony SV-0200

Terk TV25

Technics SL -120011
quartz lock, pitch control

'49"

'189"

universal TV/coble box remote

One -For -All URC-8080

omni/uni pick-up patterns

.

Panasonic DVD-A100

4 heads, high-speed Omnisearch,

'Semi -automatic, belt drive, pitch control with
strobe, accepts P -mount cartridges

'369"

' 199"

cable box remote with shuttle

Technics SL-BD22K

'149"

2 -way, 8' woofer, titanium tweeter,

ea

(PAN PVS7670)

Sony RM-V12

'119"

4 heads S tializer' Audio

539999
Panasonic PV -7450

(TRK AMFMO(

JBL ARC50

Dnect/Reflecting`, Hoorstanding, 5.25" woofer,
_ pr '5 18"
2 tweeters, 10-200 watts, black

Mail

3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

Synchronoys motor *External
power supply Includes phono

8 titanium tweeter, shielded, black ....eo.'99''

pr

Bose' 501- Series V

Hi -Pi Stereo VCRs
Panasonic

II

shut-off & auto -retract

Center Channel, 2 -way with two 5' woofers

3 -way, bookshelf -size, 8" woofer,
10140 watts, black

woofer, black ash or rosewood

(JBL ARC90)

JBL SC305

*Compact audiophile speakers, 2-way,

Bose' Lifestyle' 8

*Selectable modes Wideband
enhances all radio broadcasts

529999/P'

*318°O/P'

*Ulna Compact Soeakers (Pro III) +

Yamaha K-902GP

33, 45 78 r.p.m. *Automatic

woodgrain finish

(SOS 301-IV-BK( (BOS 301 -IV -RO)

JBL Pro Ill Plus

Luxman D-357

3 SPEEDS

power handing 8 ohms Black

TDL NFM1-BK

cassette, AM/FM, 3 -way speakers, remote .CALL

Audio/Video Add-Ons

rosewood grained cabinet

10" woofer 5" midrange 1"
tweeter 200 watts

titanium

Denon D -C30
45 watts/ch., 6 -disc CD changer, dual auto -rev

Turntables

power rating 8 ohms *Black or

JBL ARC9O
3 -Way Bookshelf Speakers

shielded, black

Dolby B/C/HX-Pro, feather -touch connote '219"

'248"

8" woofer Two3 tweeters in
Free Space' Array 150 watt

*Center Channel, 150 watts maximum,

*Dual Cassette, dual auto -reverse record 8 OL

.' 299"

Direct/Reflecting' Speakers

Cerwin-Vega HT-CTR

30 watts/channel, 5 -disc CD changer,

110 -disc changer + I -disc single play, 14 music

*Professional Manual, directdrive,

JBL Specials

dual auto -rev. cassette, AM/FM, remote .249"

categories, 32 -track programming, remote '249"

shut-off,

Stith amp, external battery 8 carrying rase'4959"

Yamaha NSA -636

Panasonic SC-AK20

Sdisc changer, 32 -track programming,

delete programming, remote control ....'169"

r ut des Stanton cartridge

'499"

OFF Mfr. Sug. Retail ($999)

*Electrostatic Headphones, straight-line response

(VON VA79X)

Bose' 301 Series IV

speakers Remote

Aiwa NSX-A22

TEAC V-377

TEAC CD -P1100

Relt-drive, 33/45,

Vacuum Tube Preamp, MM phono preemp

JBL

Yamaha GX-50

HX-Pro *Playback pitch control
Mic line mixing *Remote

pomp 8 cartridge

Dynaco PAS -4

of $859.90

track programming *Remote

of ullyautamatrc, includes built-in phono

'399"

Z/3 speaker selector

65% OFF

Plays standard & high -defini-

29999
Aiwa PX-E850

Power Amp, 100 watts/channel,

Mfr. sus. Retail

tion CDs Dual 20 -bit BurrBrown D/A converters 20 -

_

'399"

Dynaco Stereo 200

Koss ESP/950

TEAC.

TUBE CD PLAYER dynraco

Power Amp, 150 watts/channel,
switchable to 400 watts mono

Speakers

Cassette Decks

CD Players/Changers

Singledisc player, 16 -track programming,
headphone jock with volume, remote

WAS $499

539999

Harman Kardon AVR25 MKII
75wx2or65wx3+25wa2,

AudioSource AMP Three

80 watt RMS amplifier *Contains 8" forward Firing woofer & T0" downward -Firing passive
radiator For extended deep bass with lower

*Home Theater, 70w a 2 or 70w o 4, Dolby Pro

Pro logic, remote

5399ASO PRETUNTWO)

Powered Subwoofer

Technics SA-EX310
Logic, Dolby 3 stereo, A/V remote

ftemot-99

CALL

Beast,

MOB 705

Velvet Underground: Velvet
Underground & Nico, ... ...MOB 695
Guns -N Roses: Appetite For
MOB 699
Destruction
Moody Blues: Long Distance
MOB 100
Voyager
Steve Winwood: Steve Winwood
MOB 691
CAI( TO ORDER MUSIC REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUP

SE HABLA ESPANOL

Visit .ÍS ia% at 31 Park Row, NY, NY

'$' Shop By Phone or
to order a FREE CATALOGUE

24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week

1-800-221-8180

When you've got questions about Audio and Video,
Presented by

see a specialist
QWhat should you expect from an
entertainment system purchased

What is the difference between
Dolby Digital and DTS?

from a Hi -Fi specialist?

AYou should expect a system to

AActually, Dolby Digital and DTS are

reprodtce the wide dynamics, subtle
nuances and give yc.0 that "-iou are
there" experience. This goal can be

common in more ways than they
are different. They are both digital

acnieved by beirg made aware of a few but

up to six discrete channels of high

important factors Hi-fi specialist take the time
ar d effcrt to audition many brands of products
ar I carefully put them together in a variety of
performance levels to c-eate long to -m and

quality audio. They both use compression

satisfying found systems. They do the homework
for you. When aucitioning sound systems, use live
acoustic music as a reference. This will help you
to ídent fy equipment which is n-iore accurate and
er otiors<.I y envolv ng. Make sure the equipment is

h2 -d w red directly from one component to
another, and not through a switching device (more

di Terence; in components will be revealed). Be
prepared to spend c fair amount of time w th your

surround formats capable of carrying

schemes to greatly recuce the amount of data
that wow d normally be required to carry the
multichannel audio. However, it is these
compression schemes that make the two formats
ciffer. Doloy Digital, which is currently available on
select Laserdiscs and all DVDs has a data transfer

or bit rate of 384Kbps. DTS on the other hand,

currently not available on DVDs and only on
certain laserdiscs, has a much higher bit rate of
about i .4Mbps. In eitner case, both formats
celiver on bring ng the digital theater experience
into the home,

hi -'I specialist, several visits may oe required. This

óm A.Itobelli

al ows for a comp ete exchange of information
and helps Duíld trust between pa -ties. If yoL trust
a ni -fi specialist for their honesty, integrity and
knowledge, the eqt ipment that they recommend

Woodbridge Stereo, V deo
West Caldwel, NJ

wü give you many rears of reward.

-Steve Komins
Audio Visions
Y

MIR:

AAudió\'ielar e

WO®DBRIDGE

Eac month, Audio Magazine's feature "See a Specialist" showcases tie f nest audio/video dealers from across the country. The dealers,
chosen as a result of recommendations from equipment manufacturers, Audio Magazine staff and industry organizations, exemplify the best
audio/video dealers from New York to California. The chosen dealers offer solutions to problems that can best be handled by a specialty
audio/video render.
If yo., woulc like to submit questions to dealers in your are] please write to :
Sec a Specialist, do Audio Magazine, 1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019

Modular

Tabletop

stackable

Rail Rack

ÍComponent Storage

+

oak units

Component

hold all

Rack

recording
Drawers

formats &

Dolly

components

STORADISC'"- See why CD Review picked our Library

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

Series as their "top choice'. Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,
555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

Free mail-order brochure
(please mention Audio)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464, San Francisco, CA 94188

Quick, no tool assembly.
+ Solid steel support system.
+ 15 standard models.
+ Custom units available.
+ Flexible shelf spacing.

At last

+ Solid oak, walnut, cherry

the perfect way to store

or black MDF shelves.

CD's; our CD box holds

60 CDS
in light or dark oak

t $69.00,

or walnut,

@ $74.00, all plus $7.00
for shipping & handling.

Hills Products
P.O. Box 55 Candia, NH 03034 - call us at
1-800-247-2018 with orders - or for a free
catalog of all our fine products!

1

AU111 hue

nlrinnaticin kit tlid.iv,t

2 soRice

Stores

306 CD's

PO Box 747-71
Nutley, NJ 07110

Call: 800-432-8005 Fax: 201-667-8688

or any combination
of CD's. CD-ROM.VHS. Cassettes. etc.

oul F.e.n1.J.\I.I.11181' 11 OR

I

11111 M. nu.L,i

In. hI:INK Ilxddr. IIU wasted ,pace t'ull-CxtelNlUn drawer
risks t'runl bleb quality oak \ellel'rs and hardwood
YS
s 17
Fully assembled G:ckablk
\ 19

e-mail: soriceav@aol.com

tu order or for a r -ce, color brochure

Lb 800-933-0403

SILLY

SAGS®
ESIGN

1

111. Inc.

CO. Box 27: l.aneslwro MN 55949

1I\ 5I17-467-2468 t)f e-mail tb your brochure
r.ttueso at

Iorentz @ polaristel.net

A U fJ I O / V I (1 E O F U R N, T U R E
31:31,

"We'll Bien design a piece to your exact

specifications!" Our CUSTOM design department
is fast and affordable. We also offer over
100 stock designs of unequaled quality.

`

PRO1000 Nowt 1000 CDs

Hí h LncI

Protection
Media* access wrapped in tradition
*Up to 1040 CDs or
up to 500 LPs/Laserdiscs
(model shown)

-

5005 Component Center

2300111óo Rack

PR034 Audio/Video Pack

The Wave CD Storage

Viso your local stockng dealer and
browse through our new catalog

The Audio Duster
A Must
Now only $19.95

The

AUDIO

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

puts manufacturers of CD
storage units in touch with
the ideal audience...
CD purchasers
unsurpassed in size, buying
activity & the need for storage
of their ever-growing
CD collections!

Take advantage of this ideal
opportunity to increase your
company's sales by
participating in the next
CD STORAGE CONNECTION

Call us today for your local dealer and a copy

of our detailed Newsletter with product photos

OUlc

Or1tS

:s-Zu;

Mecha A.cess urruture for tF,e Scums \illla4ir

For Information: 1-800-726-2016
FO box 5152 williarrspat PA 12701
Fax 1-217-478-2105 e-mail: fcxArre-,,5@aol.uJm

For advertising information call:

and specifications...

4147-A Transport St. Ventura, CA 93003

1-800-445-6066

805/644-2185

(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

Fax 805/644-0434

E-mail: billy@billybags.com
http://www.billybags.com

or Fax 212-767-5624

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION. CALL 1-800-445-6066. 9AM-5PM EST

DEALER
CALIFORNIA
Components that

define

Systems that

anticipate the
Future

the

IRO'Au dio\/ideo

18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. A
Gardena, CA 90248

CITATION

rjeaagi4 3033 8

Vis,I our web site:

(!!70)804 S977

www.reference-ay.com

ATLANTIC TECH.

CREEK

AUDIOEASE

OCR

MAGNUM DYNALAB

MERIDIAN

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS DENON
AUDIO CONTROL

FANFARE

AUDIO POWER

GRADO

AUDIOOUEST

HAILER

BAG END

SONANCE

SPECTRON

STRAIGHTWIRE

NAD

TARGET

NESTOROVIC

THORENS

NILES

HARMAN KARDON

BALANCED AUDIO

INFINITY

BRYSTON

JAMO

CAL AUDIO LABS

JBL SYNTHESIS

CARDAS

KEF

CARVER

KIMBER KABLE

CARY

LINN

CELESTION

LUTRC,

TICS

NITTY GRITTY

TOSHIBA

ONKYO

TOWNSMEN°

PIONEER ELITE

TRIAD

PROAC

VON SCHWEIKERT

PSB

API

ROOMTUNE

WIREWORLD

SHARP

KLO

... and more

SME

IOWA

www.Fiawkeyeaudio.corrm
Mitsubishi

Audioquest

Niles

B&K

Onkyo

Balanced Audio Tech.

Carver

Paradigm

Paradigm Reference

Chang Lightspeed

Polk Audio

Conrad -Johnson

Rega

Definitive Technology

Sanus

Grado

Snell

Jolida

Sumiko

Lovan

Tara Labs

Marantz

Magnum Dynalab
Pioneer Elite
Sony Video

Belles
Grado
Sum iko
Tara Labs

Sony ES
Marantz

Kimber Kable
Audible Illusions

(319) 337-4878
6322 University Ave.
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

net, England's

low hope,

no hull,jig

Authorized sales and service for:
Audible Illusions, Audioquest, B&K,
Beyerdynamic, Counterpoint, Dual,
Klyne, Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,
Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,
Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,
Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.

AUDIO -HI

so

(

OF

18'O 2834544)

-

.
1

"«

20:1 tr2iCAYJN fV1.
SPRING IL7, 1_62>'02

'iti `11.i441
MICHIGAN

FOR A FFEE GFTPLOGCONTAC'

MENISCUS
MENISCI'S AUDIO GROUP

4669 S. )itisian

Wyominc, sitl 448
1-800-5X-3691
E mail: reni;ru.@i3erv.net

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

10,0(10 Satisfied Customers Straig

Avalon Audiooideo

NEVV

YORK

SHOP US

Reasonable, High -End Equipment for
Music, Home Theater, Surround Systems

LAST

Robert Trollinger, Jr.
RI 541, Medford, .New Jersey

FACTORY AUTHORIZED ICEALERS

Personalized Service & In -Home Setup

Acurus

Millennium
Mirage M Series

aodioluideo specialist

Angstrom
Aragon
Aragon Palladium

166 Daniel Webster Highway

B&K

Nashua, New Hampshire 03060

Bryston

TELEPHONE: 603.888.9771

Chiro & Kinergetics

Da-Lite

ensemble

FOR YOUR FIE: CPTALOG

audio studio

Amfi

'II

4

The Best Values In Hi End Hi -Fi.

NEW JERSEY
.4

irieodlo,

a/v

AMFI

FAX (617) 277-2415

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Levitz Plaza

Acurus

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111

Yamaha

401 S. Gilbert St.
Iowa City, IA 52240

VPI

MASSACHUSETTS

hawkeye audio
video
Acurus

http://www.audiosolutions.com

SONY

MIRAGE

MITSUBISHI

=+

rod'? CIsw/NG EXPimb'Cc

5576 ek4nrBFee Due~odiy

e-mail: rav2000@aol.com
ADA

1,-..009.k.11141" it

7164d10 s4/al:~

Expert Advice
Courteous Service
Competitive Prices

(310) 517- 1700 so. cal.
(310) 517-1732 fax

ILLINOIS

.

Aerial
ProAc
Condor
Paradigm
Von Schweikert
EgglestonWorks

Pass Labs
Lexicon
Aragon

erence
(800) 947 - 4434

GEORGIA
Audio Research
Theta Digital
McCormack

MSB
N.E.A.R.

Parasound
Seleco
StraightWire
Sunfire
Target

Hologram
Meadowlark

Tributaries

Tel/Fax: 609.654-7752

www.avalonay.com

Velodyne

And M ore...

HOIVE THEATER
SINCE 1979

>DS A_PIJE ATLP,N-ICTECH
BCS=C<.RVt=RDENON NFIJIT"
<EP WOOD NAI4AMICH

ONK"CSONANCESONvES
\'E_ODYNEYAMAHA'

2N1 mal we call rirt.

CAR STEREO

The Sound Approach
6067 Jencha Tpke., Commac< t`Y 117.5

800-368-2344

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-445-6056, 9AM-5PM EST

'RE
s MY
Rfi

'

DEALER SHOWCASE
NEW YORK

NEW YORK

AUDIO OUTLET

AUDIO VIDEO CREATIONS
"HOOKED ON SONICS"
AMPRO
ANGSTROM
ANTHEM
APOGEE
BASIS
B&K
BELL'OGGE I II
CONRAD JOHNSON
DWIN
FAROUDJA
HARMON/KARDON
JBL
KRELL
MARTIN-LOGAN
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MIRAGE

MITSUBISHI
NHT
NILES
ONKYO
PIONEER ELITE
PSB
SHARPVISION
SONANCE
SONY
SONIC FRONTIERS
STRAIGHTWIRE
STEWART
SUNFIRE
TRANSPARENT
VPI'n

Serving the Discriminating Music Lover Worldwide

we are authorized dealers for:
Angtrom -- Aragon -:: Artemis
Allis Audio '. AMR
AestheÜx
Audio Physic
Audic Matiére
Audiolab
Audio Artistry
Atlantis
Black
Diamond
Rachg Cardas Cary -:: CEC
Basis .;: BEL Benz Micro

THE AUDIO OUTLET

Celeste ChangüghWleed i Citation <Clearaudio <Corradjohson='Copland
Eminent Tech.
CWD :: DaySequena
Discovery
Densen
Creek

CATALOG

Adams

Encore Epos Fanfare FM Gold Aero Golden Dragon Golden Tube
Galan Eng. Harbeth :,: Illumined liesned'ia Joule Electra
Grado
Kimber Kable .i' Klyne -; Kuzma LAMM -r Lya ? Magnan & Signature
Magnum Dynalab Magro >- Marigo Ma tin-Logan Melos Michael Yee
Monarchy
Muse -:: Nalkamidti '< NEAR
Micromega
Mod Squad
Noisetrapper -:: Nordost
OCM
'aradign Paradigm Ref.
Nitty Gritty
PSE
:- Purist Audio (PAD)
Project
Series
Pliius ProAc
Parasound
SME
Rega
Roomtu a Salamander :: - a w r Staldi Siltach
Straightwie
Sound Anchor Sovtek :;: Srandesign
Sdkisteel :.: Sota
Sumiko Sunfire ':- Svetlana .: Symposium -:: Target -, Tesla ::: Tice TIFF
van den Hul -- Verity Audio
Townshend
Transfiguration
Totem
r

VersaLibs

Wilson Audio

Western Electric

XLO

AND MORE:

Phone 516-365-4434 Fax 516-365-6285

914-666-0550 fax 914-666-0544
69 S. MOGER AVENUE MOUNT Kls:o, NY 10549
Mon. -Fri. loam-7pm ET Thurs 10am-8pm E7. Sat. 10am-5pm ET All Major Credit Cards Are Welcome
No Money Dews financing Available
http://www.audiooutlet.com
audoutlet@aol.com
To get your copy of Audio Outlet's Reference Guide and a $10.00 discount coupon good on your first purchase
of $50.00 or more, send $4.00 along with sour mailing address or call with your crecit card information.

VIDEO PLUS AUDIO

10°515

65,33 Roosevelt Blvd., Philadelphia, PA 19049

If von dou't see what von 're

1234 Shelmire Ave

kw! riat; jar, please ea 11

ALDIO COMPONENTS

SPEAKERS & SUBS

\

VIDEO

EQLIP

Acoustic Research
Atlantic Technology
Bose, Canon
harmon/kardon

How 1HEa1lit Paacncrs

2nd Floor

Our Name Says It All
_
AMpYlkiolSD
P. o.
_

or call us for door to door dellrery

800-226-6784
http://www.videoplusaudio.com
email: DTLVPA©aol.com

Projection TVs Sp jez ea"
INTERCONNECTS

DESIGN
WE DELIVER'
Onkyo
Paradigm

Acurus
Aragon
Arcam
AudioQuest
Bryston

A

Synergistics
Sonic Frontiers
Stand Design
Threshold
VPI

Wharfedale

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
3 -DAY FEDEX SHIPPING

((i12) 458-1661
911 W. Anderson Ln. #116
Austin, TX 78757

Quad

Spendor

Dccuphase

Hora

0CM

limber

Magnum Donald

pall

Clagton

YOB

Von Schweihert

Alan

Joule Electra

Creek

ARCNITECORAtAUD10

'FIELDRECORDERS

the

CSS

SONY DSI

MINUNSC

appy

WORLD BAND RADA

CABLESS

Sharp Vision

inventory the following products:

WISCONSIN

Platinum Audio
Quicksilver

Creek
Denon
Epos
Jolida

With over 20 gears of experience in
hi -end audio equipment, we proudly

Dcrotec

.CAB SLtMAN

Rega
Ruark

AUDIO

Cardas

Parasound

CAL Audio
Citation

IN HOME GROWN

Shipping charges are non-refundable

OAT

o

CD Players

And So Much More...
email HiFi4Less@aol.co TI

TEXAS
AUDIO BY,

o

(ItS »\11 .1)

r s4r111rf,

THE BEST

5

Philadelphia. PA 19111

MS 10.11 Sun 11.7 est.

Jamo, JBL,
JVC, Kenwood,
Monster Cable, NAD
Sony, Toshiba, Infinity
and much morel

VIRGINIA

PENNSYLVANIA

PENNSYLVANIA

Kimber
Mirage
Niles

XLO Electric YBA and more

VV

999 NORTHERN BLVD.
MANHASSET, NY 11030

MAKE US AN OFFER...

FALL/WINTER

Medium
UI

.CUSTOMINSTALLATA)I

many more brands to choose from. We also

offer a large inuentory of used equipment.
.ACCESSORIES
SORIES
A

www. HappyMedium.com
ADS
AMC

NAD

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

NILES AUDIO

NAKAMICHI

BANG & OLUFSEN

ONKYO

.CARVER

PANAMAX

CELESTION

POLK AUDIO

GRADO

PSB SPEAKERS

HARMAN KARDON

SANUS SYSTEMS

JVC
KEF

SUNFIRE

Call For Information Toll Free:

1.800.752.4018

Hi -Fi Farm

SONY ES
TARGET

LEXICON
MONSTER CABLE
430 State Street

We haue a huge assortment of accessories and

THORENS

Madison. WI 53703 FAX 116081 255-4425

1-800-906 HI-FI (4434) .,

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, VA, 24121
Or Order On Line At:

http://www.hifofarm.com

VISIT THESE SPECIALTY RETAILERS FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION.

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to

verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-

tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your pro-

SAN FRANCISCO AREA-IRRESISTABLY priced audiophile components/accessories. Shipped/delivered. All
prices! By appointment only. 444 Eastwood, Petaluma, CA
94954. (707) 765-1992.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE
DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

tection.

AUDIO UNLIMITED

Authorized dealer for: ACCUPHASE. Acoustic Ener-

1. Confirm price and merchandise

gy, Acrotec. Aesthotix, AIR TIGHT, Audio Artistry, AudioCraft, Audio Meca by Pierre Lume, AudioNote. Basis,
Benz -Micro, Cary, Chang, Charlo, CODA, Continuum,
DaySequerra, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graaf, Graham,
Harbeth, High Wire, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Merel,

information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-

Micro-Seiki, Morch, MUSE, Musical Design, Music

refund -policy, including the allowable
return period, who pays the postage for

Metre, Odeon, Onix, Oracle, Rega. Spendor, Symphonic Line, Systemdek, TANNOY, Totem Transfiguration,

VanDenHul, Wheaton, YBA, XLO, Zoethecus, and
more

Call, Write or Fax for more information. John
Barnes @ Audio Unlimited, 2341 Weest Yale Ave Englewood, Co, 80110. Phone/Fax 303-691-3407. Visa
and Mastercard Accepted.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
AUDIO RESEARCH, KRELL. Linn, YBA. Aragon, Acurus,

B&K, MARTIN LOGAN, VANDERSTEEN, NHT, PARADIGM, Spica, Hales, Totem, Von Schweikert. Ariel, Creek.
EAD, Micromega, CAL, Golden Tube, Tara, Lexicon & Thiel.
(608)284-0001.
CALL STEREO WORLD for GREAT DEALS on all your Car
Stereo needs! Many quality brands at DISCOUNT prices!
Free UPS shipping! Call or write for FREE sales flyer! (914)
782-6044. POB 596, Monroe, NY 10950. OUR 10TH YEAR!

OUR 22ND YEAR! CALL 1 (800) 826-0520. *

NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER *
KEF * HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON * ADCOM * NAKAMICHI * AMC * POLK AUDIO
* SUNFIRE * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY *

PROAC * TARGET * VELODYNE * PSB *
PANAMAX * MONSTER CABLE * JAMO *
GRADO * AUDIOCONTROL * CELESTION
* THORENS * SANUS SYSTEMS * NILES
AUDIO * OMNIMOUNT * SOUNDSTREAM
* ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SOUND SELLER,

BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI
54143-0224.

FOR SALE

sories and rebates included in the price.

2. Understand the seller's return and

ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-

facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufacturers warranty card, if you purchase
from an unauthorized dealer, you are

not covered by the manufacturer's

warranty. If in doubt, contact the
manufacturer directly. In addition to,
or instead of, the manufacturer's warranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In either case, what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced,

what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. If you pay by
credit card, you may have a greater
recourse in the event the advertiser
does not perform. (Check the complaint
procedures of your credit card compa-

nies). For phone orders, make a note

of the order including merchandise
ordered, price, order date, expected
delivery date and salesperson's name.

5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
order, you generally have the right to

Phone: (201) 239-1799 Fax. (201) 239-1725
THE NEW PRODUCTSARE HERE! The UTP-1 ($1295) and
the UCD-1 ($995) combine improved sound with new cosmetic appeal. Our Basic Player ($549) and the Reference
One transport ($649) have made BOUND FOR SOUND'S
Components of Merit list. Low jitter kits still available. G&D

TRANSFORMS, (602) 650-1155. E-mail Transforms@aol.com

SATURDAY AUDIO EXCHANGE Chicago's Source For Discontinued,
Demo, Used & New Home Audio Equipment For 15 Years. For Information Call

Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

3. Understand the product's warran-

NEW JERSEY'S BEST SELECTION

No moilerdor: BMW. Ro1N

Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,

there is any "restocking" charge.

was promised, 30 days of receipt of the

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, New Jersey 07044

AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD

returned merchandise, and whether

AUDIO CONNECTION
BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW FOR LESS THAN 550,000!
Vandersteen
Rotel
Wadia
* B and W
Sonic Frontiers
Cary
Proac
Audible Illusions
Arcam
Kimber Kable
AudioQuest
Audiolab
Caudas
Quicksilver
Ayre

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.

cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without

your express prior consent is not
allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guidelines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.

WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette

Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,

773 -935 -U -S -E -D Or See Our Online Cat-

NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include

alog At http://saturdayaudio.com

copies of all correspondence.

WHOLESALE CONNECTION

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-226-2800
http://www.wholesaleconnection.com
Receivers

Home Speakers

JVC
RX518
RX618

RX718 ....call

Call
.Call

..Cali

RX818

TECHNICS
SAEX500 .Call I SAEX900 ..Call
SAEX700 Call
SATHX50 ..Call
KENWOOD
KRV6080 ..Call KRV9080 ..Call
KRV7080 ..Call KRV990D Cali
KRV8080 ..Call KRXI000 Call
PIONEER
VSX455
Call.
VSXD704S .Call
VSX505S
Call
VSXD903S .Call
VSX6045
Call
HARMOIII{{{KARDON
AVR20
..Call 1 AVR80 ....Call
AVR25
Call. I FL8300 ....Call
AVR70
Call FL8450 ....Call

BOSE
Call
Call

AM511

AM7II
LS12
LS20
100BK

Cal.

701.

Call
Call
Call

Cal
Cal

501
301

Cal

RS2000.2
R52000.3
RS2000.4
RS2000.5
RSVIDEO6

RSVIDEO

.Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

SM65
SM85
SM105
SM125
VI0005
VIDE01

Call
Call

V504
V604

VSXD35. CaliB.I.C.
Call V802

ONKYO
TXSV525 ..Call I DXC220
.Call
TSXV727 .Call DXC320 .. Call
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

JVC
XLF152 ...Can XLM218 ...Call
XLF252

Call I XLM418

.Call

TECHNICS
SLPD887 ..Call SLMC400 ..Call
SLPD1010 Call I SLMC50

Call
Call

DPJ2070

Call

PIONEER
Call I PDF905
Call.
Call PDF1005
Cali
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

PDF605
PDF805

V52cldr

Cal
Cal

Powered Subwooler
INFINITY
INFINITY
MTX
KENWOOD
KENWOOD

...

B.IC
BLC
AIWA
AIWA

BU1
.

RSTR373

Call

KENWOOD
KXW4080 ..Call I KXW6080 Call
PIONEER
CTW505 ..Call I CTW704RS Call
ONKYO
TARW411
Call I TARW505 Call
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

DAT

RECORDERome

Portable &

Call

MINI DISC RECORDER
Portable 8 Home

Call

DVD - Now Available
DSS - Ad Brands Avalable
JVC
GRAX810 ..Call I GRAX1010 .Cali
GRAX910 Call I GRVD1
Call
PANASONIC

PVD406 ...Call I PVD506 ...Call
SHARP
VLE39
..Call 1 VLE49
Car
CANON
SONY

..Cal
.Cal
Cal
.Cal

Cal
.Cal
.Ca l

AIWA
NSXV8000 Call i NSXAV800
NSXV9000 .Call I NSXAV900

Call
.Call

PIONEER
PANASONIC
CCS205 ...Call I SCCH64 ..Call
CCS305 ..Call SCCH94 ...Call
JVC
UXC30 ....Call MXD7T
Call

MXD47 ....Call

MXD8T

JVC

..Can

Cal
Cal

BU2
PSW101
SW200
SW300
V1000
V1200
TSWS
TSW9

JVC
TDW718

..Cal
Cal

...Cal
Cal

Car Stereo

TOW318 _ .Call I TDV662
.Call
TECHNICS
RSTR252 .Call RSTR575 ..Call

ES5000

V52

Tape Decks
TDW218.Call

.Cal

...Cal
...Cal

VS2siADAT

Call

KENWOOD
Call
DPJ1070 ..Call

DPR4080
DPR5080
DPR6080

..Cal

151BK

INFINITY

KSRT404
KSRT414

Call

can

KDMK78RF .Call

I

Can

KDOS711
KDGS911

.,

KDMK79RF .Can

PIONEEf
KEHP404

..Cal

Cal
DEHP625 ..Cal

DEH53

KEHP505 _Cal
KEHP606 ..Cal
KEHP808 ..Cal
DEH49
..Cal

DEHP725
DEHP825
DEXP88

.

Cal
Cal

..Cal
CDXFM67 ..Cal
CDXFM128 .Cal

DEH59 ....Cal
DEH43 ....Cal

KENWOOD
KRC302
KRC502
KRC702
KRC802
KRC902
KOCC604

.Cal
Cat

KDC5005
KDC6W5

Cal
Cal

KDC7005...Cal
KDC80o5 ...Cal

Cal
.Cal

KDCPS905 Cal
KDCC803
Cal

Cal.
Cal.

Radar Detectors
BEL
840,

.Call

850sti ...

Call 615sÚ
Cali 1945,

855sí,

..Call
Call

WHISTLER
1430SWH
1465SWH

Cali I 1490SWH
Call

Cali

UNIDEN
LRD6199
LRD6399

.Call I LRD6499
Call

Cali

Call I CCDTRV30 .Call

Portable CD Players
SONY
Call I D844
Cali
Call
0848
Cali
KENWOOD
DPC662
Call I DPC861
Call
PANASONIC
SLS241C
Call I SLSW202 Call
SLS341C
Call SLSW404. Call
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
D247
D242CK

SONY
Cali I SPPD900 ..Call
Cali
SPPID910..Call
PANASONIC
KXT9500
.Call I KXT9550 ..Call
KXT9520 ..Call KXTC930 ..Call
SPP0120
SPP025

Laser Discs
PIONEER
CLDD505 ..Call I CLDD704 ..Call

Call for Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. FAX (516) 564-9593
We accept M/C, Visa, Amex, d C 0.D

RO: s Welcome
We ship UPS & FEDEX

WHOLESALE CONNECTION 361 Charles St., West Hempstead, NY 11552
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

APOGEE: Brandnew loudspeaker with a full

Buy -Sell -Trade

range ribbon's advantages. SLANT -6:
$1,495.00/pr. LCR: (cherry) $1,195.00/pr.
MUSE -175, EIKI LCD -Projector available.
Call: (713) 523-3388.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS SIGNATURE
Signatures mods have arrived with HyperFast diodes,
BlackGate caps. Add HyperFasts and BlackGates to
any component! Signature updates available for previous mods! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy, B&K, Dyne (tubes too!) and Haller! NEW!!! Single -

Ended PA -3 frontend board for Hafler amps-

All brands of
High End Audio Since 1979

AUDIO CLASSICS
FREE condensed catalog!
8AM-5PM ET Monday -Friday

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG, 3023 E. Sangamon Ave., Spring-

field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

607-865-7200

Slmega III active feedback preamplifiers, amplifiers. DACs, in-

Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices!

Call Today
800-672-4268
Mail Order (enter

I I71 I Monarch SI.,

Garden Grove, (A 9284! Retail Super
14200 Beach Blvd., Westminster, (A 926©
11141 379 1994

1 PRO

Fax: 607-865-7222

www.audioclassics.com

SINGERS!
VOCALS
Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available

SOUND

OUR 20th

& STAGE LIGHTING'' YEAR!

1

34 Gardiner Place- POB I 76AAA.
Walton. NY 13856

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES! ADCOM, B&K, B&O,
BRYSTON, B&W, CARVER, CELESTION, CITATION,
CLASSE, DEFINITIVE, DENON, DYNAUDIO, H/K, KEF, LEXI-

CON, LUXMAN, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI, NHT, ONKYO, PIONEER ELITE, POLK, ROTEL, SUNFIRE, TANDBERG,
THIEL, VELODYNE, WADIA, WILSON, MANY MORE. INCORPORATED 1964.

NORCROSS, INC.
(770) 772-7700

Background Music from OriginalStandard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Better and gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'
Free Brochure & Demo Tape,.
/
LT Sound Dept AU -1

WALKMANS:AM/FM radio, stereo cassette player with

"

7980 LT Parkwayy Lithonia.GA 30

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE FET-VALVE hybrid tube and

huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's,

Stare: Music To The Max

Highly regarded CDT -4 Transport $795. Marantz, Rotel,
Pioneer CD mods. Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood
Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304. 314-447-0040.

TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE. SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION,
3586 PIERCE DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 TAPE (8273), IN GA (770) 458-1679. FAX: (770) 458-0276.

FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a

-Limited

unbelievable sound! Signature CD Players are ready!

FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE
SOURCE FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO
TAPES AND ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

headphone & Bass Boost system $12.75 ea. includes shipping

Internet-http:/)Itsound.com
24 Hour Demo/Into Request Une (770)482.2485-Ext 51

When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

& U.S.A. warranty. 1-888-718-9123; Visa/MC. M.-Th.
8:30am-6:30pm; Fr. 8:30am-1:OOpm; Sun. 10:30am-5:30pm
EST.

verters, more, achieve dynamic liquidity, stunning clarity,
rugged durability through precision engineering. Plus economical AVA kit or wired circuits for classic Dynaco and Haller chasis
attain ultimate musical faithfulness. Free illustrated catalog! Audio by Van Alstine, 2202River HillsDrive, Burnsville, MN 55337.
(612)890-3517. Fax: (612) 894-3657. info@ avahifi.com http://
www.avahifi.com/

HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at 251-11
Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:
BER, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE! READ BROTHERS,
593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.
FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, AND THE LOWEST PRICES!

all

MB QUART
MARANTZ

ATL. TECH.

NAK
NILES
NHT
ONKYO

B&0
BOSE
CARVER
DENON

HK
INFINITY
KENWOOD

M&K

SONANCE
SONY ES
VELODYNE
YAMAHA
AND MORE

(800) 311- 0392
'JVrA nerranty

C

o

Ex v992

-YI ,,,,

EQUINOX

AC.)

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP HI Fl FARM AND STEVE S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO. CALL
1-800-752-4018.

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

-RR IX
AWARD WINNER
TOWER

APEX

CALL

RX v2092

HARMONIKARDON
ANUS MK lI

PSB
939

AVR25 MK II

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

,.,

NAp

BOSE
NEW LOW PRICE

AM 10

LOWEST PRICE

AM 211

218 THX

MIRAGE

PARASOUND

MANY MODELS

PRO LOGIC

CALL

$499/PR JBL 4312C(BK), $799/PR JBL

TOP RATED

4312MKII MONITORS NEW! USED BY 70°e OF RECORDING STUDIOS FOR MIXING & EVALUATION. 12db X -OVER
NETWORK, 3 -WAY WITH 12" WOOFER, 5" MIDRANGE &

BIC

AMP

v62 SI

1-4131311=9

35ÚW . 6
B49

AUTHORIZED

HITACHI

CARVER

TOSHIBA
SONY
MITSUBISHI

CAII

Av -TOSO

IN STOCK

SYSTEM 350 THX

1-11113311"111.
AMP

600.2

CALL

LASER ,,,a T. SERIES

CALL
AC. I

PSP1000
CA 1206

NEW

CAMBER

DENON
AVR3200
AVR3600
AVRS600

CALL

STRATUS GOLD
STRATUS MINI

CALL

DEALER

CALL
CALL

PIONEER

VELODYNE

DVL200

SONY

tAudio.com WWW.SavantAudio.com

STEPP
JBL

VISIT CUR UERSITE

ISR.12

DvP 53000

INGS! CALL OR E-MAIL OR FAX FOR
YOUR FREE CATALOG-VOICE/FAX:
609-799-9664. E-MAIL: SavantSavan-

orPO.
Toll
Free 800-747-3692
Boo 1088 Flat Rock. NC 28731

WWW.STEREOABC.COM

tact us at (716) 685-5227 or visit www.jpslabs.com and get

USED & DEMO HIGH -END & HOME THEATER EQUIPMENT AT UNBELIEVABLE SAV-

MC/VISA/Discover-no CODs
Cat with make & model for best price
Phone 24 hrs. 704-697-9001

FAX your order: 908-294-7480

3K6

wired now.

Bose, Infinity, EV, etc.
Surrounds. adhesive & instructions

1-8111-354-1324

CINEPRO

JPS LABS now has a very special line of AC cords to add to the
very popular SUPERCONDUCTOR line of cables. Please con-

Save $$$ with onginal kit!
Kits to fit any speaker-Advent AR. JBL,

American Buyer's Club Int.

NEWWHOLESALE
WORLD
AUDIO
PRICES
ADS
ALPINE

LOUDSPEAKERS

FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS, KEF, PARASOUND,
KINERGETICS, NAD, AUDIOQUEST, CARVER, KIM-

LOwES-

RLIPSCH

TOSHIBA

CAI,

KSW 200

50300s

MIRAGE

_BOSE SONY

RPS 150

IN STOCK

Dll/vac°

YAMAHA

For info & customer
service call

G0DEOluern

Velodyne

908-780-6600

MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
5 YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

ABC 130 Highway 33 Englishtown, NJ 07726

DOME TWEETER, 100 WATT CAPACITY. MFC. LIST
5950/51380 WALNUT. JBL PARAGONS $9,999, HARTSFIELD 085s $6,999(REPRO)-$17,999(ORIG)/PR. OLYMPUS S8 -R $3,999/PR-L200 $1,999/PR. W.E. 300Bs $350/

EACH(NEW) CATALOG $10. SHIPPED WORLDWIDE
(UK -$297, EUROPE -$325, JAPAN -$350). VISA/MC. HAL
COX, SINCE 1947. (415) 388-5711, FAX: (415)388-3359. 164
TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY, CA 94941. SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

LAKESIDE ACOUSTICS
Introducing the MV -250, designed by industry

veteran, Ron Nelson. The same technology
that made the Nelson -Reed 8-04, a favorite
HIGH END AUDIO-LOWTHER speaker systems, Audio
Note, TEAC, Fanfare, Kimber Kable & others. Visit us on
the Internet: http://www.webms.net/audio. ADVANCED
AUDIO SYSTEMS, 415-898-1200 (voice mailbox 2424),
Novato, CA.
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among audiophiles & critics alike, is now available in a more affordable 2 -way system. An 8 -

OHM nominal impedance & 91DB efficiency
ensures compatibility with a wide range of
amplification. Call for details about our 30 day
home audition program. 419-836-2029.

LOUDSPEAKERS

I1-11UMIE 1f IH EA1f IEIR

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSS-

Irwin

OVERS, 6 to 36 dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan

wuDl1 SciUv D ¿s, VIIIFA

versions. DB SYSTEMS, P0B 460, RINDGE,
NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

MA -2 REFERENCE
W/'PCIth/!!&ity _(/(%e D/YIIU/1(P

if you have been looking for Home Theater speakers

that are better than current choices on the market,
Madisound and Vifa have some good news for you.
Vifa has designed exceptional shielded high fidelity

loudspeakers for this purpose, Madisound has
matched these drivers with precise crossovers and
beautiful oak veneer cabinets. The result are systems
worthy of an Oscar for audio reproduction.

Vifa Solo - Price Each $172.50

LOUDSPEAKERS

TRUE SUBWOOFERS
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below 20Hz
with low distortion at a
very affordable price.
New HSU TRU SUBS
will extend the bass of
your stereo or video
system for that "air
shaking all around
you" effect.
HSU Research HRSW12V

Here's what experts are saying about HSU TRU SUBS:
"...output to rival many 18 inch subs along with the rare ability to

lo

homogenize almost perfectly wdh high-performance main speakers.
...rated flat way down to 20 Hz but in my room it went even lower,
and could get stomachchuming loud if you asked it."
Dan Sweeney, Audi/Video Shopper, December 1996

IL
lO
H - 12"
8"

D - 10.25"

Nominal Impedance:
Frequency range ±3dB:

8 ohms
80 Hz to 35 KHz - Sealed

-aí yenttlav/ O dense r

t I(ll(lCt(O/l

MENISCUS

"A single 10" subwoofer?? All that bass?? We were shocked.
I am sold. HSU1OV gets my subwoofer business hands -down."
Scott Weinmann, Rec. Audio High -End, June 2,1996

a

-...the Hsu has to be considered an outstanding bargain'

/

Robes Deutsch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater Vol. 1 No. 2, 1995

'_.this woofer achieves a combination at extremely quick speed and
gut massaging bass impact that I have seldom experienced from
any subwoofer.' Peter Mitchell, Stereophde Vol 18 No. 1. Jan.1995

MENISCUS AUDIO GROUP

4669 S. Division Wyoming, MI 49548
1-800-536-3691

H -18.5'

E-mail: meniscus@iserv.net

D - 10.5"

Look for us also in the Dealer Showcase
Read about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair process in
"Stereo Review" June 1996

'To my even greater surprise, A integrated splendidly with the Sound
Lab A -2X... Thanks Hsu Research for coming up with this sonic
bargain..." Rome Castellanes, Audio Shopper, Vol. 3 No. 3, April 1997
(http://www.cdrome.com/hsti.html)

'An excellent Sensible choice is the Hsu powered subwoofer. Its
19 Hz and 110 dB SPL should please anyone soundwise.'
Tom Nousaine, Sensible Sound No. 59, July/August 1996

Vifa A/V - Price Each $212.50

For your free catalog on this and other
exciting products, please contact

-The Hsu had no problems with the incredible bass of anything I
threw at h... It blends as well with music as A does with movies...
one of the best deals on the market' Stacey Spears, Secrets of
Home Theatre and High Fidelity Volume 4 No. 2, May 1997.
(http//www.sdinfo.coMvolume_4 2/hsul2va.html)

Send for full details on the vastly improved new 12Va,
the 10V, and our new TN series. Write or call:

W-8
Nominal Impedance:
Frequency range ±3dB:

8 ohms
55 Hz to 35 KHz - Vented

Vifa Surround - Price Each $265.00

HSU RESEARCH
10946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L Santa Fe Springs, CA 906'.:

HSU
RESEARCH

1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-562.404-3848 (Voice/Fax)
E-mail: hsures@earthlink.ne
Website: http7Avww.hsuresearch.corns

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufactures s defect warranty.

Standard and Deluxe NEW -FOAM kits available www.NEWFOAM.com

RECORDS

1-800-N EW-FOAM

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
jackets, sleeves, etc. CABCO-041, BOX 8212, COLUMBUS,
OH 43201. (614) 267-8468. JProtol aol.com

Satisfaction Guaranteed o, you, money backWoddwide speaker Repair since 1979

NEW FOAM 3047 West Henrietta Road Rochester, NY 14623-2531 USA
"I Recommend the company highly." David Adler, "Audio Magazine' February 1997
It (NEW FOAM) looks Me a good value an a darn good idea." Dr Allan Powed. Host
'Tech Talk' radio program KAMU-FM Texas A & M University

Phone Toll Free

FAX Toll Free

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM

1- 800-2FX-FOAM

1-800-239-3626

H - 14"

International Phone
1-716-424-3680

International Fax

D-12'

1-800-639-3626

Global 800 Phone
+ 800 4NEW-FOAM

+ 800 4639-3626

1-716-427-9339
Global 800 Fax
+ 800 2FAX-FOAM
+ 800 2329-3626

ROTTEN SPEAKER FOAM?
Toll Free 1 -888 -FOAM ROT (1-888-362-6768) SIMPLY
SPEAKERS, 11203 49th St. N., Clearwater. FL 33762.
www.simply-speakers.com. D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS FOR
ANY SPEAKER. FACTORY SERVICE-ALL BRANDS.

Nominal Impedance:
Frequency range ±3dB:

8 ohms
80 Hz to 35 KHz - Sealed

The preceding designs were developed using
Madisound's anechoic chamber, Audio Precision
measurement and Leap analysis. All three systems

use the Vifa M13SGO9 woofer.

This is a 13cm

damped paper cone cast frame woofer. The tweeter is

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! VISA/MC/DISC/

the D25ASG05, which is also shielded and has a

AMEX.

25mm aluminum dome (also available with D27SG05
silk dome). The cabinets are oak veneered fiber
board, with solid rounded oak corners and a black grill.
You may choose between black stained or clear oak
finishes. Everything you need to complete the system
is included. The crossovers are assembled and the
cabinets are precut for easy assembly. You can expect
to assemble a pair of speakers in one evening. As with
all Madisound kits, your satisfaction is guaranteed.

E BRAND

v00,0.0111" SPeaker.com
Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory direct from Ohm Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn NY

11205 (718) 783-1555; FAX (718) 857-2472; email
OhmSpeaker@AOL.com

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail. madisound@its.com

Web Page. http:wwwitis.comlmadisound
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KAB ELECTRO -ACOUSTICS
Preserve + Enhance + Restore'"
"Serving The Record Collector and Sound Enthusiast" FREE
CATALOG 908-754-1479 www.KABusa.com P.O. Box
2922 Plainfield NJ 07062-0922 Visa/MC/AmEx.

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expert Consultations,
All Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country includ-

ing Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS.
1-800-982-2620.

HALF MILE VINYL. Large Inventory Quality Preowned LP's
cleaned and graded. Send SASE for catalog to Box 98, East
Wareham, MA 02538 Call 508-295-2508.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
500,000 OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDSLPs/45s. Fifties thru Eighties. All categories.

Catalogs available...state your interests.
Want lists welcome. Craig Moerer, Box

42546 -AU, Portland, OR 97242.
www.records-by-mail.com

The #1 source for audiophile LP's & CD's
Analogue Productions, Mobile Fidelity, Reference. Chesky.
Sheffield, Classic, Audioquest. DCC, Golden Strings
HDCD's. [RCA LSC, Mercury,
EMI & Decca originals &
re issues¡ & much more!

CATALOG
$5 USA. $10 elsewhere.
refunded with order.

1-800-716-3553

COMPACT DISCS

WHOLESALE PRICING RFTS SILVERS GOLDS WIRELESS AND ALL CABLE BOXES. MEGA 800-676-6342.

DISC RESCUE. Repair scratched CD's yourself. Excellent gift.
Free information -write: Pappas, Dept. 117A. 71 Whangtown
Road, Carmel, NY 10512.

WANTED TO BUY
MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282.
2-6pm. WEEKDAYS.

DAVID YO, always paying top for: Tube Marantz, McIntosh,
Leak, Quad, Western Electric. Vintage speakers by West-

ern Electric, Tannoy, JBL, Altec, Jensen, EV. Thorens
TD -124, Garrand 301. PO Box 80371, San Marino, CA
91118-8371. Telephone: (818) 441-3942.

CABLE TV

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

-h-i for the Masses

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS BARGAIN HEADQUAR
TERS. ALL BRANDS, MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MAKE
YOUR BEST DEAL WITH US! GATEWAY ELECTRONIXS
1-888-422-2533.

Super High Fidelity Audio Equipment
Made in the U.S.A
Our components feature state of the art designs and
the best quality parts...we leave no stone unturned in
the pursuit of sonic perfection!

Single -ended and push-pull tube amps, linestages
phorastages, active crossovers & ac line conditioners
fully assembled or sold as kits. Affordable to cost -no -

object models available. Plus we offer the largest
assortment of pals & circuit modules for the hobbyist.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984. The

Our 200 page catalog is just $12 U.S. & Canada $18

Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. WEB SITE Catalog:
www.tsto.com

P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198
Visit our Website for info: http://www.webomelabs.coon

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS High
End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the
beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD., P.O.B
176WB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM
EST Mon. -Fri., FAX: 607-865-7222.

BLANK TAPES

WANTED: TUBE HI FI, CORNER/HORN SPEAKERS! Altec.
Jensen, Marantz, Leak, Quad, McIntosh, Western Electric. EV.
JBL, Tannoy ETC. Sonny (405)737-3312. Fax 3355.

SERVICES
Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored by
Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Classics,
Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh. AUDIO
CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM, Walton, NY 13856 Phone:
607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX: 607-865-7222.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES

30 DAY MONEY-BACK/LOW PRICE GUARANTEE. NO
BODY BEATS US, THE CABLE STORE 1-800-390-1899

CABLE T.V.

Converters 8 Equipment
Lowest prices uaranteed!

International (refunded w/order). Call 303.470.6.'"

30 Day Money

Fax: 303.791.5783 or E -Mail: wlabs@Lx.netcom.com

Back guaranteg
1 -year warranty(

r,i

WELBORNE LABS

011

DEALERS
WELCOME!

800-888-5585

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800 245.6000
We'll beat any price! 5.95 SHIPPING FREE CAT.
SONY
5.99
DAT-120
AT -124 PRo 8.99

VEGA ELECTRONICS

FU:,

TJ6

MAXELL

1.59 CDR74
1.99 D-90
1.69 T 120 HGX 2.49 SA -90
.120V
6.99 SAX -90
-750BTHG 4 49 ST 120
7.99 DAT-124 Pao 7.99 SAX -100
T-160
8.99 T 120 EHG
5.99 UD35.90
MDW-74
79 DAT120
TDKDVC6010.99 UR90
XLII -90
XLII -S 90

2.99
.79

MC, Visa, COD

5V1,8112U6.a9

HI8120

5.99
3.49

1.49 8MM-120

BLE B

69
1.99 DRI-90
2.49 JVCST120 5.99
2.49 XEI630 PRO 99
6.49 CDRXCr74 6.99

1-800-639-5542.
MIKERO CHIPS

TAPE WORLD 220 SPRING 5t BUTLER PA 11007 FAX 600.322.6271
OVER 500 DIFFERENT SAME DA) SHIPPING- M F 9 1

9AM-8PM Eastern
DERAL EXPRESS DELIVERY
A SALES

OPEN REEL TAPE -NEW & USED, AS LOW AS $2.95
EACH. FREE CATALOG. AUDIO TAPES, BOX 9584-U,
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555.

APPAREL

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!
Excellent selection ut audiophile pan.-, at fair prices

prompt shipping! Extensive in stcick inventory

BLAIRIV1ENswEAR

featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
INFINICAP, HOVLAND, MIT MIILI1CAP, SOtEN, SCR, RE7-CAI',
NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GATE, CADIxx'K, VISI1AS, MILLS,

I toheX), RrsISIA, TKD, A1,PS, None:, EAR, DEn x I'ANEI+,
CARDAS, KIMOEK, ACROTECH, & pure silver chassis wires,

Affordable menswear
for the office and off hours!

I [E:xvHED diodes, Sulk) foil inductors, all types of audio

olnnectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
-.topped attenuator kits, hospital wade plugs, tubes.
xis, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
IntemationaVoverseas orders are especially welcome!
('hone (415) 6(19-7181 or fax (415) 6(,9-7558 for a catalog.

Michael Percy, Rem 526, Inverness, CA 94937

,

Y

Get the quality clothing,
footwear and accessories
you need for all your
dress and casual
occassions.

An unbeatable

selection including bigs
and tails.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

00vsoll
' %00°

ord`'Op.lk.58-

For a FREE CATALOG, call

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

1-800-821-5844
(mention priority code WS6A)

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.
203 Flagship Dr. -Lutz FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707

Fax: 813-948-2907
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size

CABLE TV

CABLE TV

CABLE T.V.

CABLE TV
TEST CHIPS FOR ALL CABLE BOXES! From

ME

$30 to $40. Guaranteed Quality. Quantity

Best Buys

Converters & Equipment
WISE PRODUCTS

Discounts. Dealers Welcome. Call TELECHIP
1-800-793-7567.

Best Service
Full Warranty

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Great Price

and Quality Service. Satisfaction Guaranteed. EAGLE
ELECTRONICS INC: 1-800-259-1187. Visa/MC/Amex/Disc
accepted.

30 -day money back

4141

I -scar narranty

t

CD/DVD/DSS EQUIPMENT

Dealers

lie

Welcome!
1 {800) 434-2269

blle1410111-141

& Turn -On Chips

Visa, MC, Amex, COD

l Lowest Prices

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
ZI 1 Year Warranty

CABLE TV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. FREE 30
DAY TRIAL, FREE ONE-YEAR WARRANTY, QUALITY
EQUIPMENT. VISA/MC/AMEX/COD. PC ELECTRONICS:
1-800-675-7125.

la Dealer Pricing

0

southern electronics

also
VIDEO
CLARIFIER
Eliminates copy
protection

1-800-215-9412
BEST DEBI Electronics

Audio Signal Enhancer

Ttrzigi

888.51 -CABLE

CONVERTER &
ACCESSORY

FREE CATALOG

OD

http://wahoo. netrunner. net/-southem

Cable TV

THE UNITS OF THE FUTURE

10097 Cleary Blvd. Suite 285 Plantation, FL 33324

The ASE eliminates excessive brightness in
the audio from digital sources. Connects to

NO FL SALES PLEASE

RCA outputs of a CD, DVD, DSS or FM Tuner.

"Z -Man Strikes (Sonic) Gold...
The difference was simply astounding!
The soundstage opened wide and the

"FREE BULLET PROTECTOR
WITH EVERY CONVERTER"

20111 DAWN DR noto
LAGO VISTA. TX 11145

music sounded warm and sweet..."
CLASSICAL disCDigest

TV CONVERTERS &
DESCRAMBLERS

CABLE

CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30
DAY TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW

EQUIPMENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS &
C.O.D. CALL NOW: 1-800-586-9920.

ALL CABLE

"Those of you unfamilar with the specific
character of classic tube coloration
can't even imagine how well it works to
improve the listenability of thin or edgy
equipment..."
Positive Feedback

1 Year Warranty
VISA -MC -COD

p1c
v0`á v%

,

x,

10 \`°.°`
XG

cue

cti

Increase Your
Vision
with your ozvn

CABLE B O X

"We recommend that anyone who owns
CD players in price ranges from $350 to
about $2,100 try the ASE..."
The Inner Ear Report
"...music reproduced through this little
magical device just flat out sounds more
musical. Buy it! You will love it..." Jazz Now

1-800-390-2304

r
I

cable TV

Converters/Descramblers
WECC'OME

\iIlennium
I

"...it's worth having..." the absolute sound

rjuy direct from the wholesaler
We will beat any advertised price

ERPRISES

1

I

0.~41)19.11::%

DVD's-Free Catalog, Free shipping with purchase of 6
DV D's. Premiere Digital AN, Dept. AU, 51 Catlin Avenue,

Rat:
Free Catalog Repair Service
30 Day Money Back Guarantee

CABLE TV

CONVERTERS &
DESCRAMBLERS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
13492 Research Blvd Suite 120-232 Austin, TX 78750

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. REPLACE-

ABSOLUTELY LOWEST
WHOLESALE/RETAIL PRICES!

MENTS FOR ALL MAJOR BRANDS. BEST PRICES! MON-

MASTERCARD VISA DISCOVER AMEX COD

EYBACK GUARANTEE! FREE CATALOG. ALLSTAR:

NO FL SALES

1-800-782-7214.

The Audio Signal Enhancer From Z -Man
Only $198.00 30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 1-800-478-9727 http://www.z-man.com

h800.-d842-9 6/ 70

...It's full of stars

1-800-715-6789

Enjoy Warm Sweet Sound From
CD's, DVD, DSS and FM Tuners

1-888-430-4301

http://www.wwcableboxes.com

Rumford, RI 02916. (4011 438-8377: 24hr fax
(401) 438-7216. MCNisa/Disc.

HOME THEATER
INTERNET SHOPPING! All Brands Electronics, Inc. 20

page Electronic Catalog- http://www.AVHTS.com/
ALLBRANDS or call TOLL FREE 1-888-312-7283. Check
our Monthly Specials!
LCD VIDEO PROJECTORS- GIANT 5' - 25' ULTRA -BRIGHT
HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURES" SEAMLESS SCREENS
TO25'!II"DEPIXELATION PROCESSORS", UNBEATABLE
PRICES" FREE CATALOG!!! POLI -VISION (717) 489-3292.

SATELLITE TV
FREE DSS TEST CARD information package. Works
with new system. Write SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711
Buford Rd., Suite 180, Richmond, VA 23235.

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE

VISA

CABLE CONVERTER
DIAGNOSTIC TEST CHIPS
1 800 -GO -CABLE (800-462.2253)

MON-FRI 8AM-7PM SAT 10AM-2PM
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS INC. EST. 1976

PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE -

To place a classified ad in the industry leading titles of

SCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
DEALERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/

,imply call Toll -Free and reserve your space today-!

DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAIN-

Fax: 212 -76' -R62 -i

MENT. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!,
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Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.,
1-800-445-6066 (gam -Rpm EST)

AD INDEX
Firm (Reader Service No.)

a/d/s (65)
Adcom (2)
America On -Line

Audioquest
B & W Loudspeakers (17)
Bose (1)

Ecl Us Elllcaill You!
Page

know music and home theater.

97

85

Centasound (4)

10

conrad-johnson (14)
Crutchfield (9)

95

34, 35

Harman (3)

12-13

71

KEF (6)

89

Kenwood (67)

33

Now Hear This (NHT) (11)
Paradigm (7, 48)
Parliament
Phillips

34

90, 92

105

83

LU
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

tional mailing offices. One-year subscription
rates (12 issues) for U.S. and possessions, $24.00;

PLACE LABEL HERE

5

Canada, $33.68 (Canadian Business Number
126018209 RT, IPN Sales Agreement Number

41, 43

929344); and foreign, $32.00.
AUDIO® is a registered trademark of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc. ©1997, Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc. All rights reserved. The Editor assumes no responsibility for manuscripts, photos,
or artwork. The Publisher, at his sole discretion, reserves the right to reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate.
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MOVING?

Please give us
8 weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

6-7, 9

87
102

NAME

Subscription Service: Postmaster, please send
change of address to AUDIO, P.O. Box 52548,

ADDRESS

Boulder, Colo. 80321-2548. Allow eight weeks for
change of address. Include both old and new address and a recent address label. If you have a
subscription problem, please write to the above
address or call 303/604-1464; fax, 303/604-7455.

11, Cover III
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110

Southern Comfort

109

Sunfire (26)

103
81
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Winston
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Yamaha

44, 45
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Rotel (16)

Thiel (54)
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46, 106

55

Sony

Let us help you choose the system that's just right for you.

CALI 1-800 4 -PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest you!

Radio Shack

Sennheiser (25)

PARA home entertainment professionals are educated to e>'plain
the newest technologies in clear, friendly language, helping you get
the best value for your money.

113

JBL

Morel

PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own
and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your
current system.

70

Definitive Technology(12)

Mitsubishi (57)
Mobile Fidelity (19)

PARA Home Theater Specialísis

29, 31

Celestion (10)

Marantz
Martin Logan (18)

service, and most of all, they
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California Audio Labs (50)

Legacy (33, 34)

Member dealers know quality,

75

39

Krell

high quality retail shopping.
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Bryston (21)

Kimber Kable (15)

PARA sets the standards for

37

37

J & R Music World (22)

of audin/video specialty stores,
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Bose/Wave Radio

Cambridge (5,8)

Aa professional association
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ISI/AUDIO Magazine, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N.J. 07302, or call 201/451-9420.
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LEGACY AUDIO

HIGH CURRENT PREAMPLIFIER

Legacy Audio produces audiophile -quality electronics and
speakers at very reasonable prices. Legacy's High Current pre-

amplifier ($1,495) performs admirably. It has an FET input
stage and bipolar transistor output, is directly coupled without
servo circuitry, and, according to Legacy engineers, requires no
feedback correction. This design is said to preserve transient

response and yield transparent, smooth sound without being

AudioControl SA -3051 Portable Real -Time Analyzer
How do I know a product I'm reviewing has, say, reasonably flat

response from 90 Hz to 17 kHz? Because I measure it, with
AudioControl's SA -3052 ($1,359). It displays response in
third octaves from 25 Hz to 20 kHz, uses fourth -order filters for precision, and can display 9 dB of signal at a time
for a detailed view or 36 dB at a time to capture bumpy
curves (really mountainous ones can be scrolled up and
down for viewing). It runs 3 or 4 hours per battery charge,
so I can use it in cars; a light warns when I'm down to a half
hour's juice. It has 'scope -probe and balanced and unbalanced
audio inputs, but I mostly use the calibrated mike. For greater
accuracy, I can store as many as six curves, from different

affected by source load or cables.
One of the preamp's main features is an optical -relay volume control that's said to be immune to the "scratchy" noise that can eventually plague conventional potentiometer controls. The inputs and outputs include a pair of balanced XLR input and XLR output jacks, a pair
of unbalanced RCA output jacks, RCA input jacks for tuner, video, and

GRADE: A

-

CD, and a processor and tape loop. The pushbutton source selector incorporates a handy mono function. Its supplied remote duplicates the front panel's
source selection, volume, balance, and muting functions but not its on/off switch.

The Legacy High Current preamp performed well with a variety of amps,

mike positions, then compare or average them. A printer
including my own Legacy High Current amp, a pair of Pass Aleph 2s, and a
port lets me run off response curves on any standard comHafler 9505. The more I used it, the more it grew on me. As advertised, it
puter printer, either with a log sheet that leaves space for
sounded transparent; it also had plenty of treble detail, an excellent soundstage,
my comments
and tight, deep bass. I liked its stepped attenuation display for each channel and

or as a half
sheet of the

curve alone.
For $100, I
could have

had my
name and

the solid feel of its selector switches, but I subtracted a couple of points for its lack
of a phono preamp and the remote's omission of on/off switching. These quibbles,
reasonable
connections. (Legacy Audio: 3023 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, III. 62702; 800/2834644.)
John Gatski
For literature, circle No. 121

address
included

on the
printout (impres-

GRADE: A -

sive-and handy, if
the unit's stolen);

for another $899, I
could buy a VGA output for a computer monitor. And the manual is one of the best I've seen,

for any product whatsoever. I wish the
SA -3052 weighed less than 11' pounds and
were a bit less bulky, that the A -weighting fil-

Musical Fidelity X -CANS Headphone Amplifier
A number of dedicated headphone amplifiers have reached the market recently, for
several reasons. There's increased interest in high -quality headphone listening, and many
of today's best 'phones are dynamic models that don't require the added electronics that

electrostatics often do. Yet, fewer audio and A/V components
have headphone jacks, and if you find them, they rarely bring out
all the musical enjoyment available from top-notch 'phones.
One of the latest headphone amps is this $250 British entry. Like
the other eight components in Musical Fidelity's X series, it's encased
in an extruded aluminum cylinder 8.6 inches long, with

GRADY: A

ter were not a $44 option, and that it came
connections at one end and LEDs and controls at the
with a pink -noise CD as well as a pinkother. Considering the X -CANS' modest cost and its lack
noise generator. But hey! It does the job,
of ventilation slots, I was surprised to be told that it's a
and I already have CDs with pink -noise
Class -A, single -ended triode design!
tracks. You can also get a version of this
Its maximum rated output power is 100 milliwatts into
analyzer without printer ports and bat40 ohms, and the rated S/N ratio is 86 dB, A -weighted. The
tery, the SA -3051 ($995), and with spe-

cial features for car -stereo judging as
the SA -3055 ($1,599). (AudioControl

Industrial: 2410 70th Ave. West,
Mountlake Terrace, Wash. 98043;
425/775-8461; fax 425/778-3166;

www.audiocontrol.com.)
Ivan Berger

X -CANS delivered sufficient level from every set of dynamic
'phones I plugged into it, and the sound proved rich, balanced,
and clean. It was only in the area of a subtle "oomph factor"

that the X -CANS were bested by my reference headphone
amp-which costs more than five times as much. That oomph is
the sort of improvement that beefier power supplies can often
deliver; though I didn't try it, the X -series does include just such an upgrade power supply, the X-PSU
($200). (Audio Advisor: 4649 Danvers Dr. SE, Kentwood, Mich. 49512; 800/942-0220.
John Sunier

For literature, circle No. 120

For literature, circle No. 122
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RESERVRTIDl15 REQUIRED

Digital Cinema Sound is one of the exclusive

features in the Sony Dolby Digital Receiver. It delivers the movie studio sound sought after
by today's top directors nght to your home. A powerful 24 -bit digital pro:;essor contains the
acoustic characteristics of three state-of-the-art movie production dubbing stages. The result

is astounding. You'll hear movies the way these directors mastered them-from dramatic
sound effects that match stunning screen images, to the subtle nuances of the whispered
word. It's just another way Sony makes great things happen.

Irfnitron

on`y
I

Fnom Sony
(MAXIMUM TEIDIsmfl)

1997 Sony Electronics Inc. all rights reserved. Sony. Digital Cinema Sound and Maximum Television are trademarks of Scny. Dolby is a trademark of Dolby LaboratoriesLicensing Corporation.

SOLUTLONS

Every "Bit" of Every
Signal to Everywhere
Today, your sound and

pieces. The "Y" signal carries the b/w picture and the "C"

pictures start as "b ts"
The information stored on a
CD, LaserDisc, DVD, or transmitted to a DSS receiver... it's all
bits of digital data.

signal carries the color informatior. When color TV
became available it had to be compatible with existing
b/w TV sets. so the extra information for color was kept
separate. S -VHS machines. video cameras, DSS
receivers, LaserDisc and DVD players are among the
equipment often featuring S -Video outputs.

AudioQuest offers a complete range
of

cables optimized to transfer

Component Video (YIQ): Even the "C" in Y/C is a combination signal. Since there are three colors (red/green/
blue), there must be two color difference signals. Y -I is
the red signal. Y -O is the blue, and Y minus red and blue
is green. DVD players are the first to feature YIQ outputs.

all

four digital standards with an absolute
minimum of interference: S/PDIF (7h52
coax), AES/EBU (11052 balanced),
TosLink (EIA-J fiber optic), and ST (AT&T
type fiber optic).

RGB: Red, Green and Blue are the real components of
a video signal. RGB cables carry the three color signals,
plus the vertical and horizontal marker information that
allows the monitor to draw a picture and not just a continuous line of changing colors. RGB is most common
for feeding separate video projectors.

Even though pictures and sound may begin as

digital signals, they must be converted back
into the world we live in, the world of analog.
Most of your components and most of your cables
are handling analog signals, whether audio or video.

Audio: As important as it is to get the video right, it's
the audio that carries the drama, the power, the emotion...whether it's a system with or without a picture.

Under the VideoQuest name we make high performance cables for all the different video signal systems. We also make several different grades of cable
for each system. The cable in one system is not bette-

Unfortunately, it's late in this ad and we've run out of
room to "talk" about AudioOuest double balanced and
triple balanced audio interconnect, Hyperlitz speaker

than the cable in another, only the number of channels oinformation is different. The same type of wideband 75k;
coax is needed for every channel, no matter how many.

cables, UL CL/3 in -wall cables, on wall cables, AC power

Coaxial RF (radio frequency, also called RG for radio

cables, high purity long -grain metals, exotic insulating
materials and patented constructions. We'll just have to
hope that you ask an AudioQuest/ VideoQuest dealer to
demonstrate for you how very important all these things
are. We'll also be pleased to send you the "long" version
(our literature). Please use any of the communication
media listed below to let us know where you want it sent.

guide) cable carries the combined audio and video signal
from an antenna or a DSS dish, or a cable TV box.

Composite Video cable carries the entire picture signal
between most VCRs and LaserDisc players to the monitor.

S -Video (Y/C), carries the same information, but in two

(111111C

OPTILINK Z

VIDEO TWO

RUBY

F-18

TYPE 6

P.O Box 3060 San Clemente. CA 92674 USA, Tel 714-498-2770. Fax 714-498-5112. info(gfaudioquest.com

SR -1604

AC -12

OUCJIOCU St

